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FOREWORD 
This report was prepared by Gruxnan Aerospace Corporation for 
the Manned Spacecraft Center of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration. The work was performed under Contract WAS 9-1203 and 
was administered by the Thermal Technology Branch of the Structures and 
Mechanics Division, with Mr. R. Bullock as Project Technical Monitor. 
The work described herein was performed from July 6, 1971 to 
April 30, 1972. This report is the final report for Contract WAS 
9.. 1203 1 and consists of two volumes: 
• Volume I : Synopsis of Final Report - a brief summary of 
the study and results 
Volume II : Final Report - a detailed presentation of the 
heat pipe applications formulation, evaluation, 
supporting analyses and designs. 
Major contributors to the study were: 
Thermi1 Analysis: J. Alario 
P. Domthgucz 
D. Lehrfctci 
R. Prner 
M. Tawil 
Weights Analysis:	 J. Sims 
Structural Design: J. Fiorello 
J. Valentine 
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3ECTION 1 
ABSTRACT 
An investigation was made to formulate and evaluate heat pipe applications 
for the space shuttle orbiter. Of the twenty-seven specific applications v'r1ci 
were identified, a joint NASA/Gruan evaluation resulted in the selection of 
five of the most prciaing ones for prototype d've1opment. The formulation 
process is described, along with the applications which evolved. The bulk of 
the discussion deals with the "top" five applications, namely: 
heat pipe augmented cold rail 
avionics heat pipe circuit 
o heat pipe/phase change material modular sink 
• air-to-heat-pipe heat exchanger 
• heat pipe radiating panel for compartment temperature control 
The philosophy, physical design details, and performance data are present'd 
for each concept along with a comparison to the baseline design where 
applicable. A sixth application, heat pipe apace radiator for waste heat 
resection, was also recormnericied for prototype development-but its development 
would be mor.. efficiently bnd].ed under a separate contract. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The heat pipe, as a component, in an extremely efficient thermal control 
device that can transfer heat with very Little temperature drop. This heat 
transfer in accomplished by the evaporation, vapor transport, condensation and 
return by capillary action of a working fluid within a sealed container. In 
addition to superior thermal performance, heit pipes have no moving parts, 
require no electrical power and can be made seif-regulatjr. These characteristics 
make heat pipes attractive for aerospace applications since they can benefit overall 
vehicle performance by providing thermal control systems which are lighter, are 
simpler and more reliable, require lens power, operate at much lever noise levels, 
minimize fluid leak probabiljten and have i'uprovi maintenance features. 
In icent years there has been a veritable explosion of information about 
various heat pipes, their design and thermal performance. As a result, the 
feasibility of various types of heat pipc devices has been established. For 
example, flight hardware or working models exist for siiiipl.e heat pipes, isothermalizers, 
cold and hot reservoir variable conductance pipes, diode pipes and feedback control 
heat pipes. They encompass a performance :ange from cryogenic to entry temperatur's 
with corresponding thermal capacities from a few to a few thousand watts. 
Heat pipes have reached the point where their unique performance qualities 
can benefit space shuttle orbiter thermal control systems. With this in mind, a 
study was undertaken to formulate, evaluate and design practicable heat pic syctems 
offering t.angible benefits over baseline designs, with a realistic chance of being 
implemented. The primary objectives of this study were: 
• identify potential heat pipe applications for the space shuttle orbiter 
• evaluate the applications and recommend the most p,e . ising ones for 
further developL.lent 
• perform deailed design and analysis on the recommended applications 
• prepare design drawings with necessary material specifications to 
permit fabrication of prototype hardware for at least three of the recommended 
applications 
•. prepare test plans for performance verification of the three. or more prototype 
systems.
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Secondary objectives were to: 
• evaluate a general design concept employing "off-the-sbeir" heat pipe 
components to be used in minimizing costa, in the event of an exteris I ye 
commitment to heat pipe systems 
• create study plans for the development of prototype heat pipe hardware 
for space station; space shuttle and comxnor shuttle/station applications 
(including space ra.diatora)
I
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SECTION 3 
SUMMARY 
Each of the shuttle subcyste.ns, i.e., structure, propulsion, 
avionics, power and enviror-entai control and life support were reviewed 
in detail, with possible heat pipe applications areas indicated by the 
heat sources and sinks located throughout the shuttle vehicle. Twenty-
seven initial applications were defined, from which eleven were chosen 
for further design and analysis. The procedure used to evaluate these 
eleven was based on a better than/worse than comparison with the baseline 
system for each of six criteria: temperature gradient, capacity margin, 
power requirements, control requirement, weight, and safety. Because of 
the lack of factual data, parameters such as cost, maintainability, reli-
ability, durability, and development risk were only evaluated on a 
secondary basis. 
The eleven prime contenders are briefly summarized below 
1. Isotherinalization cf the leadir.g edge of the wing to lower 
peEuc temperatures ana to increase mission life 
2. Wheel well radiators to mairfain minimum temperatures suffi-
cient for tire survival by supplying waste heat 
3. A design similar to (2) for the air breathing engine com-
partments 
1. A if? avionics circuit to collect and transfer the thermal 
load from electronics boxes to the heat 1---nsfer system 
5. Modular heat sinks for cooling remotely located components 
without the need for long extensions of the pumped coolant 
system 
6. An adaptation of (5) for the flight/voice recorders located' 
in the tail
3-1	
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'. A n-ndular heat pipe heat exchaer system for adapting air-

•yjj coeLlercia.1 and siLj.ary av-ioiiics to t shuttle 
e. An all HP radiator system for waste heat rejection 
9. A modified version of (8) incorporating a pumped fluid 
loop header 
10. A HP augmented cold rail capable of absorbing an order of 
magnitude greater local power density when compared to a 
simple fluid cold rail 
11. A high temperature heat rejection system for the fuel cells 
The piiminary design studies of these prime contenders included 
a description of tho overall system, supporting drawings sho.Lng the heat 
pipe systems and shuttle interfaces, and heat pipe design details including 
capacit,r
 requirements, working fluids, wick design, pipe lengths and 
diameters. 
Farther evaluation resulted in six of the eleven concepts being 
selected for detailed
-design and analysis. These six are noted in 
Table 31, which :uinmarizes the results of the evaluation process. 
SELECTED CONCEPTS
	 '1 
Heat Pipe Augmented Cold Rail 
The heat pipe augmented cold rail is made by inserting a heat pipe 
in the center of a standard two-passage fluid cold rail. The heat pipe, 
by distributing localized heat inputs over the length o' the rail, allows 
A to acconsitodate the higher power densities of preset . generation power 
conditioning and cotrol equipment. without heat pipe augmentation, the 
previow generation electronics would have to be iuhstituted for the newer 
and more compact equipment resulting in heavier avionics and fewer com-
poncnts noun.cd rcr rail. Since more cold rails would be required, not 
employing heat pipes in the cold rails causes increased weight and flow 
pressure losses. The heat pipe augmented cold rail is capable of trans-
fe.rring simultaneously an average heat. load of 
.83 watts/inch/side 
GRUMMAN 
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and a concentrated load of 39 watts/inch/side (over 1.8 inches) to the 
fluid loop, while maintaining equipment flange root temperatures belu: 
1i40°F.
Avionics Heat Pipe Circuit 
This system consists of an equipment rack comprised of all-heat 
pipe cold rails, a heat pipe header to collect and carry the energy away 
from the rack, and a heat pipe-to-fluid heat exchanger to transfer the 
we qje heat to the pumped fluid (water) lop system. Heat pipe cold rails 
can n:ore conveniently provide greater cooling capacity than all-fluid 
rails, both on a power density and a total load per rail basis; and ize 
heat pipes operate near Isothermal conc'itions they provide flexibility for 
equipment location within the circuit. In addition to the twin b=efits 
of capacity and flexibility, the problems associated with flow balancing 
and, pumping losses in the fluid rafl.s are e1iiinated. The absence of 
fluid connections at the rails aio minimizes fluid leaks and possible 
equipment contamination. 
Heat Pipeaue Change Material Modular Sink 
This System provides autonomous thermal control of heat gcncrating 
packages located in remote portions of the vehicle, where fluid-loop 
cooling would require very long lines with their inherent installation and 
leak problems. As applied to the flight data/voice recorder electronics. 
the modular heat sink thermal control concept couples the electronics base 
plate (heat source), via heat pipes, to either a structural or phase change 
material heat sink, as required. 
During most phases, heat would normally be transferred to structure. 
During times of high structural temperatures the pipes would self-regulate, 
minimizing thermal feedback from structure, while ut i
 .ing the phase change 
sink Icr adequate equipment cooling. This system controls the baseplate 
temperature between -20°F and 130°F while the surrounding structure ranges 
between _I40CF and 2070F. The modular heat sink thermal control concept has 
broad applicability to remotely located heat sources utilizing any number 
of possible sinks -- e.g., structure, expendable fluids, phase change 
materials, isolated radiators.
GRUMMAN 
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Mr-to-Heat Pipe Heat Exchanger 
The air cooling requirements of "off-the-shelf" available com-
mercial and military electronics can be satisfied, without modificaticn, 
by using a heat pipe-to-air heat exchanger in conjunction with an air 
circulating enclosure within which the equipment is mounted. The he: 
load picked up by the heat pipes is transferred to the main header of 
the heat transport system. Heat pipes are more ettractive than a straight 
fluid-to-air heat exchanger becau'c they do not require any fluid con-
nections near the equipment, thereby decreasing the chance of fluid 
leakage and equipment contamination. 
Heat Pipe Radiating Panel for Compartment Temperature Cuntrsl 
A heat pipe radiator system for compartment temperature control 
has power and weight advantages over an electrical system and cc:trol 
and reliability advantages over a conventional fluid radiator. The 
heat pipe radiator system described in this study has been designed for 
the orbiter'8 main landing gear compartment, although in principle and 
concept it can be used elsewhere. It consists of a heat pipe radiator 
panel and e diode heat pipe header. Waste heat from a convenient fluid 
heat source (in this case the Freon-21 heat rejection luop) is extracted 
by a diode/heat exchanger coupling and directed to the feeder heat pipes 
of the radiator panel. The heat pipe radiator system, as described, is 
capable of maintaining the on-orbit main landing gear temperatures between 
140°F and 117°F with a heat exchanger flow rate of 150 lb/hr, or onl,' 30 
of the maximi available rate. The system weighs 0.714 pous per ft 2 of 
radiator surface vs. 
.78 lb/ft2
 for a conventional fluid radiator. The 
weight penalty for a system which uses electrical heaters would be 
1.61 lb/ft2.
IV 
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SECTION 4 
lDEI'JTIFICATICi/ Pru;Liu NfdY EVALUATION 
No single configuration wus used as "the" baseline Shuttle concept 
for the purpose of identifying and formulating heat pipe applications. 
Bather, the configurations of thron Phao A/B Shuttle contractors were 
used (Reerenee 1 - 3). However, Grumman's concept served as the priiiary 
information source since it more closely reflected current NASA thinking 
and the supporting documentation wan more readily available. 
The approach was to analyze a typical Shuttle vehicle, unitg design 
data from one contractor to supplement that of another, which serves to 
incorporate the largest wnount of available engineering information in the 
baseline confiuratLon. however, thcrc still was insufficient esign data 
to provide detailed flight requtremints for all of the Shuttle's heat 
sources and sinks, e.g., tcuperature, heat load, operational timelinco. As 
a result, mwy of the preliminery evaluations and tradeoffs were qualitative, 
relying heavily on sound engineering judgemen t' . They wer' supported by 
nnaiynir, w}wnr,ver prinnihle. 
Grunazi's subsystem definition (see Table 4_1) was used to categorize 
the major functional area on the shuttle. Each of these subsystems were 
then reviewed in dotL'.l for fearsib1., heat pipe applications by scrutinizing 
all the heat sources tLnd heat ainl f tj
 which comprised them. Examples of tyilcal 
shuttle heat :souxueo are given in T&lc 4-2. A list of shuttle items that 
have low operating temperatures and sufficient capacity to be designated as 
heat sinks is given in Table 4-3, 
The factors considered in developing the al-. .cationa were temperaturdJ 
and capacity rtirement., py;ical location on the vehicle, mission environ-
ment, geometric or operational constraints, and effects or inertial forces on 
the movement of the working fluid.. Inertial forces during powered flight and 
entry can be as high as 3 g'c and, as seen 'from Fig. l -1, the direction of 
these forces can vary through 180 decrees during the various mission pha305. 
For' a heat pipe mounted parail]. to the fuselage reference line, these forces 
will drive the working fluid alt during ascent and generally forward during 
GRUMMAN 
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TABLE 4-i - GAC SUBSYSTEM DEFINITIONS 
A. structural 
1. Fuselage 
a. Nose Module 
b. Forward 'ttd Module (Crew Compartment, Payload 
Compartment) 
C. Aft Mid Module (ABPS Engine Support) 
d. Aft Fuselage (Thrust Structure and Mounts) 
e. Tanks (102, OMS, APPS) 
2. Acro Surfaces 
a. Wing 
b. Elevon 
a. Fin 
d. Rudder 
3. Extern]. U12 Tanks 
14 Thermal Protection 
5. Craw Station/Equipment and Passenger Accommodation:j 
6. Flight Control Mechanical Equipment 
7. Recovery System (Landing Gear) 
B. Propulsion 
1. Main Propulsion System 
2. Ur Breathing Propulsion System 
3. Orbit Maneuvering System 
1+. Attitude Control Propulsion 
C. Avionics 
1. Guidance and Navigation 
2. Flight Control. 
3. Dati. Management 
1. tmtrunicntation 
5. Telecommunications and Air Traffic Control 
6. Displays arid Controls 
-2	 ILRUMMAN TP
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TABlE 11 (Continued) 
D. Power 
1. Power Generation 
2. Electrical Power Distribution 
3. Hydraulic 
E. Environmental Control Life Support 
1. Atmospheric Revt.a1ization 
2. Heat Trazaport/Heat Rejection 
3. Atmospheric Supply and Composition Control 
4 • Water Management 
5. Waste Management
IN"* 
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TABlE 4_2 - TYPICAL HEAT SOURCES ON THE SPACE ShUTTLE 
Internal 
• AiOnics 
- Black boxes' 
- Aircraft avionics 
- Spacecraft electronics 
- Radar antennae 
- High power wiring & connectors 
• Electrical power equipment 
•APU 
- Fuel cells 
Batteries 
• Hydraulic equipment 
- Pumps 
Hydraulic lines & control valving 
- Actuators
External 
o I1PS 
- Aerotnermodynamic heating 
- Post-flight soakback 
- Plume impingement
o Environmental Control 
Equipment 
- Radiators 
- Heat exch.nger 
o Math propulsion equipment 
- Gimbal rings 
- Heat exchang.rs 
• Air breathing engine equipment 
- Lubricants 
- Propellant 
• Structure 
- tnd1ng gear 
- Engine compartments 
- Wheel wells 
- Pivots and attachments 
o Environmental 
- Solar radiation 
- Earth radiation 
- Direct and reflected 
radiation from other 
space vehicles 
k_i1.
TABlE 4_3 - TYPICAL SPACE SHUTTLE HEAT SINKS
Internal External 
0 Structure 0 Space 
0 Cryogenic tankage and piping o Deployable space radiators 
o Cryogenic boiloff o Fixed space radiators 
o Water boilers 0 Other space station modules 
o Water sublimators or vehicles 
o Freon bo	 ers o Ground support equipment 
o Fluid loop elements o Air conditioning, inert gas 
purge 
o Cold plates, cold rails, 
heat exchangers 
o Air cycle equipment 
o Propellants
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retlux :onflticin must exist. The latter implies a gravity a&sisted ret.rn 
of the working fluid to the evaporator. Consideration was given to opera-
tion during five mission phases:
	 '1 
Phase	 Descrip tion
Duration
(Hr) 
Launch	 Prior to lift off 2 
Boost	 Ascent to orbit 2 
Cn-orbit	 270 n ml, i
	 55 16I 
Entry	 De-orbit to sea level 2 
ILnding	 Up to GSE hook-up 1/2 
DE-ORBIT	 O4TAL PLANE 
DuNIMuM	 REOWT ,.-	 ARTIFICAL g 
•.INERTIA FORCE VECTOR oF 
\
	
MEATPIPE FLUID 
Ii 
C?
_-r 
EPTRY \.r° APPR cx
LANDING 
FIGIJi	 i-1	 -	 INERTIA FORCE VARIATION DURING S1IUfIE MISSION
IUMMAP JT 
Identification sheets for each proposed ap'lication are contained 
in Appendix A-i. Each sheet gives a description of the appiicatiox4, it 
requirements and its advantages and disadvantages. 
They have been evaluated and grouped into three general categories. 
Prime Contenders (Rating =2): Those applications offering tangible 
benefits over the baseline thermal coritrol system and a realistic 
chance of being implemented. They are minimum ri3 systems with 
potentially large payoffs. 
Possible Ccntenders (Ruting =1): Those aliations providing 
marginal improvements over the baseline systems. The potential 
benefits are uncertain and may not warrant the development eIfoy-t. 
Rejected (Rati ng = 0): Those applIcations offering no significant 
benefit over the baseline. Insufficient definition exists to warrant 
further consideration at this time. 
Table	 lists the :roposed applications and their ratings. A 
description of Fi.h application is given in Appendix A-5. 
Additional work was done in areas relatad to applications previously 
identified, in response to changing Shuttle definitions. These discussions 
for
(1) coupling the wing leading edge to the upper wing surfaces to 
equalize temperatures, 
(2) lowering the backface temperatures of rnperlight ablator panels, 
and
(3) using heat pipes in a lube oil/hydrauil. .luid heat exchanger 
for a hypergolic fueled APU, 
are contained in Appendices A-2, A-3, and A-h, respectively. None of them 
were evaluated as prime contenders.
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TABLE 1414 -SHUTrIE HEAT PIPE APPLICATIONS CANDIDATES 
Prime Contenders (Rating = 2) 
Title 
1. TPS Leading Edge 
2. Landing Gear 
3. Avionics HP Circuit 
i. Modular Sinks 
5. AIR Equipment 
6. Flight & Voice. Recorders 
7. HP Radiator W/HP Hea'er 
8. HP Radiator with Integral HP/Fluid Header 
9. ECS Cold Rail 
10. HP Radiator for Fuel Cell 
11. Air Breathing Engine Compartment 
Possible Contender ating_= 1) 
12. OMS I1i Boiloff 
13. High Intensity Lights 
]. Battery 
17. Tracking Radar 
16. Fluid Evaporator 
Rejected (Rating = 0 
17. Fuselage TPS, Interference Heating 
:8. TPS Panel 
19. Control Surface Pivots 
20. O	 2 Boiloff 
21. Main 102 Tank Boiloff 
22. C-Band Directional Antenna 
23. Electrical Wiring 
24. Hydraulic Actuators 
25. APU 
26. 1.02 Natural Recirculating System 
27. Water Chiller
Subsystem 
Structure 
Structure 
Avionics 
Avionics 
Avionics 
Avionics 
ECS 
ECS 
ECS 
Power 
Propulsion 
Structure 
Avionics 
Avionics 
Avionics 
ECS 
Structure 
Structure 
Structure 
Structure 
Structure 
Avionics 
Avionics 
•er 
Power 
Propulsion 
ECS
I 
I 
I 
I 
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SECTION 5

PEWNARY DESIGN STUDS 
Eleven prime contenders for heat pipe applications on the space 
shuttle have been identified in the previous section. They represent 
applications offering tangible benefits over their counterpart baseline 
thermal control systems and a realistic chance of being implemented. This 
section gives the preliminary design studies of these prime contenders in 
eleven self-contained write-ups. Each write-up includes a written discussion 
of the application, supporting drawings showing the heat pipe systems and 
shuttle interfaces, and preliminary heat pipe design details including capacity 
requirements, working fluids, wick design, pipe lengths and diameters. The 
write-ups are presented in the following order: 
Section Title 
5-1 TPS Leading Edge (SPLfl4) 
5-2 Landing Gear (SPL-103) 
5-3 Avionics HP Circuit (SPL-102) 
5_4 Modular Sinks (sPL-112) 
5-5 ATh Equipment (SPL-105) 
5-6 Flight and Voice Recorders (sPr1-111) 
5-7 HP Radiator with HP Header (SPI-101) 
5-8 HP Radiator with Integral HP/Fluid Header (sPL.li) 
5-9 HP Augmented Cold Ra4l (SPL_iO1i' 
5-10 HP Radiator for Fuel Cell (SFL-110) 
5-11 Air Breathing Engine Compartment (sPL-109)
I 
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5- TPS LEADING EDGE (SPL-114) 
The baseline thermal protection system for the 1e'dinge edges of 
the shuttle wings and vertical fin is an oxidatior resistant carbon-carbon
 
reinforced pyrolyzed plastic (RPP) composite structure. This class of 
materials, although still under development, has shown the potential for 
long term exposure in an oxidizing atmosphere at temperatures exceeding the 
limits of coated metals. The substrate materials, comprised of graphite 
cloth or filaments, offer low density (s 2 lbs/ft 2
 of surface area) with 
good strength at elevated temperatures. The development work is being done 
for NASA by Vought Missiles & Space Co., Dallas, Txas. Their phase I 
evaluation is given in VIC Final Report T143_5R_O0O1 (c ..02557) and 
covers 
t
he performance period through February 1971. Two difruslon coating 
systems are candidates for the oxidation resistant coatings: siliconized 
and zirconium-boron-silicon coated BPP.. 
The report indicates that siliconized RPP is projected to meet a 100 
mission life capability at 3500°F radiation equilibrium temperature and a 
10 mission life capability at 37100F. The former temperature exceeds he 
29000
 F wh.ch was previously considered the limit for a 100 mission life. 
However, it must be emphasized that the 3500°F limit is
	 cted, it does 
not exist now. 
The report also points out the importance of minimizing thermal stresses 
in the carbon - carbon material. It is the most significant dcsigu parameters
 
for coated RPP with a high elastic modulus but somewhat less important for 
base and coated RPP with a low elastic modulus. The baseline approach for 
redtcing circumferential temperature gradients is to increase material thick-
ness. But the RPP's low thermal conduàtivity (2 - 7 Bt.r 'Hr-Ft-°F) makes this 
prohibitive from a weight viewpoint when applied to areas of severe temperature 
gradients. Gradients were reduced only 7.5 when the thickness was increased 
from .20 to .50 Inches. 
High temperature liquid metal heat pipes can be applied to the leading 
edges in areas of high aero-heating to reduce the adverse circumferential 
temperature gradients in the carbon-carbon. Sheet 2 of Figure SPL-1114
 Snows 
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the radiation equilibrium temperature distribution at the wing le ng edge 
during peak heating (00 seconds after re-entry).. It includes the equalizing 
effects of internal reradiation between the backface surfaces. Accounting for 
this cross-radiation reduces the maximum surface temperature at the stagnation 
point by 3700F. The corresponding thermal gradient across the 
.20 inch thick-
ness is 2780F. 
It should be noted that failsafe considerations demand that the minimum 
material thickness be determined by the single mission capability of uncoated 
RIP which has a recession rate of 1+ to 5 (10-4
 ) in/sec. This means a minimum 
thickness on the order of .20 inches. 
A preliminary evaluation of the use of high temperature heat pipes was 
done by D. Ernst, P. Shefalek and J. Davis of the Thermo Electron Corp., 
Waltham, Mass, under an informal agreement with Grumman Aerospace, The subse-
quent application is based upon their contributions for the design of the heat 
pipes.
Three configurations for the application of heat pipes to the loading 
edge are proposed. They rxe all based on isothernalizing the surfaces to 
which they are attacd and all  of them use lithium as the working fluid 
since the opero.tng temperature range Is on the order of 3000°F. 
The first configuration, shown on sheets 1, 2 and 3 of SPL-lle, involves 
isotheinalizIng the entire wing leading edge. Heat pipes located along the 
elcment lines of the airfoil (see sheet 3) carry heat to a secondary UP header 
which follows the circumferential contour of the foil section (see sheet 2). 
Each secondary header, in turn, feeds the primary HP header which runs parallel 
to the leading edge at about the 7% chord line. The theoretical effect of this 
application would-be a uniform temperature of abou ..450 0F along the entire 
leading edge. 
Preliminary eialue.tions have raised objections to the number of HP to 
HP joints that are required (excessive L T's), the long length of primary 
header called for, and the obvious weight penalty incurred by these many 
p.pes.
p1,, 
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Configuration II (sheet 14) Involves isothermalizing only a small. 
section of the leading edge by attaching heat pipes which follow the circum-
ferential contour of the edge. Heat Pipes (1" wide by 1/14" deep) are placed 
side by side, as nccessay, to equalize the temperatures in high heating 
rate areas. Application of an isothermalizer heat pipe to the section of 
sheet 2 would result in a theoretical uniform temperature of 2630°F, a re-
duction of 14900F from the maximum stagnation line temperature. It would 
require a heat pipe capable of transmitting 26 watts/cm2
 of surface urea 
which is low compared to heat pipes which have been built and tested as seen 
in Table 5-1. 
The heat pipe envelope could be made from one of the materials shown 
in Table I on sheet 14. One of the areas requiring further investigation is 
the bonding mechanism of the 1' envelope to the RrP backface. Materials 
compatible with lithium might also he a problem although Thermo Electron 
han successfully run a TZM-lithiuzn heat pipe at 3300°F and 190 watts/'cm"' for 
14600 hours. It used a 60/60 Molybdcntnn screen mesh for its wick. They have 
also emonntrated a tungsten-lithium pipe using 50/50 tungsten mesh at 
3730 1F and 100 watts/cm 2 . The demonstrated operating temperatures and 
power densitien are well within the requicment for this application (2600 - 
2800°F and 26 watts/cm-0), 
An appro&ch to overcome the attachment bonding problem is to form a 
leading edge structure that contains enclosed internal channels which act 
an heat pipe envelopes (see Configuration III). Thus, the heat pipes are 
integral to the RPP structure and also contribute to the structural stiffness 
of the panel. About 50 of the heat pipe weight can then be credited to 
structure, thereby decreasing the reight penalty associated with using the 
heat pipes.
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5-2 - WHEEL WELL RADIATOR - ON-ORBIT MINIIJM 
TENPEP.ATURE CONThOL (sPL-103) 
•
	
	
A system for heating the wheel assembly while in orbit is necezsar,. 
as rubber tires cannot survive temperatures below -650F, and should not be 
used for landings below -50°F. 
Under normal operating conditions waste heat is brought from the 
low-.temperature cabin electronics back to the area of fuselage station X1212, 
where it is carried outboard and then up to the reaxost low temperature 
radiator panel. At this point, some heat could be diverted to panels in the 
main landing gear wells as shown in SPL-103. 
It was decided to use the heat obtained from the circuit to heat tvo 
radiator panels in each wheel well one on each side facing a tire. In this 
configuration, the energy emitted by the radiator iculd maintain an acceptable 
tire temperature. 
In choosing the capacities required in the heat pipes to be used, the 
heat loss to the skin at -180°F from an assumed wheel well wall temperature 
of -20'F was calculated to be 300 watts per wheel well. I.; was then asu'ed 
that this amount of energy must be supplied to the radiators. 
The wheel well radiator headers are connected to the main heat transport 
circuit by a diode heat pire to each well. A diode heat pipe, permitting flow 
only toward the wheel well, was chosen to prevent leakage of heat back into the 
heat transport circuit during re-entry. 
This diode could be made of a half-inch diameter heat pipe, which, in 
the required dimensions, has a capacity of 544 wa 	 and a maximum loading 
requirement of 300 watts. 
From each o1 these diode heat pipes, there are two half-inch diameter 
headers supplying each radiator panel with 150 watts. If the headers are 
filled with ammonia the capacity of each is close to 1.4.kilowatts; if filled 
With Frcon21, 285 watts.
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From this header, there are six feeder pipes into th e
 radiator, 
each of which must supply 25 watts. If ammonia-filled feeder heat pipes 
are used, the capacity of each will be in excess of 2.5 kilowatts; if 
Freon-21, the capacity of each will be about 500 watts. 
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5-3 - }AT PE HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM (a), AVIONICS HEAT Pi 
CIRCUIT (b) (spi,-io 
(a) HP Heat Transport'System 
When the vehicle is in orbit, much of the internal load is generated 
by electronics in and around the cabin area and by the fuel cells which are 
forward of the cabin area. This heat is to be dissipated by a group of 
radiator panels on the inside of the cargo bay doors. It is necessary to 
transport this heat energy some distance through the ship and the heat pipe 
circuit described herein has been designed for this purpose. 
The electronics gear in th cabin area may be divided into two cate-
gories: "high-temperature" electronics (operating at around 90°F) and "low 
temperature" electronics (operating at around 40°F). These high and low-
temperature sources make it thermally more efficient to use separate "circuits" 
for each, to transport and reject the waste heat load. 
In designing such heat pipe circuits, there is a trade-off involved - 
the longer the transport section, the less the maximum heat pipe capacity, in 
an almost hyperbolic relationship. Yet the designer would .like to minimize 
the numbr of series connected heat pipes between points in order to minimize 
contact conductance temperature drops between them. In the present case, with 
loads on the order of 5 kilowatts, it is necessary to do so. 
It was decided to use a series - parallel design (as shown in SPL-102) 
in order to maintain the necessary heat transfer capacity in the event of 
failure of one heat pipe. Ia.rge capacity pipes (1" ID, ammonia-filled) are 
specified, in view of the largu capacities and comparatively long effective 
lengths required. 
The "hot" circuit consists of two parallel links of three heat pipes 
in series, connected fore and aft by isothermalizing "crossover" heat pipes. 
These pipes in series each have a capacity of over 1.9 kilowatts, arid, at 
maximum heat production by the fuel cells, are required to carry only 2,110 
watts. In the event of a complete failure of one of the series links, the 
other is capable of carrying the full load. 
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When this heat load reaches fuselage station X 918, it is carried to 
the radiator header by two "leader" heat pipes, one on each side, with each 
having a capacity of 4,16 I
 watts and a load-carrying requirement of 2,110 
watts.
The "cold" circuit is similar, but, du; to the larger maximum load 
produced by the cabin area electronics (6,780 watts), it was necessary to go 
to four paral'el links of three heat pipes each. This circuit is shown as
 
originating in the center of the cabin area, as few details are available 
concerning specific placement of equipment. 
Each of the four parallel links has a capacity of 14,06 watts and is 
required to carry a maximum load of 1 ,690 watts. If a heat pipe in one link 
failed, the other links would then have to carry a maximum of 2,260 watts, 
Still well within the predicted capacity of the heat pipe. If a less critical 
margin of safety is acceptable the system needs only half the number of pipes. 
At fuselage station X1110, heat flow splits between the two forward
	 = 
"cold" radiator panels (with a capacity of 3,917 watts and a requirement of 
2,260 watts) and a continuation of two of the parallel links by two "terminal" 
heat pipes (with a capacity of 5,397 watts and a requirement of 1,130 watts), 
attached at fuselage station X1212 to the headers of the aft radiator panel 
on each side. 
At this point, some of the heat energy is taken from the area of this 
aft leader/header interface to the radiator panels in the main landing gear 
wheel well (see Section 5-2). 
(b) Avionics HP Circuit (SPL-102B)	 •	 • 
While the foregoing discussion dealt with an all heat pipe heat trans-
port system, it is possible (and perhaps advisable) to use a conventional fluid 
loop as the transçort system between smaller heat pipe circuits and an ultimate 
sink (e.g., radiator, fluid boiler). This would allow the newer heat pipe tech-
nology to be gradually integrated with more common systems and controls. The 
avionics subsystem is an area where such a hybrid system might be partculri,y 
advantageous.
5-lb 
Standard avionics equipment which has beei designed for fl'i 4.d cold 
rail or cold plate cooling will instead be attached to all heat pipe rails 
or plates. The mounting interfaces would be unchanged. The "feeder" heat 
pipes from the cold rails will then be joined to intermediate heat pipe 
headers which, in turn will be connected to the math fluii header. Figure 
SPL-102]3	 shows one such arrangement. Its main advantages are more flex .
-ibility and improved maintainability. 
The absence of fluid paths within an equipment rack eliminates flow 
splits and flow balancing problems - especially when requirements change and 
items are modified and relocated. The complete lack of fluid couplings 
pernits entire racks to be removed without contaminating the heat transport 
fluid system and requiring endless cycles of purging and reharging - a 
quite common occurrence on previous spacecraft fluid loop systems. 
One-half inch diameter heat pipes will be used in the cold rails, with 
water as the working fluid for applications inside the pressure shell and 
Freon-21 used outside. The heat transport capacity for a typical 5 inch water 
pipe is 80 watts at 100°F and 250 watts at 460F. 
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 - MODULAR SThXS(sPr,-1121 
Shoot 1 of SPL-112 illustrates this concept. It would be simpler 
to cool u remotely located, low power output (except for short periods of 
high power dissipation) component by some local means rather than extending 
a pumped fluid coolant loop to these remote locations. This concept 
describes one means of accomplishing this. 
Heat could be removed from the component by means of heat pipes 
(sheet 2), in u manner similar to that used to cool electronic components 
with cold rails. This heat would be carried by a header running through 
the modular sink to a diode heat pipe. The latter is in turn attached to 
a sink (structure or a small radiator) capable of dissipating the small 
steady bed produced by the component. 
Under low-power conditions, the modular sink would be unaffected. 
When the component switches to its high power mode, the conventional sink 
would be mubbe to absorb the extra energy. As the sink temperature 
increased, the heat pipe vapor temperature would increase until it reached 
the melting point of the phase change material. The absorber would then 
retain the extra heat and hold the vapor temperature in the heat pipe steady. 
When the component returned to its low power mode, the phase change material 
would resolidify, giving up the heat it had absorbed to the sink, thus 
resetting the device for the next cycle. 
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-5 ADAPTATION OF MILLRY AND COMMERCIAL AIR AVIONICS 
TO THE SFiUrIE (sPL-105)
 - AIR TRANSPORT 
RACK EQUIPNL'NT 
Extensive use of available commercial airline and military aircraft 
a'ionics is planned for the Shuttle because they are about one-fifth to one-
tenth the cost of "space-tailored" equipment. However, much or this equip-
ment has	 n designed for standard mounting fixtures (racks) and requires 
conv e atmosphere for proper temperature control. Some means for marrying 
these requirements, without alteration, is necessary to take full advmtage of 
the potential cost savings. 
Modular designed heat pipe-to-air heat exchanger elements in conjunction 
wih an air circulating enclosure can provide a standard approach for the 
adaptation of aircraft avionics to the shuttle orbiter. A typical enclosure 
for cabin located equipment would consist of suitable shelving or bracketing 
for mountir.g standard military air packaging or stacked printed circuit cards. 
Forced air circulation would be provided by a centrally located fan or blower. 
The blower air is diverted from a supply plenum t, parallel passages wcre it 
passes up, through and over the equipment. 
Current ATh mounting configurations (Sheet 1 of SPL-105) feature 
passages which lose a portion of their air to an adjacent passage. The cooling 
air which passes up and through the equipment comes from the adjoining passage, 
through holes in the mounting plates. Air which passes over the tops of the 
equipment comes directly from the supply plenum. The projected ATR mounting 
configuration (sheet 2) calls for completely separate, non-corunicating, 
parallel passages where all the flow passes up, through and over the equipment. 
Each charge of air makes only one pans. 
In both configurations the he'i.ted air from each channel flows into a 
:etuxn plenum where it ixthe
	 d if d:xec:ted tc the l.loe.'
	 tak. DanieiLately
before reaching the intake, the air flows through the finned heat pipe heat 
exchanger modules where it rejects its heat. The heat load picked up 1ythe 
heat. pipes is then transferred to either a heat pipe header or flmid header 
for eentu'tl tranport to a final sink (e.g., radiator, expendable fluid). 
GRUMMAN 
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The AR enclosure would be designed to hold sufficient internel 
pressure to survive temporary loss of crew compartment air. Adequate 
vibration and shock attenuation would be designed into the enclosure to 
eliminate shock mounts on each individual component. 
The proposed heat pipe designs would be more desirable than similar 
coolant system liquid-to-air exchangers in that thc v umuld provid: more 
flexibility and eliminate flow splits, pressure drop or fJi.d connection 
problems associated with the liquid loop systc.rw. 
There are additional ttnefits in that some degree of inherent control 
(for example, the use of a vcEP) could be pussiveiy invoF:&' giving better 
temperature regulation and thus iore reliable ele•3tronics performance. 
Improver temperature regu'tion and forced air circulation pa.tern 
would also preclude the need fo additional therni.,l testing beyond the 
requirements of the governing specifications. 
The use of heat pipes would also improve maintainability and elia-
bility. The repair or removal of an .TR enclosure would be simplified since 
it would not require the opening or resealing of fluid lines. Also, a heat 
pipe puncture or leak would not endanger the electronics as much as a similar 
leak in 'a pumped loop heat exchajger, since it contains a limited amount of 
non-conductive distilled water as compared with the 'r.;re volume of rela-
tively impure (pump contamination) ECS fluid. 
a 
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- FLIGHT VOICE RECORDER/DATA PFCOR'ER 'rE•PERAru} 
CONTROL (sPL-111) 
The flight data and voice recorders for the Shuttle are FAA Type III 
(ejectable, unrestricted location). They are currently located in the lover 
aft portion of the vertical fin as shown on SPL-11l, sheet 1. The standard 
recorders are required to function in an ambient thermal environment from 
-68°F to +160°F and must not be adversely affected by exposure from 
-860F to 
+160°F. The published electrical power profiles (Grumman Shuttle Memo 1335-
160M0 .-6i)
 call for continuous operation of both recorders (lcoy, duty cycle) 
throughout the 7 day earth orbital mission (168 hrs.). Tice flight data 
recorder dissipates 21 watts and the voice recorder 20 watts. 
The temperature extremes of the surroundirg fin structure are: 
100°F	 : launch & Boost 
to 110°F	 : On-Orbit 
600°F Max	 : Re-entry 
Thus, the surrounding structure can be used as a heat sink during on-orbit 
operations only. 
Using conventional circulating fluid techniques (i.e., ECS loop) to 
control the temperature of the equipment woi1d require long, out-of-the-way 
runs for the coolant 1ine8. This creates additional pressure losses and flow 
balancing problems in the fluid loop system in the event that the recorders 
are relocated. 
Heat pipes internal to a common cold plate type mounting surface can 
transfer heat from both recorders to either an int adiate sink or the local 
fin structure, as the situation demands. See sheet. 2 for a typical Installa-
tion. Heat flows from the recorders through the mounting plate to the internal 
heat pipes. These heat pipes, in turn, couple the nountin,g plate to diode heat 
pipes and also to the intermediate sink. During cold conditions, when the sur-
rounding structure ta ccoer than the tett7erattze cf the quinent, the diode 
pipes complete the connection to structure, bypassing the intermediate sink, 
ai.d creating a direct path from recorders to the structural sink. When the 
GRUMMAN 5-29
I own V70— 
RM
structure gets warmer than the equipment the diode re' 're.;, hreaki 	 $.h 
heat flow path to structure. Now the heat is transferred to the ir.tiermciiate 
sink which can he either a phase change material (used if the recorders are 
on intermittently) or an expendable fluid such as water (used when operation 
is continuous). In either case, the intermittent sink and the recorders are 
well insulated from the structure to prevent their absorbing heat during 
extreme heating conditions. 
The recorders are mounted so that the inertia vector assists the return 
of fluid from the condenser sections to the evaporator sections (mounting plate) 
of the heat pipesi during boost and reentry mission phases. Sheet 2 shows a 
configuration using a phase change m.-Aerial as the intermediate sink. The 
configuration shown on sheet 3 uses vn expendb1e fluid heat sink. This 
would be the only suitable internied..te sink for a 109 percent duty cycle 
and would require up to 21. 14 pounds of water, depending upon how long the 
fin structure can be used as a heat sink. 
The 3/8 inch I.D. heat pipes would employ a spiral artery wick using 
Freon-21 as Lhe working fluid. Each pipe has a capacity of 200 watts, more 
than enough to satisfy operational requirements while also providing a good 
measure of redundancy in case one of the pipes malfunctions.
ri ! 
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5-7	 HEAT PIPE RADIATOR SYSTEM (sPL-io: 
The baseline concept uses fluid-loop radiators in ortit to dissipate 
the heat generated by the fuel cells and various cabin and remote electronic 
systems. Aiternatiiely, the radiators (and related aders) could be made
 
using heat pipes. 
The fuel cells and "high temperature electronics" mist be maintained 
at temperatures In the 85 - 90°F range; the "low-temperature" cabin electronics 
mu3t be maintained at around 4C°F. Although it is possible to operate all the 
radiator panels at the same temperature, it is more efficient to segregate the 
load into two radiator systems: a high-temperature system and a low-temperature 
system.
The baseline radiator area of 700 ft2 is divided among 10 panels, 5 on
	 11 
each cargo bay door, the forward two panels on each side (the high-temperature 
panels) being 9' 10" by 6' 5", and the three aft panels (the low-temperature 
panels) lit 1" by 6' 5tt• 
Heat is brought from the internal heat tranort s ystem to the radiators 
by means of 1" diameter variable conductance heat pipe headers, and transferrr 
throughout the panel by means of small (i" diameter) feeder heat pipes. 
The six "cold" (-.- 600F) radiator panels must dissipate a load of 32,500 
Btu/Hr from the low temperature electronics. This is 3,750 Btu/hr cr 1,130 
watts per panel (and therefore per header). Computer studies indicate that 
an ammonia-filled heat pipe, with an eleven-foot condenser, a twenty-five Inch 
transport section, and a four-foot evaporator has a capacity of over two 
kilowatts. 
Sheet 2 of SPI,-101 shows one possible configuration for the twenty-five 
inch transport section. It assumes heat is tuught to the evaporator of 'the 
header at the shuttle wall, then carried rrcund a flex&ble transport section 
consisting ofa wick inside flexthle hosing, and finally given up to the 
feeder pipes In the raiatôr pane], by the condenser section. 
5-34	 GRUMMAN
Several alternate headers are being considered, with rotatit CO.",- 
ductive couplings between heat ptpes (rather than direct transport within 
a heat pipe) at the hinge line. 
One such coupling is shown on sheets 3 and 1 of SPL-. lO1. The radiator 
header would have its condenser section unchanged, would reuire no transport 
section, and would have an evaporator section shaped l i ke a trapezoidal flat 
plate rather than a cylinder. It would be placed on the hinge line, and on 
either side of it, in a 'sandwich-like" configuration, would be placed 
identically shaped condenser sectioni.. of two other heat pipes fixed in posi-
tion relative to the shuttle wall and carrying heat to the hinge lire from 
the internal heat transfer circuit. Heat would be transferred across the 
hinge line by conduction from these condenser to the evaporator of the header. 
(The requirement that there be no projections through the skin when the cargo 
bay doors are closed dictates the shape of the evaporator and condensers 
involved.) 
A variable conductance heat pipe header was chosen to provide control. 
As the heat production of internal systems decreases, the operating tezera-
ture of the header drops, causing the non-condensible gas in the reservoir to 
expand, blocking off a part of the condenser section. This, in effect, cu-3 
off part of the radiator area and so prevents the working temperature from 
dropping too low, acting an a control device on the radiator. By properly 
designing the header, it would be possible to cut the radiator off entirely 
in no-load conditions. 
From the condenser section of the header, heat Is picked up by a 
large number of small feeder pipes extending out into the radiator panel, 
spaced at six-inch intervals. As shown, each feeder pipe has an evaporator 
length of 5 3/4" and a conder..er ltgth of 6' 5".	 iputer studies show that 
such a pipe, with an a'nia fill, is capable of transporting over 600 watts; 
the load it would be required to carry is 51.3 watts (1,130 w.tts divided by 
22, the number of feeder pipes per it cold" radiator).
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- HEAT PIPE RADIATOR WITH INTEGRAL 
FLUID HEADER (sP1,.113) 
An alternate approach to the heat pipe radiator is shown in drawing 
SPL-113. ThiR configuration assumes that a pumped flui.d loop system has 
been chosen as the basic heat transport mechanism from heat sources to the 
radiators, and it is desired to connect a variable conductance heat pipe-
controlled radiator to this system as the heat rejection device. 
The use of VCHP control has advantages over conventional fluid loop 
byp.oe and regenerative systems in that it is self-controlled - there is no 
need for external monitoring or control devices. Reliability should be very 
highs as there are no moving parts. 
A proposed configuration for the VC1- Leader/fluid header interface 
is shown in sheet 2 of SPL-113. The evaporator section of the heat pipe 
header is immersed in the fluid and held in place by means of many small fins 
which are brazed to the outside of the heat pipe to increase the heat 
transfer. The condenser section of the heat pipe header lies above the fluid 
manifold, with an insulating block between them. Small feeder heat pipes 
extend perpendicularly from the heat pipe header into the radiator panel, 
spaced at six-inch intervals. 
There are two panel configurations to be Rtu1eci. On a 132 inch by 77 
inch r.1iator panel, with the short dimension parallel to the cargo bay door 
hinge Jlnc, the header could be placed either along the short dimension 
(paral:.el to the hinge line, as shown on sheet 2) or a1on the long dimension 
(perper.Licu1ar to the hinge line, as &own on sheet 3). The former, having a 
shorter exposed fluid heE.der, requires less tneteoroi protection arid therefore 
to lit'er; the latter, though it exposes 26 14
 inch of the pumped flaid line 
to spac (fluid header adì return), gives better thermal performance because 
of the 1,ncreased area of fluid-to-heat pipe contact. 
In either configur.tion, the ammonia-filled heat pipe header can easily 
carry tIe required load of 1200 watts per panel: the long header has a capacity
	 - 
of 4 ,30G watts and the short header of 6,1450 watts.
GRUMMAN
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In both cases, .the feeder pipes have an evap:ator length of .75 
inches; the feeder pipes used with the long header have a condenser length 
of 77 inches, and those used with the short header have a condLnser length 
of 132 inches. Of these two feeders, the longer would be required to carry 
92.4 watts and has a calculated capacity of 815 or 330 watts (with ammonia 
and Freon-21 fills, respectively), and the shorter has a required load of 
5.6 watts and a calculated capacity of 1,260 watts or 460 watts (with 
respective ammonia and Freon-21 fills). 
Use of a variable conductance heat pipe header for thermal control 
requires the heat pipe operating temperature, and thereftre the entire. 
radiator panel, to be below the fluid outlet temperature. This results in 
a less thermally efficient radiator panel than a pumped fluid loop panel, 
part of which would be operating at a relatively high temperature. If this 
low operating temperature requirement should make the shuttle radiator area 
insufficient to dissipate the required heat energy, an alternate design not 
having this restriction, consisting of a fluid header (requiring conventional 
controls) and heat pipe feeders, will be investigated. 
o such configurations are shown on sheet 11, having possible advantages 
over the baseline system. As meteoroid bumpers ax: unnecessary except for t 
fluid header, the configurations shown may be lighter than the baseline; fluid 
presaure drops in these systems must be compared to those in the baseline system. 
By employing a hybrid systen', where only some of the fe.ders are VCHP'S, much 
of the requirement for conventional-type thermal control may be eliminated. 
Mother approach would rely on load segregation or series panel arrengements 
resulting in each panel radiating at a different temperzture. Fot example, 
one panel would have a 100°F fluid inlet with a 90°F outlet, the next panel a 
90°F and etc. 
Any of these alternate systems would use feeder heat pipes similar to 
those of the fluid/heat pipe header design, so capacities and requirements 
would be similar.
1 
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-	 tEAT PIPE AUGMENTED COU) FAIL 
Examination of the Power Conditioning Electronics proposed for the 
Space Shuttle Orbiter depicts dissption levols of some of the flange-
mounted modules in the range of 40 watts per linear inch per s ide. This 
value is approximately 16 times greater than the maximum design values 
reflected in the Ith'lar Module cold. rail design and exceeds the apa'bility 
of simple fluid cold rails. If not thermally corrected ;
 this condition 
would necessitate a less efficient (in terms of weight and volume) redesign 
of electronics packages. 
An evaluation of the entire power inverter assembly, whch contains 
the high dissipation component, showed total dissipation for it ,_ 20-inch 
length to be 260 watts. This can be further translated to an approximate 
requirement of 200 watts for the entire 20-inch rail. This range (200 W/ 
20 in., or 10 w/in.) is not far from present cold rail capacitic:6 considering 
the use of both coolant passages simultaneously. Evaluation of cold rail 
designs showed the 1imiting parameter to be the resistance between the short 
length of heat input section on the rail and the wetted cool.nt interfac. 
An inprovcnnr. woLid be achicvcd by spreading or diffusing heat ;c 
Increase the effective coolant wetted area. An increase in rail material. 
thickness Is simple but would cause an ur.desirable weight penalty. Using a 
heat pipe to provide high-capacity longitudinal isothermalizing is simple 
and light. Figure SPt,104 depicts the proposed configuration. The heat pipe 
is an integral part of the extruded rail and it serves to distribute a localized 
high heat load over the length of the rail.
1 
I	 - 
I	 - 
All dimensions for coolant passages and rail thicknesses are sized for 
approximate capacity. An optimization of capacity, widt' , and weight trade-off 
will be performed during detailed dcsin. 
The capacity of the rail is to be defined by two parameters: 
(i) Peak localized input, limited to any two-inch long section of 
the rail's mounting flange, and 
5I4 3
	 UM MAN
(2) The total maximum average heat absorption rate applicable 
to the entire rail length. 
Both parameters must be satisfied for adequate rail performance. The 
ovcr:li rail capacity is also a function of the mean coolant temperature. 
Heat Pipe Augmented Cold Rail Swnmarv 
Length: 
Coolant Passes: 
Heat Pipe: 
i'utal load Capacity: 
Max L.cal Dissipation Density 
Operating Temperature
20 inches 
(2)--3/8 11 , I.D. extended fin 
/2" diameter Spiral Artery Heat 
Pipe--Water fill 
200W 
+0 W/thch for 2" mcthuni 
140 to 90°F 
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5-10 - HP RJ\DLDR FOR FUEL CELL (srij.o) 
The fuel cells, as provided by the vendor, have an internally pumped 
fluid, loop cooling system using FC-75 as the coolant, which is connected 
through a heat exchanger interface to the user's heat rejection system. 
IT
	
	
An all heat pipe system for transporting the waste hat away from

the exchanger to high-temperature radiators is discussed in Section 5-3, 
and the high-temperature radiator itself is described in Section 5-2. 
The total system is shown on sneet 1 of SPL-110. Sheet 2 is a more 
detailed view of the fuel cell and heat exchanger arrangement. Hot FC-75 is 
pumped out of the flue], ce l l by an internal pump, through a servo valve, and 
• then thrcugh a heat exchanger where the fluid is cooled by contact with the 
finned evaporator section of a . heat pipe. The cooled FC-75 then returns to 
the fuel cell. 
Sheet 3 shows two sample approaches for design of the FC
-75/heat pipe 
heat exchanger. The basic design concept encloses the heat pipe evaporator 
in a baffled chamber through which the hot FC-75 flows. 
'The structure of the heat exchanger on th left is like that of a 
conventional shell-and-tube heat exchanger with segmental baffles • 
addition to causing the fluid to pass repeatedly over the heat pipe, the 
baffles, if brazed or welded to the pipe, would increase efficiency by acting 
as find. 
An al'..ernate approach, shown on the right of sheet 3, consists of a 
concentric arrangement of a tieat pipe and a cylindrical manifold, with a 
spiral-like fin around the heat pipe. This fin wo'
	 act as an extended
surface and, by making the FC-75 flow in a spiral about the heat pipe instead 
of along the tube In the axial direction, increase the length of the fluid 
path. Both effects tend to increase the amount of heat transferred. 
The choice of these or other configurations depends upon the as yet 
unanalyzed thermal performance of each of them, and the pressure drop in the 
FC-71, across,each of them.
-
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5-11 - AIR-BREAThtNG ENGINE COMPARTMENT -_ON-ORBIT 
MLIMTJN TEMPERATURE CONTROL (SPL- 109) 
It is desirable to use as many currently existing engine components 
as possible in order to minimize cost. In order to do this, an acceptable 
non-operating environment must be provided during the applicable mission 
phases. Most engine components are designed to meet present MIL specs: 
when non-operational, they must be able to survive and hence must be kept 
within the 
-65 
0 
F to +1600
 F temperature range. 
To estimate the required survival heat input, the heat loss by con-
duction through the wall of the compartment at an assumed temperature of 
-20°F to the skin at -180°F was calculated and found to be 300 watts per 
engine compartment. 
Heat from the fuel cells and cabin area electronics is normally brought 
back to the radiator panels. Some of the heat that would have gone to the 
rear-most radiatox panel could be used to heat radiator panels in the air-
breathing engine compartment. 
Dra;ing SPI109 shows a typical eonfiguratiou for heat pipe radiators 
in this compartment. Three panels are shown for each compartment: one on 
the inboard wall, one above the nines (in the stowed position) and one 
below. The positions of these radiators relative to those of the stowed 
engines are shown in section B-B, sheet 1 of drawing SPI109. 
Header D brings heat from the vertical header leading to the rear-most 
radiator panel, to header A, which supplies the engine compartment panels. 
It should be a diode pipe, to prevent heat from leaking back into the environ-
mental control system during re-entry. If a 3/5 inc I.D. Freon-21 heat pipe 
were used, it would have a capacity of more than a £.ilowatt, while its load 
would be only 300 watts, thus providing a suitable safety margin. 
Header A takes the heat from header D and distributes it to panels 1 
and 2. For parts of its length, it must carry 300 watts. A 1 inch I.D. 
Freon-21 heat pipe can be used; its capacity wculd be 53 watts. Header C 
5-55	 UMMAN
takes some of the heat load from A and carries it to header B, which 
feeds panel ?. Based on panel area, the load in both C and B would t 
86 watts. A one-half inch I.D. Freon- .21 heat pipe can be used with a 
capacity of 250 watts for B and 1427 watts for C. 
All feeder pipes could be made as "
 I.D. Freon-.21 heat pipes. 
Those on panels 1 and 3 would have capacities of 1460 watts but reed only 
be capable of carrying 17.2 watts. Those on panel 2 have capacities of 
1400 or 1425 watts, depending on condenser length; their maximum required 
capacity is 25.8 watts. These pipes are overdesigned and some additional 
effort can be extended to provide smaller lighter designs. 
5-56
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SECTION 6
STUDY .PIS 
Early in the program study ,
 plans were formulated which outlined procedures 
for the hardware dovolopnitnt a.id test verification of pro n.tB ing heat pipe application 
in three related areas: 
o Space Station 
• Space Shuttle 
• Connon Space Shuttle/Station applications an. space rd.4.atorc 
The purpose of the study plans are to provide a timely and comprehensive assessnont 
of the resources which would be required to effectively demonstrate the most practic-
able heat pipe systems. 
The following
.
information wes provided fc each heat pipe application cited 
in the study plans in order to present a clear picture of what is to be done, 
why, and how to do it. 
o A description of teach task proposed and the technical approach to 
ftccOflplii3h it 
o A scheduling ?hart with appropriate mannour estimates 
0 The typo and scope of analyses needed br hardware design and jerfornancc 
vertfication 
o. An estixn4tc of the design 'work required to support mnnufnctuxing 
o The steps needeA to manufacture the hardware 
• A m&nufacti , xing schedule 
• A detailed plan for verification te tbog of the RP hardware Inaludi'.g 
test setup, Instrumentation, data acquisition, procedures, etc. 
• A test schedule 
o A list of the facilities needed to analyze, manufacture and test the 
lmrthzaro
GRUMMAN 6-i	 '	 -
study Plan 
cuStatjon Bea,; Pine Hardware Fabrication and Testing 
The primary inputs to tlis plan were the results of the Space Station thermal 
control concept study which Gnian recently completed (iefernce )). It provided 
a w,alth of well-understood
.
, specific heat pipe applications infonztion which 
WW3 uvailoble for immediate evaluation. 
The following heat pipe systems for the Space Station were recommended 
for :rdwnre development. 
1. A multiple heat pipe circuit to demonstrate operation of a system 
for transporting thermal loads from a number of sources to a single 
sink. 
2 • A hi.gu-capacity heat pipe header to verify the operation of a 
mul tiple input pipe capable of transporting large loads over long 
lengths. 
3. An air-to-heat pipe heat exchanger module cap&ole of function.tng in 	 'I 
a life support system as a seif-controfled atmospheric temperature 
regulator. 
Study Plan - Space Shuttle Heat Pipe Hardware Fabrication and T es ting 
The following heat pipe systems for the Shuttle were recommended for 
hnrdware development. 
1. ki avionics heat pipe circuit for transporting thirnial loads from a 
mmiber of equipmeit sources to either a pumped loop or heat pipe sink. 
2. A heat pipe/phase change material modular heat sit, o demonstrate 
the operational feasibility of a self-sufficient modular therival 
control system which could be used to regulate the temperature of 
remotely Thcated power dissipating equipment. 
6-2	 0	 GRUMMAN
3. A heat pipe augmented cold rail capable of cooling high thermal 
load density electronics packages which cannot be accommodated by 
conventional cold rail systems. 
4. A heat pipe radiator system for compartment temperature control. 
An air-to-heat pipe-to-fluid heat exchanger to control the thermal 
environment of air cooled electronics. 
Study Plan - Common Space Station/Shuttle Applications and Radiator Heat Pipe 
Hardware Fabrication and Testing 
This study plan concerned only heat pipe radiator applications which were 
found common to both the Space Station and Shuttle, since all of the major Space 
Station applications previously cited were also common to the Shuttle and need 
not be repeated. 
The study plan concentrated on the development of the components needed 
to construct a heat pipe radiator system for waste heat rejection. These 
components, which were detailed as separate tasks, consisted, of the following 
items.
1. A flight w2ight variable conductance heat pipe header (vcHP) to serve 
as t'-e distribution and control device for a heat pipe radiator panel. 
2. A heat pipe/fluid header to enable a pumped loop heat transfer system 
to reject waste heat via a heat pipe radiator. 
3. A combined VCHP and fluid header which would pi . ide the required 
interface between a pumped loop and a heat pipe radiator as well as 
provide automatic load control and distribution. 
.. simple heat pipes which can serve as load distribution elements 
(feeder heat pipes) on a radiator panel. 
6-3
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f 
5. A heat pipe radiator panel to demonstrate the ± asibility 
of rejectirg, heat to space using heat pipes as the primary control 
and distributed elements.
1 
1-
I. 0' 
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SECTION 7

GENERAL DESIGN CONCEPT 
A significant reduction in the number of different heat n pc 
required for the Shuttle is possible if a single or united number of 
modular designs are developed. Those standard modules could then be 
combined to satisfy the requirements of many applications. Two modular 
concepts are proposed: the self-contained modular design and th3 modular 
sub-assembly design. 
In the self-contained modular design, the heat pipe building blocks 
are single closed units capable of independent operation. Multiple 
modular units are used when performance in excess of a single unit's eapa-
bility is needed. These modules are placed in parallel for larger capacities 
and in series where long lengths are required. 
In the modular sub-assembly design, heat pipes are configured by 
cnbining standard lengths of major subassemblies. The basic sub'u3nernblies 
are the pipe tube, wick, reservoir, low-k section, mitered joint and fiexibL 
joint. These pieces • re joined together to create the desired heat pipe 
configuration. 
Fo either concept to be used in any Shuttle location without rcitric 
tiori, it is also necessary that they function satisfactorily with at least 
two working fluids. This allows the seine heat pipe hardware to be ULCd both 
inside the pressure shell, where low toxicity is important, andoutside, 
where thermal transport properties right be paramount. Thus, a standardized 
wick compatible with either modular scheme and operating with either or two 
working fluids is central to a truly general desi concept. 
Table 7-1 categorizes the heat pipe requirements for all 11 o the 
candidate Shuttle IT applications of section 5 of this report. They are 
classified, in order, according to general shape, pipe 'I.D., evaporator 
length, condenser length and transport length. The number of pipes and 
applicatic referee are also indicated. By reviewing this listing any 
f 
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TABLE 7-1 
HEAT PIPE ROSTER (BY SHAPE) 
feat Pipes Shaped like:
Lx X, Y Sections threaded i 
)razing Number Hea t Pipe Name X Y LiE2_0 Fluid #Reguired 
3PL-lO1 Radiator Feeder 5•75fl 77Tt 0.5" NH3 or F ..21 212 
3P1,-1O ¶Jheel t'lell Header 18" 60" 0.5 NH3 or F-21 14 
3PL-103 Wheel I'1e11 Feeder 9.8" 214" 0.5' Nh3 or F-21 214 
3PL_105* Finned Heat Pipe 3.2' 20' 0.5" H2O 14/unit 
:,FL-109 Header A 14' 18' 1" F-21 2 
PL- l09 Header B 11.5' 13' 0.5" F-21 2 
3PL-109 Header C	 . 14' 5' 0.5" 1.1-21	 . 2 
3PL-109 Header D 4? 14' 0.75" F-21 2 
3P1,-109 Panel 1/3 Feeder 30" 514" 0.5" F-21 20 
3Pl . 109 Short ?are1 2 Feeder. 30" 62" 0.5" F.21 6. 
P1-109 Long Panel 2 Fedet 30" 72" 0.5" F-21 14 
Modified. - Lge number or fins added to evaporator. 
H x y.........	 z Heat Pipes Shaped Like: . x, z	 raded. 
Y Unthreaded 
Drawing Number Neat Pipe Name X Y	 71 Pipe ID	 Fluid !,	 ec'uired 
SPL-102 Basic	 Member (.ct) 148" 62.5"	 148" 1.0" NH3 6 
SPL-102 Basic	 Member(cold) 148" 96"	 148" 1.0" NH3 12 
SPL-i02 Terinl	 Member(co1.)	 148" 51.6"	 148 1.0" NH 2 
x 
Heat Pipes Shaped Like:	
. -•,	
X Sectior. Threaded 
y	 Y Section Unthreaded 
Drawing Number Heat Pipe Name X •	 Z Pipe ID Fluid #_ict 
SPL-102 Crossover Unit (hot) 148" 148" 1.0" NH3 2 
SPL-102 Crossover Unit (cold) 148" 214" 1.0" NH3 2 
SPL-113 Radiator Header 6.14" 2" 1.0" NH3 10 
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TABLE 7-1 (Continued) 
Heat Pipes Shaped Like: 
Drawing number	 Heat Pipe Name 	 r	 Y	 Pipe ID Fluftd	 It Heqtiired 
SPL-113
	
R34.iator Header
	
790	 96"	 2"	 1, O
	 NH 	 10 
Note: Radiator headers of this type and those mentioned immediately above are 
alternate systems; only one would be used. 
ORUWAAM
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heat pipe designs 'common to one Or more applicatiom. are plainly appprent. 
After careful examination, it was determined that se1f-containd 
modular heat pipes would riot satisfy enough applications to warrant further 
serious consideration as a design approach. There are four basic configura-
tions, each with significantly different requirements for its evaporator, 
transport and condenser sections - a total of 17 different sizes. Satis-
fying the requirements of these varied applications with self-contained 
modules would mean many series/parallel circuits with many pipe to pip 
conductive attachments. This would result in heat pipe installations which 
are inherently heavier and less efficient (large temperature drops) than 
customized designs. Appendix B-i contains several examples of the heat pipe 
Joining technioucs which were investigated. 
While the self-contained modular approach is not feasible, the modular 
subassembly approach presents a compromise between modular and custom designs. 
It offers some of the savings intrinsic in a modular design without weight 
and performance penalties. Table 7-2 describes the basic modular sub-
assemblies that can be used to satisfy the assorted requirements of the 
Shuttle HP applications. They can be machined and fabricated in large lots 
beforehand, drawn from stock, cut to length, and assembled when required. 
The modular subassembly concepts offers manufacturing, assembly,, scheduling, 
maintainability and reliability advantages over customized designs. 
In addition to the outer shell of the heat pipe, mcdu.ar wicks can be 
established for relatively efficient performance with two working fluids. 
The first step in the process of choosing such wicks must be to determine 
which fluids are to be used. 
Because it is non-toxic, the working fl-.:id of e l, ce for heat pipes 
inside the pressure shell is water. Outside this area, ammonia appears to 
be the best working fluid because of its high transport eapcity. Neither 
fluid is suitable for use as a back-up fcr the other, as regions outside the
 
pressure shell can attain temperatures below the freezing point of water, and 
nzmmoliia, being extremely toxic, should no be used in a' life-supporting area' 
of a spacecraft. Further, each fluid is incompatible with the materials 
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TABlE 7-2 
Heat Pipes of Table
	 could be made of the following 
subassemblies: 
Threaded Length= Unthreaded (transport) rt L bends 
One-inch ID:	 50 - 1 8" 10 - 2" 30 
20 - 77' .	 2.-
2 - 216" 2 - 148" 
2 - 51.6" 
6 - 62.5" 
12 - 96" 
Three-Quarter Inch ID:	 14311
. 2 
One ..-Half Inch ID:	 212 - 5.75" 2714 
214 - 9.8" 
14 - 1Es' 
- 
30-30" 
2-148" 
22-514" 
6 - 6o' 
6-62" 
1	
- 72" 
212 - 77" 
2 - 156"
*Neglecting the finned heat pipe of SPL-105 and the curved heat pipe header of 
S --- L- 113.
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usually used to construct heat pipes for .the other: .ater reactu u:ii'rvorah.i.y 
with aluminum and stainless steel, ana ammonia with mor.el and copper. 
Freon-21 can be used as a back-up fluid for both water and uxinionia 
because of its low freezing point and because it is relatively non-toxic. 
it presents no materials compatibility problems with monl, aluminum, copper or 
stainless steel. Table 7-3 summarizes the compatibility problems resulting 
from using one working fluid in a wick which has been designee for another. 
Due to the compatibility problem, there can be nc one multi-fluid wick 
used on the shuttle with these fluids, and two separate two-fluid wicks must 
be manufactured. Since it is necessary to make two sepa rate wickc, it is 
more efficient to maximize performance of the wick for thL' two fluids involved 
than to tfy to produce one wick design which could be produced of two dif-
ferent materie.ls and used by all three fluids. 
Outside the pressure shell, the wicks developed for Freon-21 cc.n be 
used for both ammonia, and Freon. Analytical studies show that wmnon.a, wl'en 
used in a heat pipe with these wicks, shows little loss of tr'nsport capac.:.ty 
cctnpared to its performance in its own wicks (see Figure 7-1). 
Inside the pressure shell, wicks similar to those developed for water, 
but with a small enough gap spacing to allow a Freon-21 - filled heat pipc 
to self-prime under a one-g gravity field may be used without severe per-
formance penalty (see Figure 7-2). 
CONCLUSIONS 
if it is desired to use a design employing two-fluid heat pipes, the 
use of two different wicks is rcommended: one which permits the use of 
water or Freon-21 inside the pressure shell, and one
	 .h allows the use 
of ammonia or Freon-21 outside. 
Of the two general design concepts which were evaluated, the modniar 
mbasscmbly approach is recommended over the self-contained modular design. 
The latter is heavier and less thermally efficient than customized designs, 
7	 while the modulat subassembly concept gives heat pipe systems nearly as 
efficient as the custcinized systems and with improved fabricabilt'. 
GRUMMAN 
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TABlE 7-3 
HEAT PIPE WORKING FlUID/WICK DESIGN IThRCHAI'GEABIIZTV 
Inside Pessur	 Shell
 Outside PrenuureThei1  
Water Wick NH3 Wick F-21 Wick I	 Water Wick NU1 Wick F-21. Wick Fluid - 
Water X No(l) NOW (2) No (2) No (2) 
Ammonia 
Freon-21 No No X No ho x
STAND/RD HEAT PIPE MATERIALS - 
Fluid	 Pipe	 Wick 
Water	 Monel, Copper	 ?4onel, Copper: 
AmmOnia.	 Aluminum	 Stainlcs. Steel 
Stainless Steel 
Freon-21	 Aluminum	 Stainless Steel 
Stainless Steel 
X - Working fliid/wick design gives acceptable perforrnnce. 
(i) - Materials incosatibility 
(2) - Freezing problem
 
(3) - Toxicity problem 
(4) - Doesn't self-prime
t3RUMMAN 
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Before actually using a general heat pipe design concept for the 
Shuttle, the basic question of its practicality must be raised. The ie 
of the modular heai. pe designs becomes competitive with customized systems 
only when an extensive commitment to heat pipe systems over baseline systems 
has been made. Certainly, it would make little sense to manufacture standard 
sub-assemblies beforehand if there are only one or two realistic heat pipe 
applications contemplated. For a limited number of heat pipe systems there 
is no alternative to using customized designs. 
If there are enough heat pipe applications to make the use of modular 
subassemblies practical, the following subassemblies would be manufactured 
using the appropriate materials: 	 1 
3/1I?l and 1" ID threaded sections in 12' lengths 
1" unthreaded sections In 12' lengths 
tt •/ItT, and 1" ID mitered right, angle joints 
t1, 3/4', and 1" Freon wicks (for external Freon and ammonia pipes) 
" and 1" compromise wicks (for internal water and Freon pipes)
I 
'l 
"l 
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IFigure 8 .1 - Evaluation Matrix 
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SECTION 8 
FINAL EVALUATION 
The féasit'le Shuttle heat pipe appUcationi have been identified and 
categorized in section i .
 of this report as prime contenders (11), possible 
contenders (5) and rejectr (ii). This section establishes a logical evaluation 
procedure to choose the most promising applications (at least six) for detailed 
design and analysis. The selection is based on how well they compare with their 
counterpart baseline thermal control systems. In other words, the highest ranking 
a,plications are those most likely to be implemented on the Shuttle - and. these 
are the ones that pr sent the most .iuprovement over corresponding baseline systems. 
The comparisons are made on the basic of performance, weight and safety 
as gauged by six criteria: temperature gradient, capacity margin, power requirement, 
control requirement, weight and safety. These parameters were ehosen because 
they are meaningful measures which can be readily defined and understood on an 
objective basis • Some obvious parameters such as cost, maintainability, reliability, 
development risk, and durability are only evaluated on a secondary basis since there 
is not enough factual data to make an unbiased comparison between heat pipe and 
baseline systems • This keeps subjectivity in the initial definition stages of the 
evaluation to a minimum.
RATING COMPARED TO BASELINE 
CRITERIA WORSE THAN BETTER THAN C%MWTS 
1.	 Temperature Gradient 
.	 Capacity Margin 
3.	 Power Requirement 
4.	 Control Requirement 
5.	 Weight 
6.	 Safety
The basic e'.untion procedure i a tetter than/worse th comparison 
with the baseline system for each of the six c.teria. Figure 8-1 chow the 
evaluation m.trix used. Definitions of the parameters are listed be1o'! 
1. imerature rratient - Advee ternperatuie differerc.es which exist 
in a system du r, to thermal inefficiencies in the heat transport 
mec:aaatrnn. These temperature losses can occur within a heat transfer 
element (e.g. heat pipe, fluid line) or across a required attachment 
interfacc (e.g., tuba-caddie). The inor thermn.UyeTficient design 
can transfer the required amount of heat from one point to another with 
the smaller resulting temperature drop. Th2s iirpacts the overall design 
by ,x!quiring smaller capacity sinks, In terms of area and weight, to 
reject the specified heat load. 
2.LcIty 4a	 - The usable heat transport capacity which is available 
in '. system above the design requirement. It an be used to accommodate 
future ir.creac in heat load or to afford a measure of redundancy i i a 
heat, transport system with dual transfer paths. 
3 . Fowr Reqçiont - The amount oi electrical power required to operate 
the heat trenpori device; it includes power for control systems. 
ii. Control Requirement - Is an active control device (e.g., heater, valve) 
required for proper operation of the system? The preferred system 
is self-controlling needing no supplemental devices. 
The total weight of the heat transport device including its 
basic conponent3 and any special attachments, fittings and control. 
elements. 
6. Safety - Freedom from chance of injury or loss to personnel and equipment. 
The evaluatioi of "uafty" is quantified by using a scoring matrix similar to. 
that used for the Safety criteria of Reference 5. As shown in Table 8-1 the 
factors cornpriniug safety s.ro assigned scores of 0, 1 or 2 - the highest score 
indicating the most cecirahJ.o situation. The system with the highest cumulative 
score for the four factors is considered the safest.
GRUMMAN 
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	 FACTORS 
In!1asmib1 Toxic High-Presr.ure otentia1 
Score Materi:1lo Material Fluid :11
 
2 None 1öné None None 
1 External* Erternal External F.xtcrim]. 
0 Internal* Internal Internal Internal 
*with respect to the pressure shell 
TABLE' 8-1	 SCORING OF SAflIY FACTORS
For purposes of this safety evaluation, high pressure fluids are defined, as 
fluiJ operating at pressures greater than 100 pain. Potential hazards are 
those csituatioas or hardware . to which exposure for periods greater than one 
hour could cause death or injury. This category also includes substaneen which 	 'S 
are themselves not denerous but which could react with other substances and 
either be hazardous or cause .t'urther reactions such as 'corrosion.
	 S 
This type of evaluation assumes that all criteria are equally important,	 S. 
i.e., they have equal wuip,hth. The procedure can be made more discriminating 	 S 
by aarjigning relative wci1ito to the evaluating parameters as in Reference 5. 
However, this would b of limited value considering the level of detail in this 
preliminary evaluation. Thin effort is regarded as a filtering process to 
reduce the nunilcr of ttpplication for detailed design to a manageable level. 
The individual, and collective enineering judgnent of the Grumman evaluating 
team was w, ^,! to eluato each of the prine contenders according to the criteria 
and rating uhcôtn • The completed evaluation uhets are contained in App'mdix C-i. 
The best possible score for a given application is six "better than" ratings - 
one fox' each of the evuluation criterion. The worst possible score in nix 
"worse than" ratings when (oxpt'rec1 to the baseline system, 
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To help determine the relative worth of each application a simple 
uantitative rating Cystifl was cstablicbci. A (-1) wei ghting factor was 
sied to the "worse thaz' cat'ory and a (+1) weighting factor to the 
betthr than" category. Criteria which were considered to be the same as the 
aseline, i.e., neither clearly worse than nor better than, had a zero weighting 
actor. The cumulative numerical rating for an application was determined by 
dd.ing the weighted ccors for the six criteria makir ,
 up the complete evaluation 
heet. The moot desirable applications would be those with the highest positive 
umulative score - the ones offering the most benefits and least disadvantages 
hen compared to their corresponding baseline systems. Table 8-2 contains a 
ummary of the evaluatioa sheets for the contending applications along with their 
et numerical ratings. The highest rated application scored 44 and there were 
even of them. One cecrd +3; two +2 0
 and one zero. 
Since many of the applications were similar in that they used a heat pipe

adiator, it was decided to consider oix generic heat pipe application categories 
or the detailed design cnd analysis tusk. Thus, the landing gear wheel wells
	
•1 
ection (5-2) and air breithing ergtne compartment Section (5-11) were considered 
art of the heat pipe radiator, çooparthicnt temperature cot.trol category. In the 
e fashion applications 5-7, 5-8 and 5-10 were considered heat pipe radiators 
or waste heat rejection. Table 8-3 suinniarizes the six generic categories which 
esulted. Thu a3vantages and disadvantages of both the accepted and rejected 
pplicationo are discussed below: 
ACCEPTED Pr.iCATION;: 
- 1Lak. Pipe Radiators
 Compartment Teerature Control 
Both o. these epp1ications involve on-orbit temperature control of 
structural cosrpartne::ts. The baseline system uses Freon-'21 (F-21) radiator 
panels incL the rip system uses F-21 heat pipes • Thermal gradients in both 
systems are about the same since they both employ brazed tube-to-sheet 
joints. The heat pipe panels are capable of rejecting more heat to the 
compartment, if requiLed, sinco the feeder pipes have excess capacity. The 
heat pipe system is self-controlling due to the built-in diode which prevents 
heat transfer to the 1CS loop whcn the temperatures of the compartment are 
higher than the sourco temperature e.g., during entry. 
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Also, the heat pipe radiator panel can continue to function even 
if several of its panel heat pipes hLve been accidentally punctured. This 
is not the case with the conventional fluid radiator where at worst, the 
entire ECS loop can be drained of fluid, and at best, it requires involved 
leak detection systems with shut-off controls. 
2-7/5-8/5-10 Heat Pipe Radiator, Waste Heat Rejection 
Several variations to the basic heat pipe radiator panel will be 
investigated to determine the most viable EP radiator system. They will 
involve three different supply header configurations: 
1. A VCEP header coupled to an all, heat pipe transpoft loop. 
2. A hybrid VCIIP/Fluid header serving as a heat exchanger interface 
between the heat pipe radiator panel and a fluid heat transport 
loop. 
3. A fluid supply header coupled directly to the individual feeder 
heat pipes on the panel. 
- •	 These systems will show various degrees of self-regulation, dependi.n.g on the 
utilization of the VCBP. All of the EP radiator systems will eliminate flow 
splits vnd flow balancing problems and provide a high degree of reliability 
by minimizing the effect of single point failures. 
5-3a Heat Pipe Circuit 
The heat pipe circuit consists of avionics equipment racks utilizing all 
heat fire cold rails which are then manifolded to a heat pipe header. The 
heat pipe header is coupled to the main ECS fluid header of the heat transport 
system. The heat pipe provides greater cooling capac.ty than the cold rails 
both on a power density and total load per rail basis. Since the pipes are 
isothermal they provide flexibility for box relocation within the circuit. 
In addition to the twin benefits of capacity and flexibility, the problems 
associated with flow balancing and puming losses in the fluid rails are 
eliminated. The absence of fluid connections at the rails also minimizes 
fluid leaks and posible equipment contamination. 
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- Heat Pipe Augmented Cold Pail 
The heat pipe a'nented cold rail enables present fluid cold rail 
configurations to be used with the current generation of high power density 
avionics. Standard fluid cold rails, which are adequate for other types 
of Shuttle equipment, cannot handle the higher power densities of the power 
conditioning and distribution electronics • Without heat pipe augmentation, 
the previous generation electronics would have to be substituted. for the 
newer and more compact equipment. This would result in heavier avionics and 
fewer components mounted per rail. More cold rail would be required, resulting 
in increased weight and flow pressure losses. 
5-5 - Flight Data and Voice Recorder - Modular Heat Sins 
Temperature control of the remotely located (vertical fin) flight and 
voice record"rs would be provided by a self contained system which couples 
these remote heat sources to a structural or phase change heat sink, as 
required. During most phases }'at would normally be transferred to structure. 
During times of high structural temperatures the pipes would self-regulate, 
minimizing thermal feedback fn structure while utilizing the phase change 
sink for adequate equipment coo '.ng. This type of a thermal control system 
is self-regulating, requires no ?Umping power and eliminates long runs of 
fluid coolant line which would e needed in the baseline system. The absence 
of fluid connections also lea' as that chance of leakage and equipment con-
ta'aination. 
- Air-Cooled. Epmen'. 
The air cooling requirements of "off-the-shelf" available commerical 
and military electronics can be satisfied, without modification, by using 
a heat pipe-to-air heat exchanger in conjunction with an air circulating 
enclosure within which the equipment is mounted. The heat load picked 
up by the heat pipes is transferred to the main header of the heat transport 
system. Heat pipes are more attractive than a straight fluid-to-air heat 
exchange: because they do not require any fluid connections near the equipment, 
thereby decreasing the chance of fluid leakage and equipment contamination. 
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This would also eliminate the elaborate fluid loop fill and purge 
procedures that would have been necessary whenever these fluid couplings 
were disconnected. 
Rejected Applications 
5-1 - Lading	 TPS 
The application of heat pipes of the leading edge TPS would require 
extensive development effort in the area of heat pipe to carbon/carbon 
bonding. The alternate scheme, where the heat pipe envelop is made of 
carbon/carbon and formed as part of the leading edge utructure, would also 
require development to solve heat pipe end capping problems. 
Thit application is not state-of-the-art. While the necessary 
heat pine technology exists, using it in an area which itself is still 
under development would be a very questionable coninitment of Shuttle 
resources. 
A successful carbon/carbon development progress would eliminate the 
need for high temperature heat pines in this area. If leading edges 
capable cf wicastanding a 3500°F radiator equilibrium temperature for 100 
missions are pr-oducible, standing a 3500°F radiation equilibrium temperature 
for 100 missions are producible, it would obviate the need for reducing 
the leading edge tenQeratur (-' 3100°F w'.x) to lower levels more conducive 
to multi-mission use. Since the Shuttle TPS design must be failsafe in any 
case, using supplementary heat pipes represents an unnecessary weight pens3.ty. 
This runs contrary to the minimum risk, low cost philbsophy which is prevalent 
in current Shuttle concepts. 
5-3 - Heat Transoort System 
The complete heat pipe heat transport system is an all heat pipe 
system which transfers heat from internal equipment sources to a. heat pipe 
radiator sLnk. On the Shuttle, this means transport lengths on the order 
of 100 feel requiring many heat pipe couplings and splices. The excessive 
transport Lengths and the groat number of heat pipe interfaces presently 
rmmu1t in Large temperature drops which would demand increased radiator 
area (above the baseline requirements) to reject the same heat loads at
fool 
the new lower temperature levels.	
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5-4 - Heat Pipe/Phase Change Remote Sink 
The cyclic heat loads from a remotely located source are transferred, 
via heat pipes, to a phase change mt.terial. When the equ-ipment is off, 
the liquified phaa change material is allowed to solidify by rejecting 
its heat to local structure. A.lthough this in a feisible system, no specific 
applications areas have been found on the Shuttle at this time. It is ex-
pected that applications vii]. ariie .
 as more shuttle definition becomes 
available • A similar scheme for thermal control of the flight data/voiee 
recorders is covered in application 5-5. 
The accepted selections are considered reasonable from the standpoint of

aU engineering feasibility. They were approved by NASA, with the request 
L work on the waste heat rejection radiator be suspended, since such studies 
LI be advanced wider a sepnxate effort. The analysis of the radiator done 
;his point is presented in Appendix C-2. 
The remaining five applications underwent detailed design and analysis 
lies, and drewings were prepared in sufficient detail to permit fabrication 
U five. Based in the information made available in these studies, three
	 * 
Lications were reconmended for development and testing of prototype hardware. 
r were: the heat pipe augmented cold rail, the heat pipe circuit, and the 
Aar heat sink. These three w?re chosen based on the tangible benefits 
offer and the likelihood that they might be iileznented on the shuttle 
Lter after successful demonstration testing. 
The following sections of this report rsent the detailed designs and 
Lyses, featurL.g design drawings, specifications, and thermal perfoiance 
lictions, for the five selected applications. 
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TABLE 82 - SffiJl'2LE BEAT PI-W, APPICATION - SARY 
Coirjared.to Baseline 
AppLtcaLon Worse Than Better Than Sue 
-
-1 0 Net Rating 
-_,----__
-- --------
	 --.-- --
TPS I#ading Edge 1 2 3 +1 
lauding Gear (ipaentn 4 2 +4.	 - 
UP Best Tram3poz1 System 3 3 0	 - 
Aviomtci3 HP Circuit 4 2 #4 
11P/Phcwe Change F:eirote Sink 2 4 +2 
iU.r-cooiec. (Am) Equipment 2	 - 4 +2 
F2t(ht & Wire Recorder 3	 - 3 +3 
HP Radiator with ET Heador
- 4 2 A. 
HP Radiator with .EtP/Fluid 4 2 14 Header
)-tP Augmented Cold Rail
	
-	 k	 2	 +4 
Fir Radiator for Fuel Co13j
	 4	 2	 +4 
lfl? 1ia1iator for iJE Cotrart-
	 4	 2	 44 
rt
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TABLE 8-3 - SRUPflE MAT PIPE APPLICATIONS FOR DE'flAIUD 
DESIGN AND AtIkLSIS 
1. Heat Pipe Radiator, 
Compartment, Tempera-
ture Control 
2 • Heat Pipe RadiAtor, 
Waste Beat Rejection 
3. Beat Pipe Circuit 
4. Heat ?ipe Augmented Cold. 
Rail 
5. Modular Heat Sink 
6. Air Cooled Equipment 
ratiu is 46
5-2 - Lending gear wheel 
wells 
5-11 - Air breathing engine 
compartment 
5-7 - HP Radiator with HP 
header 
5-8 - HP Radiator with BP/
Fluid header 
5-10 - HP Radiator for Fuel 
Cells 
5-3a - Avionics heat pipe 
circuit 
5-9 - Heat pipe augmented 
cold rail 
5- - Flight Data & Voice 
Recorders 
5-5 - ATR Equipment 
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SECTION 9

DETAILED DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
The following sections contain the detailed designs and analyses of the 
five selected heat pipe applications: 
• Heat Pipe Augpiented Cold Rail 
• Avionics Heat Pipe C.rcuit 
• Heat Pipe/Phase Change Material Modular Sink 
• Air-to-Hat Pipe Heat Exchanger 
• Heat Pipe Radiating Panel for Compartment Temperatu'e Control 
Each section i:; structured as follows: 
• introduction 
• Anal3,sic-con1 aIns
 supporting analysis including system requirements, 
assumptions, thermal models. and performance predictions. 
Design-contains detailed description and design drawings including 
necessary specifications 
Paseline-includes comparison with baseline thermal control systems, 
If applicable 
• Teat Plans-contains test plans and procedures for development of 
prototype hardware (first three applications only) 
• Conclusions
a	 rnn 
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SECTION 9-1 
HEAT PIPE AUGMENTED COLD RAIL 
9-1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The rack concept for ECS loop cooling of e1ectonic equipment was 
employed in the Apollo program. Equipment to be cooled is packaged in 
module boxes with flanges on two opposing aides, and the flanges are bolted 
to the rack's structural rails which are internally cooled by pumping cold 
fluid through two passages in the "cold" rail. The present system has added 
a heat pipe to the center of each cold rail to isothermalize the rail and 
thereby make the system capable of accepting the high watt densities imposed 
by thin module boxes dissipating large amounts of heat. 
The basic configuration of the rail, as shown in Drawing SPL-104, is 
Buggated by reference 6. The rail contains two fluid passages, both of 
which (for high power density equipmentmounting) are assumed to be active. 
Redundancy requirements would be met by installing duplicate equipment 
racks.
The rail Itself would be made of 6101 alum.thuzn alloy, chosen for is 
reasonable strength and high thermal conductivity. The heat pipe in the 
1'Ltil center has water as a working fluid (to satisfy safety requirements for 
location inside the pressure shell), and has an envelope of copper or monel. 
Although GAC zias had good results in compatibility teats using these materials 
with water, the use of a non-toxic Freon* would be possible if problems were 
to develop. 
9-1.2 ANALYSIS 
At an early stage in the anaisi!, it became evident that a flange 
thickness 3f 0.125 inches would be inadequate to maintain the temperature
	 - 
drop between the box flange and the cold rail at an acceptable level for 
high power density equipment. (See Appendix D-1) 
*Freo,1_114 and Freon-12, in Underwriters Laboratories Report MH-2375, were 
classed in toxicity group 6. Toxicity group 6 contains those "... gases or 
vapors which in coneentretions up to at least about 20 per cent by volume for 
thvions of exposure of the order of 2 hours do not appear to 
prMuce injury."	 RUMWL\N 
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To eliminate this problem, a thicker cold rail flange (0.25 inches) 
is used at those sites where high power density equipment module: could be 
mounted. 
As the system to be modelled involved fluid flow and heat pipe operation, 
steady-state temperatures were determined by allowing a transient model to 
reach equilibrium rather than by adapting a steady-state method to the system. 
The Abbreviated General Thermal Anairsie Program described in 
reference 7 was used. It is a typical lumped parameter approximation, finite 
difference iterative heat transfer program. Heat pipe operation and fluid 
flow are modelled by inserting a subroutine tc be executed prior to each net-
work iteration. The subroutine used is listed in Appendix D-2. 
The first half of this subroutine simulates the operation of a heat' 
pipe by assuming that the heat pipe vapor temperature is constant along the 
heat pipe, and that it can be considered a fixed temperature within each 
iteration. The vapor temperature required for steady-state equilibriinn with 
the surrounding nodes is calculated and substituted for that used in the 
previous' iteration. If the new heat pipe temperature indicates that, in 
relation to an adjacent temperature node, a region of the heat pipe acting 
as an evaporator is now acting as a condenser or vice versa, the appropriate 
conductance (corresponding to the film coefficient) is changed and a new 
steady-state temperature is calculated. 
The fluid modelling system is taken directly from reference 8. A 
diagram of a tyr al section of fluid is shown in Figure 9-1.1. 
Tw vr'
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The out1e temperature, which is the inlet temperature for the next 
section, is defined by 
T	 =2T	 -T 
out	 avg	 in 
A nodal analysis of the above network given 
2 ' c ,
 (T1 - Tavg ) + i	
- Tavg) = owall
and, after manipulation,
+ 
Cp (T out- Tin) = hA (T wall- T
	 T in	 out
 2 
a steady state representation of the fluid node. The second half of the 
subroutine defines and calculates the needed fluid temperatures. 
For thermal modelling pu.rposes, the rail, 21.6 inches long, was 
broken into 12 se:tions 1.8 inchs in length. Locations of nodes and 
conductances in a typical cross-section are shown in Figure 9-1.2. Heat 
conduction along the rail was included by defining conductances between the 
four nodes shown within the cold rail and the corresponding nodes in 
adjacent sections. 
In order to check the validity of the conductances assigned in 
Figure 9-1.2, two finer networks were constructed, one detailing the box 
to cold rail flan;e root conductance at one station (146 nodes), and the 
other conductances between rail flanges, fluid passages, and the heat pipe 
at one station of the rail (14 nodes).. Both agreed with the results of the 
larger mide1 which included all stations of the entire rail. 
The analytical case studied ircludes a typical high power density. 
module, i.e., the power switch module, 1.8 inches wide and generating lO 
thermal watts (reference 6), mounted on the cold rail. Both sides of the 
rest of the rail were loaded to several watt-deflsity levels-
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FIGURE 9-1.2 CROSS SECTION OF COLD RAIL THERMAL VDEL 
Flow rates wer' established using the Apollo-type limitation of 
4 'watts per pound of coolant per hour. This flow was divided evn1y 
between the two 3118 inch diameter passages in the rail which include 
Ejtron-type internal fins. Film coefficient data for such tub2o contaixiing 
60/140 glycol/water mixt.ueb was obtained, and corrected by means of the 
Sieder-Tate Relation (See Appendix D-3) to q,ccount for t&ie use of distilled 
water, which is the shuttle baseline coolant. 
GrmmAn has recorded film coefficients for water :icat pipe evaporators 
in excess of 3,000 Btu/hr-ft2
-°F, so comparatively conservative values of 
2000 and 2,500 were used for heat pipe evaporators and condensers, 
respectively. 
Studies using the thermal model described on the previous pages 
produced the 
.
following conclusions: 
1) The heat pipe operates by isthzalizing the cold r&d, thus 
lwerg rail temperatures at high watt d'iiy equipment 
onti	 sites;
9.6 V
I 
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2) the power switch module of reference 6, dissipating 70 
watts per side, may be mounted on the proposed he ,t pipe 
augmented cold rail. In addition, other equipment with an 
average power dissipation of 0.83 watts per inch may be 
mounted at all the other locations of the rail; 
3) the power switch module cannot be mounted on a conventional 
cold rail since the latter cannot remove enough heat to 
pre'rent the module box temperature from rising above llto°F; 
) a..J. equipment mounting sites on the heat pipe augmented cold 
rail are equivalent. Unlike the conventional rail, there
	 - 
are no thermal advantages or disadvantages to mounting equip-
men at the fluid "upstream" or "downstream" end of the rail. 
Z'igure 9-1.3 bears out the first three conclusions. This figure 
shows the temperature distribution within the cold rail, with and without 
the heat pipe operational, with a 70 watt source mounted on one side of 
the rail at station 3 and 1.5 watt sources at the other 23 mounting sites. 
As employed here, the heat pipe lowers the peak flange temperature by 220F, 
which lowers the temperature of the attached module box by the same amount. 
The curve showing temperature distribution with the heat pipe 
operational indicates that the box flange root temperature will not exceed 
140°F with the imposed loading, and is therefore a thermally acceptable 
configuration, with a total load on the rail of 3.04 .5 watts. The curve 
showing temperature distribution without the heat pipe indicates a box 
flange roo' temperature of the high power density module of 1620F, an 
unacceptable level. 
In an effort to determine the high power density capability of the 
rail without the heat pipe, the cold rail model was then run with no thema1 
loads other then the 70 watt source at station 3. The box flange root 
teiptratw'e dropped only 30F to 1590F, still unacceptably high. The power 
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switch module of reference 6 cannot e mounted on a standard cold rail. 
Figure 9_3. 14 shows the temperature distribution in the augmented 
rail with the same thermal input used in Figure 9-1.3, but with the high 
density source moved to station 10 at the fluid downstream end of the 
cold rail. The flange root temperature of the module box is at 1100F, 
the same flange root temperature level obtained when the box was mounted 
upstream. 
DESIGN 
The detailed design, including design specifications, is shown in 
Drawing SPL-1014. Detailed weights are given in Table 9-1.1. 
The rail is made of an extrusion of 6101-T6 a1uminu alloy (chosen 
for its high thermal conductivity), whose dimensions are defined in a 'letail 
of drawing SPL-104, and shall be manufactured in accordance with materials 
specification QQ_A-200/8. The cor.ts of having such an extrusion made include 
a die making charge of $1500, a set up charge of $200, and an extrusion cost 
of $2 per foot. 
The tops of the rail flanges, as shown in detail A, will be finishc.i 
to a 64 micro-inch PM surface to enhance thermal contact with the equipment. 
At those sites where high power density modules will not be mounted, the 
flanges (as shown in the extrudon detail) will be machined down (from the 
bottom) to .125 inches, in order to minimize weight. Plate nut fittings are 
used at the mounting sites for box attachment. 	 .	 . . 
As shown in section c-c, the fluid passages will be internally finned 
(to increase heat transfer into the fluid) using tytron-type radial fins 
arouM an internal tube of .156 Inch diameter. Gamah couplings will be 
weithd or swaged to short tubes which will then be inserted and welded, into 
the ntrances and xists of the fluid passas in the cold rail to provide 
IL maintainable loop cc'.upling.
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The heat pipe shown has an envelope of 0.5 inch O.D. nominal 
101(OFHC) copper tubing (ASTM Specification 868.75.280) or 0.5 inch O.D. 
1one3. Alloy 400 tubing ( MIL
-T-1363), internally threaded t 100 threads/ 
inch. These naterials were chosen to eliminate potential gas generation 
problems with distilled water. This tubing will be installed within the 
cold rail by reaming the extruded hole to allow for a push fit for the 
full length (21.6 inches) plus a trim allowance. The rail/tube interface 
will be bonded with silver-filled Hy3ol epoxy K8- 1 232 (Grumman instructions 
for application of Hyzol specified in SD 252-1-73 from OAO program) to 
increase heat transfer across the interface. This cylindrical interfaco 
will b' sealcU at both ends to prevent expo3ure to air by applying sealant 
GSS...uO0 (Mtts-7502). 
The structure and orientation of the wick are shown .n section C.-C. 
It will be surported by four retainer lees whose orientation must be in 
the direction specifind in this cross-section tc facilitate vapor flow 
between the heat pipe wall section nearest the cold rail flange and the 
wall section nearest the fluid passage. 
The calculated capacity of such a heat pipe, with the hollow core 
unprimed and a 10-inch evaporator and 10-inch condenser section is 310 
watts. If the core is primed (filled witn working fluid), the capacity 
is 570. watts. Cor.parable watt-inch figures have been achieved in tests 
at Grumman using water heat pipes. 
Grumman tests have shown that a heat pipe using distilled water as 
a working fluid can be made of copper screen and tubing and coateti with 
Ebonol C to increase the wetting properties of water. This design al-
ternative may prove superior to an aU-inoi.e1 heat pipe due to manufacturing 
ccnidcrationu. 
Typical module equipment racks based on reference 6 are shown on the 
drawing. Conft€;uration A shows typical load control center components 
mounted on an E.vionics equipment rack employing heat pipe augmented cold 
rails, and configuration RB" shows typical power conditioning components 
mounted 'n a similar rack.
	 .	 . 
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Module (and rails) are to be prepared. for mounting by applying 
silicone grease (Dow Corning 3140) to the flange surfaces to be mated, 
then wiping the grease from the surface. This pocedure leaves a thin 
film of grease which increases the interface conductance. This grease 
has been approved for use on the Lunar Module (5 psia, 10 02), as 
referenced in Grumman Specification LSM-114-6006 dated 19 July 1966. 
The only additional failure mode introduced by augmenting the cold 
rail with a heat pipe is a possible leak in the heat pipe, which contains 
only small amounts of distilled water (" 20 grams), a non-toxic substance. 
Pressures inside the heat pipe are negligible: at T00 0F, internal pressure 
is about one pia, indicating no danger of bursting. 
TEST PLAN 
This section describes the test program designed to provide a 
thermal performance map for the heat pipe augmented cold rail dep!cted in 
drawing SPL-1014. It calls for a series of parametric runs to determine 
response to varjing fluid inlet temperatures, average load density, and: 
high load density with and without heat pipe augmentation. 
TESTCONFIGURATION 
A schematic of the test arrangement 15 shown in figure 9-1.5. Pro-
visico is made for controlling the inlet temperature and flow rate of the 
coolant and for shutting off the flow in one or both passages to simulate 
partial failures. The cold rail itself is completely instrumented with 
suitable pcovision for readout (Figure 9-1.6). Simulated electronics heat 
loads are provided by strip heaters attached to both mounting flanges and 
controlled with Varlac type devices. 
The facility requirements are starized below: 
Power: Four variac channels 
2 at 200 watts each 
2 at 100 watts each 
• Instrumentation: 	 Readout and recording for ItO Cu-Cn 
thermocouples. 
Coolant:	 distilled water at 0 to 120 lbs/br 
inlet temperature control from 	 GRUMMAN 
500 to 120°F 
9-13
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TEST PROCEDURE 
The test proe.dures are designed to provide six s pecific types 
of information. 
(1) Bench or baseline HP data 
(2) Maximum load vs. flange root temperature 
(3) Average load vs. flange root temperature 
(L) Maximum load vs. average load 
(5) Load vs. fluid inlet temperatures 
(6) Load capacity without heat pipe 
The test conditions are snarized in Table 9-1.2. The bench test 
(1 and 2) de.ta will determine the HP capacity and temperE.ture response. 
It will be conducted on a bare HP without the cold rail and measure both 
longitudinal and lateral conduction. This baseline data will be obtained 
from the test setup shown in Figure 9-1.7. Electrical heaters and spray 
bath cooling will be employed. 
Tests 3 through 114 follow the same basic pattern in which a constant 
input (average QJL) is provided to most of the cold rail flange. In addition 
a two inch length towards the inlet end of the rail is loaded independently 
to simulate a high density electronics package. The load on each section is 
independently controlled to meet test requirements. The test program provides 
complete performance map of the HP augmented cold rail. Tests 15, 16 and 
17 will evaluate response under partial failure conditions, i.e., only on 
coolant passage oprating. The remaining two tests (18 and 19) will provide 
baseline data on the cold rail performance without an operative heat pipe,. 
M
CONCLUSIONS: 
By placing a heat pipe in a cold rail, the effe..tive conductances 
between the ri.il flange roots and the fluid passages are increase at mounting 
sites of high power density equipment. The heat pipe has no effect on the 
total heat load the rail is able to dissipate, but makes very high watt 
densities permissible if the load on the rest of the rail is low enough. 
By acting as an isothermalizer in the center of the rail, the beat pipe 
GRUMMAN 
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TABLE 9-1.2 
.; [H 
.1 
-
Test 
1o.
Coolant 
Inlet 
Temp.°F
Average QJL 
watts/inch/ 
side
Max QJL watts/ 
inch/side
Active 
Coolant 
Passage Comments 
to bu.rr'out o baseline data-
longitudinal 
2 to burnout
 .baseline data-
lateral 
3 70 0 0 to burnout 2 o sensitivity to 
variations 
14 2 2 to burnout 2 in average and 
5 14 14 to burnout 2 maximum loads 
6 6 6toburnout 2 
7 80 0 0 to burnout 2 o sensitivity to 
coolant 
8 2 2 to burnout 2 inlet temperature 
variations 
9 14 14toburnout 2 
10 90 0 0 to burnout 2 o coolant temperature 
variation 
21 2 2toburnout 
12 14 4toburnout 2 
13 100 0 0 to burnout 2 o coolant temperature 
variation 
2 2tobu.rnout 2 
15 70 0 0 to burnout 1 o single coolant 
16 2 2 to burnout 1 passage data 
17 14 14 to burnout simulating partial 
failare 
18 70 2 2 to burnout 2 o dump HP charge, 
19 70 14 14 to burnout 2 evaluate cold 
rail w/o HP
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-:	 makes all flange mounting locations equivalent, eliminating one variable 
from the designer's consideration. 
Fabrication of a heat pipe augmented cold rail should present no 
major manufacturing problems, and can be completed at reasonable cost 
using state cf the art techniques. 
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PIFa CIRCUITAVIONICS }'P 
9-2.1 INTRODLJCTtON 
The heat pipe avionics circuit is a cold rail-type electronic box 
cooling syst.m using heat pipes within the cold rils as heat transfer 
devices and the pumped coolant an an ultimate sink, rather than the con-
ventional system which punpe the fluid through the cold rails thtmselv. 
The concept of a heat pipe avionics circuit follows logically from 
that of a heat pipe augmented cold rail.	 The heat pipe in the center of 
the cold rail is connected to a heat pipe header, wh..ch in turn is -ion-
Fnected to the pumped liquid coolant loop.
	 Insad of being used solely to 
isothermalize the cold rail, the heat pipe is the sink within the rail for 
heat generated by mounted electronics boxes, serving
	 the function of the 
two fluid passages in the augmented rail.
	 Like the heat pipe augmented 
cold rail ;
 this system is not sensitive to the Position of a module box on 
the rail, and can accept local concentrated loads higher than those within 
the capability of a conventional rail.
	 Since the capacity of a rail in this 
system is not limited by a fluid film coefficient, it can be designed to be 
higher than in an equivalent fluid-cooled cold rail, whether or not the 
F1 latter is heat pipe augmented.	 Further, a fluid-cooled cold rail requires 
four fluid cnnectons per rail, 28 in a seven-rail system, while this all-
heat pipe seven-rail, circuit requires only two.
	 The failure of a heat pipe 
-4 has much less effect on the cabin environment than the failure of a line or 
connection iii a fluid loop, as the heat pipe contains less than 50 grans of 
water at less than two pain., which is the most that can Lak in the event 
of a failure of a single heat pipe. 
9-2.2 ANAYSIS 
Drawing SPL-102B shown a typical system, an equipment rack consisting 
of seven teat pipe cold rails co1nected to a heat pine her, which inter-
[ faces with the pumped coolant fluid loop by means of a heat exchanger. 
The length of the rails shown In the drawing corresponds to that of the 
longes. rails on the LM-vehicle, 44 inches.	 The maximum load on one rail, 
'O0 watts, is derived using the some maximum load of 2.25 watts/linear inch/ 
Uf1MAJ'1 
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side used in the design of Apollo vehicles. The mimum load on the system 
was taken to be 700 watts, half of the heat load obtained if all the rails 
were loaded to capacity, as experience has shown that Cold rails are rarely 
fully-loaded. In addition to these heat loads, there are other constraints 
on the system. The temperature at any module box flange rout must not exceed 
i00F, and the fluid iclet t.nd outlet temperatures  are specified for maximirn 
load, conditions at 68.30F and 96.140F, respectively, implying a flow rate of 
85 lb/hr of distilled water as coolant through the heat exchanger for a 700 
watt load.	 The system is designed for use inside the pressure shell, so all 
heat pipes use water as a working fluid to avoid toxic or high pressure fluidE 
within the life support area. The evaporator film coefficient used is 2,000 
Btu/it2 hrF and the condenEer coefficient assumed is 2,500 Bt,/br-ft2-°F. 
These values are conser?ative, since higher film coefficients are being ob-
tained in current heat pipe performance testing at Grumman. Thermal analysis 
of the circuit was conducted as outlined below: 
(i) Based on preliminari sketches, box flange to feeder heat pipe 
and feeder heat pipr to header heat pipe conductances were 
defined; 
(2) The (der heat pipe vapor temperature wr.s determined by 
calculating the temperatu.re drop from the 11 40°F module box 
using the heat flux (200 watts) And the conductance; 
(3) The header heat pipe vapor temperature was determined by 
calculating the temperature drop iYom the feeder heat pipe 
vapor temperature using the heat flux (200 watts) and the 
feeder-to-header conductance; 
(!) The required "hA product" of the heat exchanger was calculated 
using the logarithmic mean temperature diffe:ence between the 
header heat pipe vapor and the fluid; 
(5) A heat exchanger which met this requirement and which caused a 
minimal pressure drop in the coolant loop was designed.
DRUMMdJ 
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Details of the calculations performed in this analysis are given in 
Appendix E. 
Conductances and temperatures in the system at design conditions are 
shown in schematic form in Figure 9-2.1. The equipment heat loads indicated 
are uniformly distributed over the two flange surfaces of the rails. As 
indicated by the resulting temperatures, the design goals are met. 
The total design capacity of this system can easily be increased 
because an' desired change involves only the substitution of the appropriate 
new flow rate and new heat exchanger having the proper "UA product". If no 
hardware changes are feasible, an increase ii the coolant flow rate alone 
increases the capacity of the system, as shown in Figure 9-2.2. The analysis 
conducted to produce this figure assumed the maximum load on any cold rail 
was 200 watts, which fixes the heat pipe header temperature at 116.1F. 
The high power density capabilities of a rail in this system were 
explored, within the design constraint of a 700 watt total load. This load 
fixes the header temperature at 116.1 0F. The temperature drop from a 1140°F 
module box flange root to the feeder heat pipe vapor was calculated for a 
number of thermal loads of higher watt density than the baseline. (These 
heat loads were imposed over a two-inch section of flange.) From this 
temperature drop, the feeder heat pipe vapor temperature was calculated, 
and, from the temperature difference between feeder and header, the total 
amount of heat which can be removed from the feeder was determined. 
The local high density loads obtained are shown plotted against the 
total load on that rail in i'igure 9-2.3. If the total load on a rail is 
limi;ed to 50 watts, the local load the rail can accept over two inches 
(with the assumed total iced on the system) is increased to 8.14 watts. If 
a load of 9.14
 watts is irupowd locally, no other load may be placed on the 
rai). The limiting factor in each case is the feeder to header tenpni'atuie 
drop which must be controlled to maintain the header at 116°F for the 
design tiperature constraints to he met. When it becomes necessary to 
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= 
mount c(LuI.pment with a hither watt density loading than the tncit.t 
limits, the equipment could be designed to accept higher flnngc root 
i O temperatures than 140 F, or the rail flange could be madt thicker locally. 
A higher coolant flow rate. or lower inlet temperature would also improve 
high density load capabilities, but such solutions to the problem involve 
new system design constraints. Calculations similar to those described 
above were also performed for the locally thick flange utilized in the 
augmented cold rail design, and the resulting curve plotted in Figure 9-2.3. 
Other design caracitie8 can caai],y be obtained with simple system changes. 
9-2.3 DI3ICN 
The detailed design, including design specifications, is shown in 
drawing SPL-1023. Detailed weights a'e summarized in Table 9-2.1. The 
rails are formed of the susie extrusion unud to form the augmented cold 
:ail, with the two fluid passages milled away as shown in Detail P of the 
drawing. This extrusion is of 6101 aluminum alloy, chosen for its high 
tberm1, conductivity. Material specifications are given in Section 9-1 of 
this report. 
Since the working fluid of all heat pipes in the system is water, 
aluminum is unacceptable as a heat pipe wall material because non-condensible 
gas will be generated, effectively destroying the ability of the heat pipes 
to function in the system. To avoid this problem, a 101 (OFHC) copper tube 
(ASTM specification B68.'75.280) will be inserted into the aluminum extrusion, 
which will be rewucd to provide a push fit. Before installation, silicon 
grease (DC-310) will be applied (Grumman spocifiation L3M-14-6006 dated 
19 July 1966), then wiped away to leave a thin film. A ball or "bullet" 
will then be drawn through the copper tube expanding it, to insure good 
thermal contact with the aluminum. 
The copper tube will then be grooved to 100 threads per inch, and the 
wick shown in Detail N will be inscrted. (Internal configuration of the 
heat pipe and weights per foot of the cold rail assembly are given in 
Table 1 of the drawing.)
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An elbow Joint is machined from CDA #1+5 copper rod, as shown in 
Detail D, and tungsten arc welded (in accordance with Grm An specifica-
tion .c.p .6.001) to the feeder heat pipe evaporator section installed 
within the extrusion.' The wick of the condenser section (shown in 
Detail N) is attached next, by means of an elbow splice section created 
by electrodepositing ecpper on models of the wicks. The 101 (oFuc) copper 
condenser envelope, grooved (100 threads per inch) and then flattened on 
one aide (so shown in Section F-F), is tungsten are welded (as shown) to 
the elbow joint. The heat pipe walls and wick are then costed. with Ebonol C. 
Such a coating increases the ability of water, the working fluid, to wet 
the surfaces of the heat pipe, enhancing pipe performance. 
The end cap/charge tube assembly on the evaporator end of the feeder 
heat pipes is ahovn, in Detail L. The assembly would be made from 0.5 inch 
diameter CDA #15 copper rod, pressed into the copper heat pipe envelope) 
and soft 6c'idered in accordance with specificationMIL-S-6872 using 60/4o 
tin/lead solders. The end caps at the condenser end (not bczn) are similar, 
but the charge tube is not included. 
Although dimensions are different - the header's diameter is larger 
and its evaporator has the flattened side - the construction of the heat 
pipe header Is similar to that of the feeder heat pipes. The one signifi-
cant difference is that a fluid heat exchanger is built around the headers 
corlencer section so that, when the system is in operation, the condenser 
is immersed in coolant from the fluid loop. 
After grooves have been cut in the condenser section, the outside is 
tin-plated, and the corrugated fin (Section j-j ) and end plates, both 6061 
aluminum alloy, are brazed to it. The aluminum outer jacket is then slipped 
over the assembly and resistance welded to the end plates in accordance with 
specification MIIr-W-6860. The coolant inlet end outlet ports, part-of the 
GRUMMAN 
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The rack assembly will then be lai' out, and the header soldered to 
the condenserri ef the feeder heat pipes, in accor(tanee with specificaU.ori
	 - 
?. I,-3-6872. Soldering provides excellent thermal. conLact, but to achieve 
the required structurl rigidity, straps and radiuri b].ccks are necessary, 
as shown in Sections c-c and E-E. The straps are to be cut frcm type 30L 	 I stainless steel sh'.t (material specification Qc-3-766C, cond A), and the 
radius blocks machiAed from 2021
-T62 aluminum alloy (material specification 
QQ-A-250/5) and given an alodine surface finish in accordance with specifi.-
cation MtL-C-55I1. 
As shorn in Figure 9_2.. 14, a system orientation diagram, the heat pipes 
in the circuit are never required to work against the g-vector (i.e., 
evaporator end "up"). 
9-2.4 TEST PlAN 
The testing described in this section is intended to provide verifica-
tion of the thermal performance of the HP circuit. Two categories of tasting 
are requi-'d, Component Qulification and System Performance. Thc forme.' are 
designed to show acceptable operation for each HP prior to its inclusion in 
the system. This will minimize the chances for rework after assembly as well
	 - 
as provide information for possible system anomaly investigations. The uy3trn 
tests are designed to completely characterize the circuit's operation. 
9_2.4.1 CONFIGURATION 
The actual test article must deviate from the configuration shown in 
Figure 9_2.4 to permit proper ground testing. Figure 9-2.5 defines the 
test geometry which provides for both "zero-g" (on-orbit) and ref lox bailer 
(ntry) simulation. The test geometry differs from that of the analytical 
model in that the header heat pipe Is straight rather than "L"-ohaped. 
Thermal input will be simulated with electrical heaters on each rail 
and cooling by the water flow hrou€11 the jacket. The entire circuit will . 	 L. 
EUJMMAN	 I 
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be mounted to a rigid test frame which can be levelled by use of screw 
jacks. This frame will also be used for handling and shipping. 
External hookups for power, temperature instrumentation and fluid 
flow are provided for interfacing to existing facilities. The facility 
requirements are summarized below; 
Power:	 i1 variac channels 
120 volts, 2 amps each 
Instrumentation: Readout provisions (strip charts) for 
80 Cu-Cn thermocouples 
Coolant: 150 lbs/br of water with inlet temperature 
control ho to 12001F 
Work area: le' by 3' work surface With 4' minimum 
clearance to ceiling 
9-2.4.2 TEST PROCEDURE 
Comc.nt Qualification: Each }T (8 total) will undergo qualifica-
tion testing prior to acceptance. Each pipe will be equipped with a ribbon 
heater over its evaporator section and will be fully instrumented to obtain 
temperature data. Each pipe, in turn, will be installed in the bench test 
rig shown in Figure 9-2.6 and they will then be tested to verify that the 
hofizontal parforirance listed below can he attained: 
Cold rail pipe: 200 wts with 10°F delta-T 
Header pipe:	 700 watts with 10°F delta-T 
The cold rail HP will be cooled wth a spray bath (Figure 9-2.6) and 
the final check of the header will be piforned with its cooling jacket 
installed (Figure 9-2.7). However the header performance wiil Initially 
be verified using the spray bath.
LXMM419 
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:;stem Performance: After all componentS have betm chec)ed l,h:y 
will be aocembled to form the circuit. 	 Heater ribbon wii.. be mowited 
n the rail I laigen to simulate module box thermal input. Thu entire 
circu:Lt will h' 'ed In a test fixture to maintain the geometry shown 
in Figure 9-2.5. 
The first series of tests will be perfoir.ed with the Z-X piano 
horizontal thus sini1latin 'zero-g' operation. The emphasis during 
testisg will	 on understanding the interaction between loads on the 
circuit as they cycle on and off, at different power levels. Tho heater 
ribbons on opposite flanges on the same rail will be independent, so 
loadz cr.r he different. 
Tthle 9-2.2 presents a sary of the teat progrwn. Test ill is a 
"bench-tark' t tts	 id serves to demonstrate basic a.tcm performance. 
During this test, the two boxes (m.ated by two strip heaters) con-
nected to cold rail ii? (see Figure 9-2.5) can either be operating at the 
same or different power levels. Test /2, with identical heat loads as in 
test It1 imposed on rail #1, compares the sensitivity of the ayitoni to 
loads on rails at aiffererit locations in the ci:v.it. The inputs will be 
teppud to 200 w.'ts ut 50 watt increments in ordL to determine the 
operating charactcritic. ,q o'er the enti'e range. 
Having demonstrated the ability of the system to accept 200 watts 
at one location, tests 3 through 6 will demonstrate that the nyr'tcm can 
accept multiple heat inputs over the entire heater evaporator :Length. lor 
test 3, rail 1 would remain at a dissipation level of 200 watt:t, rail 2 
4ould be brought to this same level, and rails 5 and 7 would bo sequcnt.allr 
step powered to 50 watts. Subsequently, rails + and 6 would be step porered 
J.0 75 watts, and rail 3 to 50 watts to complete test 14. These tents wtll 
verify that the heat pipe header will perform satisfactorily (i.e., not 
"starve") as. loans are added dwtatreazu of a large heat source. This series 
has been designed to shown oystem performance while transpoz'tirig a maxin 
load over the length of the intermediate header. Tests 5 and 6 have be€n 
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Table 9-2.2 - Test Loading Conditions 
Teat II Rail #
Comments 
1 • 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I - - - - - - 200 13cnch::urk" 
Test 
2 200 - - - - - - 
3 200 200 - - 50 - 50 High Upstream 
load 
200 200 50 75 50 75 50 
5 50 - 50 - 200 200 High Downstream 
Load 
6 50 75 50 75 50 200 200 
7 () 20() 50 75 50 75 50 
8 (*) 200 - - 50 - 50 Local Toad 
9 50 75 50 75 50 200 (.*) Test 
10 50 - 50 - - 200. (•)
(*) The indicated rail will be broken into two zones: a two-inch section 
on one flange, which will be subjected to a high thermal load and the 
lightly loaded remainder of the rail. Local high density load capa-
bility will be explored.
L1MMAW 
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Ii 
71 
1 
included to demonstrate that the header pipe will be able to service 
additional loads upstream of a large heat input. These tests will indicate 
whether it-is a better design practice to position smaller loads downstream 
or upstream of a large source, or whether it matters. 
Tests 7 through 10 determine high watt density load characteristics 
of the circuit by loading one of the rails with a high density source c'n 
two inches, and plotting performance curves of total load on that rail (with 
a low load on the rest of the rail) against the high density load, keeping 
the calculated box flange root temperature at 100P.
LMMAN 
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9-2.5 CONCLIONS 
This circuit was designed to meet a specific set of design require-
ments, so no attempt was made to maximize heat pipe or system capacities. 
Larger local load capabilities, rail capacities, and total syster.i capacities 
can be achieved if necessary by increasing the flow rate, lowering th 
coolant inlet temperature, or increasing the "UA product" of the heat 
exchanger. The real limits of a heat pipe circuit such as this one are the 
transport crpacities and the maximum allowable input load densities of the 
heat pipes employed. The present design is well below these limits. 
• Any analysis of this type of system is extremely dependent upon the 
values chosen for the heat pipe evaporator and condenser heat transfer 
coefficients. As heat pipe technology advances, the capabilities of a 
heat pipe circuit such as this should increase along with increasing fils 
coefficients. Current Grumman test data support the values used for this 
study.
Heat pipe circuits such as the one analyzed have shown advantages 
over the baseline cooling systems on the shuttle orbiter. With only two 
fluid connections per rack, as opposed to four per conventional rail, 
leakage problems are minimized and flow balancing within a rack is eliminated. 
Unlike the conventional fluid cold rail, every mounting site is thermally 
the same as every other. A high density local load can be accepted on a 
rail if the penalty of lower rail capacity can be accepted. The entire 
capacity of the rack can be changed by replacing the heat pipe header! 
heat exchanger assembly with one having a larger exchanger. 
Such units also present advantages in the cooling of development 
flight instrumentation, carried only during early flights because instaila 
ticn of such a rack disturbs the already-installed fluid loop only minimally. 
913f)
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U	 9-3 HEAT PIPE/PHASE CHME MATERIAL MODULAR HEAT SINK 
9-3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The 
.electronics for the fht data and voice recorders are 
r
	
	
integrated in a single package (+" x 7" x 6 11 ) and located, in the aft 
fuselage of the shuttle, near the recorder (tapes and drives) assembly. 
The modular heat sink thermal control concept, as designed for 
these recorder electronics, integrates heat pipes, a phase change material 
(PCM) and a structural bulkhead. The self-sufficient system ecuples the 
electronics base plate (heat source), via heat pipes, to either the struc-
tural or PCM heat sink, as required by the mission. 
As illustrated in Figure 9-3.1, it consists of a cold plate which 
Interfaces with the electronics base plate; a simple heat pipe (transport 
heat pipe) whose evaporator is integral with the cold plate; a PCM con-
tainer attached to the middle of the transport heat pipe; and a diode heat 
pipe which connects the other end of the transport heat pipe to the 
structural bulkhead. 
During boost and the entire on-orbit operation the base plate is 
coupled directly to the structural sink (average bulkhead temperature LO°F 
to +110°F') through the transport and diode heat' pipe connection. The inter-
IJ
	
	 PCM sink is bypassed. During entry the structure becomes too hot to 
function as an acceptable sink and the diode reverses, decoupling the struc-
ture from the transport heat pipe. This creates an isolated system consisting 
of the base plate, transport beat pipe and PCM container with the heat flux 
path now terminating at the PCM. After landing, when the structure has cooled, 
the diode once again completes the connection to the bulkhead allowing the 
liquefied PCM to unload its stored encrgy. 
The PCM sink must be sized to. absorb the entire electronics heat load, 
Plus the ambient heat leaks for the time that the structure cannot function 
as the heat sink. In addition, its melting temperature and conductance 
coupling to the transport heat pipe m.st be such that the temperature of the 
base plate does not exceed the maximum permissible design value of 100F. 
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9. 3.2 ANALYSIS 
The folluwir.j paragraphs present the results of the analysis done 
in support of the detailed design for the mod"lar heat sink thermal concept. 
- Requirements and Assumptions 
- Electronics 
The recorder electronics are designed to function in an ambient 
thermal environment from -680F to +160°F. The electrical power profiles 
(Reference 9) call for continuous operation throughout '. seven day earth 
orbital mission (168 hours). Electrical power dissipation is 35 watts with 
a temperature difference of 20°F between the electronics and the base plate. 
Therefore, the maxbmim base plate design temperature is 11400F. 
- Environment 
Recent shuttle studies predict the following temperature extremes 
for thc aft fuselage structure: 
100°F	 : Launch & roost 
.. 140°F to 110°F	 : On-Orbit 
350°F	 : Entry 
Thus, the structure can he used as the heat sink for all etpt the entry 
mission rhase. 
Use of the PCM will be required for the following entry phases: 
Time (Mm.) 
De-orbit	 21 
Entry	 : 33 
Approach/Landing	 10 
Total	 614 W.n.	 1.07 Hr. 
Fige 9-3.2 contains the teivperatur response of backface structure 
cpresentative of the upper aft fuselage area during the above entry phases. 
Ground conditioning with air at 80 0F is assumed after 14000 seconds. The 
average backface temperature up to gro'd conditioning is calculated from 
the resporse curve as 2370F.
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The tcral atniosPhere dr.e to infiltration during entry reut3 
in an estimated average ccnvective film coefficient of .1 Btu/Hr Ft2 OF 
rature approximately equal to the average 
and a bu.i' atmosphere tempe  
structure-
-	 perS 
The physical properties of the materials used in the mojular heat 
sink concept are contained in Table 
9-3.1. They include properties for 
the heat pipe orki)ig fluids, 
phase clmnge materials, and insulation. 
A contact therLral conduetaflec 
of 1000 Btu/lir Ft2 OF was used 
between etthsntcaliY bonded aluminum	
ease 
it assumes a 61i ,4/inch 
surface finish and the use of wiped ailicOe grease between the mating 
surfaces. The value is consistent with the data of Reference 10 and 
Grumman' S own inhOuC 
test results which have demonstrated values of 
2000 u/r Ft'-
9
 01 
A fin effectiveness of .67 
was used when calculatingthe heat 
transferred at the heat pipe surfaces. This was verified by 
c1culati0flS 
for a .500 ID aluminum pipe with .028 inch wall, an inside f1Li coefficient 
2 Oj. a uniform heat input over one half the circumference
 
of 2000 Btu/Hr  
and insulation over the other half. 
-
$evCfl 
basic steps were followed in the system design and analiSiS 
1.
Establish theoretical weight of PCM required 
2. Estimate system heat leaks 
3.
Calculate total PCM weight requirement (theoretica l
 & losses) 
14 , Establish A,T budget 
5.
Determine conductance requireme	 of coapofleflt6 
- cold plate 
- transport heat pipe 
- diode heat pipe 
- 
PCI4 container 
6. Establish component design s
 to obtain required conductance 
7.
Establish system model and verify performance
V"RU  
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The PCM must have a melting point between 110°F (the nmxljtum on-orbit 
structural sink temperature) and 1130°F (maximum permissible equipment base 
plate temperature) and it must also have a reasonably high heat o fusion. 
The three PCM' s which best satisfied these bio requirements were ;elected 
from the data provided in References 11 and 12 and are given in Table 9-3.2. 
Hexacosane is the preferred choice since It has the highest heat of fusion 
(iio Btu/lb) and a melting point (1330F) that exceeds the vapor temperature 
of the transport heat pipe during on-orbit operation. The latter requirement 
is necessary since the PCM is in contact with the transport heat pipe at all 
tines but must melt only during entry. All of the candidate PCM'c were non-
toxic and showed good compatibility with aluminum, the container and heat 
pipe material. 
o Theoretical PCM We i ht (Hexacosan 
W	 --	 1.36 lbs H  
o PCM requirements Due to Heat teaks 
Appendix F contains the heat leak calculations i.is- eat with the 
basic design asstptions. The losses are rounded off to 20 f the 
theoretical PCM requirement, or .213 lbs. 
o Total PCM Weight 
WPCM	 Theoretical & Losses	 1.13 lbs. 
This actually includes a 33% safety factor since the PCM won't be 
needed during the de-orbit phase of entry (approximately 33% of the entry 
timeline of 1.07 hours. 
Note: The maximum energy storage capacity of a PCM includes the specific 
heat capacity of the liquid phase and the filler material. 
f	 1. = W 4 Hf +	 W C	 W	 Cp - T)	 F PP	 PCM	 JQJ 
LIc 
These specific heat contributions are neglected in the design
IUMMAN analyses.	 9..49
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TABLE 9-3.2
	
. 1 
Phase Change Materials(,PCM) 
•
. -1 
• He. -it of Density	 Specific Heat 
Melting Fusion l/ft3	 BTU/lb-°F I Name	 TXpe Formula Point ( - r, Liquid. Solid
	
Liquid	 Solid 
n-Hexacosane	 Paraffin C26 H5 133.0 110.0 118.0	 53.14 I 
n. Tricosane	 Paraffin C23 HIL8 117.5 100.0 147.7
	 53.0	 .47	 .52 
Tristearin	 Non-Paraffin (C	 H 133.0 82.1 53.8	 -	 -	 - - 
rgai c
coo)3c3H5 
*Selected Material
. I 
Thermal Conductivity(k) o865
	
BTU/Fr-Ft-OF I 
1 
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T!.. 
0 Heat Pipe Analyses 
Although several working fluids could be used for the temperature 
range involved (-140°F to +11400F), the selection was narrowed to ammonia and 
Freon-21. Using fine circumferentially grooved pipes with ammonia and 
Freon-21 as the working fluids, Grumman has successfully and repeatably 
demonstrated high evaporating and condensing film coefficients. 
A design capacity of 100 watts was specified for each heat pipe. 
This accounted for the possible simultaneous transfer of 35 watts from the 
electronics, 35 watts from the PCM and 30 watts from the environment. 
One-half inch ID heat pipes were selected since they provide 
reasonable circumferential heat transfer area without excessive overcapacity. 
The designs of the arteries were optimized for the goomotrice involved and 
the results.th the-form of capacity versus operating temperature are presented 
in Figures 9-3.3 and 9-3.4 for the transport heat pipe and diode heat pipe, 
respectively. Reference 13 was used for the analysis. I3aocd on these results 
ammonia is selected as the working fluid with a simple spiral artery wick 
for the diode heat pipe and a spiral arter y/tunnel wick for the transport 
heat pipe. 
The diode heat pipe operates on the liquid blockage principle; the 
diode stops functioning as a normal heat pipe when excess fluid held in the 
reservoir at the condenser end is released and transported to the evaporator, 
thereby completely filling the evaporator vapor space. Since the diode 
reversal is required during entry, the reservoi.r is deninod, to retain excess 
liquid until an inertia force greater than 1.25 "g" is experienced. For 
enunonia this requires capillarieb of .06 inch diameter for a 2.12 inch length. 
4cos 
The diode will also reverse in the more convontiona, manner when the tem-
perature of the condenser exceeds that of the evaporator. The excess fluid 
vapor will travel to the now cooler evaporator, condense and fill the vapor 
space. The net result is the same no matter what the cause for he reversal. 
JflUMMAN 
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o Cold Plate Conductance 
Figure 9-3.5 describes the nodal model used to determine the con-
ductance of the heat pipe cold plate. For 6101-T6 aluminum and a .07 inch 
plate the effective cold plate conductance between the inerface plane 
(excluding any contact conductance) and the heat pipe vapor is 74 Btu/Hr OF 
with Freon-21 as the working fluid and 130 Btu/Hr °F with ammonia. The 
evaporator film conductance (K3 ) id the controlling influence in both 
cases. 
o PCM Container 
This is the most critical and sensitive component of the entire 
system. It is not enough to provide the proper amount of PCM for the 
desired.heat sink capacity - that's simple and straightforward. The 
biggest obstacle to be overcome is insuring uniform heat transfer within 
the PCM. The phase change materials generally have very low thermal con-
ductivities which result in very steep temperature gradients required to 
transfer heat to the PCM. This gradient can result in an excessively high 
equipment temperature during the melting process. The integration of 
metallic filler materials into the PCM package will improve the thermal 
conductivity through the PCM. They provide low thermal resistance paths 
thus reducing the temperature gradient necessary to dissipate the required 
heat flux. 
The actual design of the package becomes a tradeoff between the 
volume and weight of PCM required for the heat sink and the effective con-
ductance necessary to insure a reasonable temperature gradient. 
The two most effective filler materials reported in the literature 
(Refs. 11 and 12) are honeycomb matrices ard fins. The honeycomb is com-
mercially available and the fins can be easily fabricated in-house. In 
both cases, however, a good metal to metal . contact between filler and the 
heat Input surface is paramount. This implies simple geometries that are 
easy to assemble by brazing or soldering to provide good thermal contact. 
UMMA1 
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Four besle PCM containers were aalyzed to determine the most 
efficient configuration. 
1. Cylindrical Container with circular (circumferential) fins 
2. Cylindrical Container with straight (longitudinal) fins 
3. Rectangular Container with straight fins mounted directly on 
the: heat pipe cold plate. 
. Rectangular Container with honeycomb mounted.direct],y on the 
hee.t pipe cold platc. 
The cylindrice.1 container is separated from the cold plate but connected 
to it by meant: of the transport 1eat pipe. Its outside disneter was fixed-
at 3.12 inche:. The rectangular container receives its heat input directly 
from the cold plate end therefore does not require a transport heat pipe. 
Only cne heat pipe, the diode, is necessary for this latter configuration. 
Ali=imm is the choice for the flier material since it beat satisfies 
the basic requirements of high thermal conductivity, low weight, good côr-
rosioxi res5.ottnce and low cost. 
The th.c1cnesu for the fins was determined by using the expression 
developed for cotiinum thickness rectangular fins. 
2	 ______ 
2	
L2i	
6 _____ 
k
r CM 
where	 1.419 and h in approximately (s/2J 
For w = l.5 inches 
- 
.3- - 2.14 (10)
	 0 
9-56	 -
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1
where f is the number of fins per inch. Preliminary estimates indica.ed 
f	 10 which gives a tOPT	 .018". The nearest gauge and the one 
selected for all fins war. .016". 
Appendix F-2 summarizes the expressions for effective condnce 
arid weight which were derived for each of the four candidate PC?4 containers. 
Figures 9-3.6 to 9-3.8 present the results br the cylindrical container 
with circular fins. Figure 9-3.7 shows that the required PCM weight of 1.4
 
lbs. can be accommodated in a 10 inch .ength with u p to 19 fins (.016") per 
inh. Figure 9-3.6 shows that the required PCM conductance, for an ammonia 
heat pipe heat source in a 10 inch length is 2.5 Btu/Hr-in-OF. Selecting 10 
fins per inch for the design gives a value of 9 Btu/Hr-in- C F or sliEhtly 
r1iore than three times what i,ii required. At 10 fins per it.ch for 10 inches, 
the maximum possible PCM weight would b 1.7 lbs. with a correspor.ding 
total weight (PcM - fins) of 2.9 lea. Using only the required 1)4 lbs. of 
PCM leaves a void 'volume of 17. 6 to accommodate PCM expansion and entrap-
ment of gazes. The total weight of PCM and fins would then be 2.6 lbs. 
The performance of the straight finned container is extremely poor 
and is indicated in Appendix F-2. The configuration cannot 1,rovido the 
minimum required PCM conductanie of 2.5 Btu/Hr-in- OF; the best it can do 
is around .55. 
With direct PCM attachment to the cold plate the required overall 
PcM conductance is reduced from 25 Btu/Hr-OF needed for the cylindrical 
container to 20 Btu/Hr-°F. This is due to the more direct heat tranafer 
path fr-,m source to sink. As indicated on Figure 9-3-IL', for the rjtraight 
finned configixtc.tiofl a design point of 10 fins per inch and a heigt of 
2.5 inches woni.d provide 23 Btu/Hr-°F or slightly more than the theoretical 
requirement. Figure V-39 shows that the configu'at1'fl would barely acorn- 
modate the required 1)4 lbs. of PCM. The resulting total weight is 2.35 
lbs., a little lighter than the cylindrical container. 
The resu.lti of the honeycomb flat plate PCM container (Figure 9-3.11) 
show that the conductance and PCM weight rqu5.rencntG cannot be reconciled. 
The height needed to accommodate the required PCM increases th retatanCe 
GRUMMAN 
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FIG. 9-3.8 - CONDUCTANCE PER UNIT WEIGHT 
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fl
to heat flow thereby reducing the effective conductance below the 
required value. 
U 
On a conductance per pound (PCM + fins) basis, the circularly finned 
cylindrical container is the overwhelming winner. For this reason and for 
its inherently greater design flexibility it is the selected PCM container 
configuration. 
a System Performance 
Figure 9-3.12 presents the electronics baseplate temperature as a 
function of the structural sink temperature. The base plate varies from 
-20°F to +130°F (within the design requirement) for a sink variation of 
to +110°F. 
The entire modular heat sink system, as shown on drawing SPL-111, 
weighs 14.145 pounds. The component weights are detailed in Table 9-3.3. 
9-3.3 DESIGN 
The detailed design, including necessary design specifications, 
for the modular heat sink is shown in drawing SPL-111. The electronics 
box is attached to the structure by four No. 10 steel bolts using 
.300 
inch thick glas cloth epoxy resin insulating washers between the box and 
structure. The steel bolts and insulating washers provide high thermal 
resistance paths which minimize the conductive heat transfer to structure. 
In addition, a inch thick fibrous insulation blanket (To-15000 or Micro 
quartz) completer encases the entire system, including the electronics, 
cold plate, heat pipes and PCM container. A single wrap of oxidized nickel 
foil (j rail) is wrapped around the insulated system to create a thermal 
radiation barrier. 
The mechanically bonded interfaces which require good heat transfer 
(heat pipe cold plate, transport heat pipe condenser, diode heat pipe 
evaporatoi and condenser) are finished to 614 micro-inch R. Before mating, 
silicon grease (Dow.corning 3110) is applied to and then wiped from the con-
tact surfaces. This leaves a thin fthi of grease which increases the inter- 
9-64	
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face contact conductance. The procedure has been approved for the Immr 
Module as reference in Grurma.fl Specification lS4_14_6006 dated July 19, 
1966.
Both beat pipes ara designed to withstand twice the inaidinuni expected 
The maximum working pressure is 350 psi. 
internal pressure of 800 psi.  
The cold plate is a flanged beat pipe evapor,.tor which is fastened 
to the electronics base plate. It is a machined part (Aluminum 6101-T6) 
of the transport heat pipe as an 
which contains the evaporator section  
integral part. The heat pipe section is inch 1.1). (.0115 wall) with fine 
internally machined circumfereflti grooves (150 grooves/inch).. The charge 
remainder of the transport 
tube is at one end the other end attaches to the  
heat pipe at a fillet welded interface. The cold plate flange is .070 inches 
thick with a contaCt surface area of 214.5 in2
 It is joined to the base 
plate by 10 - 32 steel fasteners. 
The transport heat pipe connects the cold plate flange to the PCM 
and to the diode heat pipe. At the PCM interface, near the midpoint 
of 
-	
the heat pipe, circular aluminum fine (610].T6) are brazed to the .590 
Inch for a length of ten 
outside diameter o' the pipe only (10 fins per  
inches). The fins are .oi6 
inches tbielq each contains several notches 
and holes which act as flow passages to permit uniform distributi
on of PCM 
during filling- The condenser section of the heat pipe mates with the
 
evaporator of the diode heat pipe at a milled-flatinterrae. They are 
mechafliCaiEZI joined by a clamp assemblY with four 10 - 
32 fasteners. The 
t	
ammonia after the PCM containe" is 
transport beat pipe is charged with  
attached and filled.
Aluminum 6101-T6 
Circumferentis.i. 
.500 in I.D., 
.590 in O.D. 
Working Fluid:	
.Amtnouia (charge 11.93 gins) 
Wick (.062" core) 
Wick:	
Spiral Artery/TUnVe)  
Evaporator Length: 7 inches 
Condenser length:	 14 inches
flWMAN Overall Lesgtll 	
22.73 inches 
9-67 
inDetai2
Pipe: 
Grooves: 
Diameter 
t..
-.	
.2/.. .	 .:..	 .	 / 
The diode heat pipe forms the on/off coupling between the transport
I 
heat pipe and the bulkhead heat sink.
	 It operates on the liquid blockage 
principle where:n normal heat pipe operation is stopped when the evaporator 
vapor space is flooded with excess working fluid.
	 During normal ope'ation 
the e,ccess fluid is held in a fluid reservoir which is welded to the diode's 
condenser.	 The reservoir consists of an array of fine capillary holes 
drilled into an aluminum block. 	 The wick in the condenser does not com-
municate with the excess fluid in the reservoir.
	 During entry, when the 
inertia force exceeds 1.2	 gI, the capillaries in the reservoir can no 
longer retain t1e excess fluid and it is driven into the diode's evaporator. 
Both the condenser and the reservoir are flanged and attached to the bulkhcad 
by 10 - 32 steel. fasteners.	 An 'L' shaped charge tube is at the end of the 
evaporator. 
- Design Detai2i 
Diode 
Pipe:	 Aluxainum6101-.T6 
Grooves:	 Circumferential, 
.500 in I.D., 
.590 in O.D. 
Working Fluid:
	 Ammonia (Charge	 13.97 gins) 
Wick:	 Simple Spiral Artery 
Evaporator length:	 14 inches 
•	 Condenser Length:
	 14.1 inches 
Overall Length:	 12.9 inches (including reservoir) 
Reservoir 
Material:	 Aluininm 6101- 
Overall Length:	 3 inchca 
Capiilar:.es:	 .060" Dia. x 2.12 inches long 
- numbcr:	 125 
- voliniie:	 .3814 in3/in 
The PCM container houses the phase change material (hexacosane, c261-i514) 
aA the conductive filler material (circular aluminum fins) and completely 
surrounds a centrally poiitioned ten inch segment of the transport heat pipe. 
It is a completely weldeU aluminum assembly whose major components are a ^• 
10 inch long, 3.125 I.D. tube (.023
	
wall) with a fill port, end baffles or 
discs which seal off the ends of the tube and support the central heat pipe, 
and the circular a1umimt fins which are brazed to the heat pipe surface. 
The end baffles are welded to the tube and the heat pipe. 
9-68
Prior to filling, the cannister and PCM are stabilized at a tem-
perature of 2300?, then the container Is evacuated and vacuum filled with 
11qu1 r PCM. 
93.1 BASELINE 
•	 The shuttle baseline therma.l control system for remote electroicz 
calls for cold plates and cold rails using Freon-21 as the coolant. Branch 
flow rates of 300 lbs/hr and tube insulation thicknesses of .40 inches are 
required to maintain temperature drops below 20°F (Reference iLi). A cold 
plate for the recorder electronics requires a (uA) = 2.22 Btu/Hr-°F. An 
unuinned hollow plate Q inch opening) provides only 1.31 Btu/Hr-°F. Thus, 
Internal finning is required. Choosing surface designation 11.1 from 
reference 15, provides a (IJA) of 18.9 Btu/Hr-?F. The resulting pressure 
drop, considering an overall line run of 40 feet, is .102 inches of water, 
which results in a rather minor power penalty of 1.28 (10) watts. The 
total fluid line weight for the 3/8" ID, .020 vail tubing Is .133 lb/ft; 
the cold plate weighs . 43"7 lbs. The total system weight is 5.76 lb without 
the insulation and 6.71& lb with it. 
9-3.5 TE3T PLAN 
This section describes the thermal testing which will provide a 
performance map of the modular heat sink shown in Figure 9-3.13. 
It calls for bench testing to establish the operating characteristics 
of the component heat pipes, followed by parametric system tests to determine 
system performance under different heat loads and sink temperat'::es and 
uring a simulated 3-g entry condition. 
- .'onfiguration 
In order to facilitate 1-g and 3-g testing, the actual system tested 
will use a straight diode heat pipe rather than an L-shaped one. The thermal 
load tn the transport beat pipe evaporator, and diode condenser and reservoir 
(when Leeded to simulate entry heating of structure) will be applied by us..ag 
heater iibbon and Varlac type control devices. When required, the diode 
Condenser and reservoir will be cooled by a sprnq bath.
UM&fAN 
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thermocoL)1eS will be placed ai As indicated in Figure 9-3.13,  
the outside of each heat pipe, and at various locations in the phase change 
material cannister, both i Lae atcrial iteif nd on the internal fins. 
By this means, the thermal performanCe of the system tested can be closely 
monitored. 
The facility requirements are suitsarized below: 
Power	
Two vans-c Channels, 100 watts each 
Instrumentati0 	 Readout 
and recording provisions (strip 
charts) for 40 Cu-Co thermocouples 
Coolant:	
thano1 spray bath, with inlet temperature 
controllable etweefl -50°F and 120°F 
Centrifuge	
lJp to 3-9, with provisions for the thermo- 
couple and varlac channels. 
- Test Procedure 
Tb 9-3.4 presents a summary of the test program. Tests #1 and i2, 
which may be conducted concurrently: provide performance data for the system 
components. Test #1 is the bench test of the diode, and will provide capacity 
data in the forward mode, leakage in the reverse mode, and information about 
diode Shutoff/Startup characteristics. Test #2 is the bench test of the 
transport heat pipe/PCM container assembly; thermal capacity testing of the 
heat pipe will be performed first, and then the PCM will be evaluated. 
After the two assemblies are joined to form the modular sink system, 
subsequent tests (#3 through #20) will be coflduCted to determine system per- 
forinance under realistic mission coeditionS. Tests #3 through #11 vill indi-
cate the temperatures the transport heat pipe evaporator will attain und'r 
several different sink conditions. These tests, as well as tests #12 through 
#lI
, will be conducted with a slight adverse tilt (i.e., condenser below 
evaporator) to eliminate puddling contributions. 
During the latter three 
tests, the diode sink temperature will be varied to duplicate a typical 
entry heating and cooli.g pattern. Tests #15 through #17 duplicate the 
loads of a typical equipment dissipati o
n cycle with fixed diode sink tem- 
peratures, and test #18 combines this typical dissipation cycle heat load 
1	
with an entry heating and cooling pattern imposed on the diode.
C3PJMMAN 
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TABlE 9_3.14	
- TEST PLA! 
Test 1/ QEJuipt Comments 
1 -
-	 Bench test of diode 
2 -
-	 Bench test of transport 
1ft/PCM assembly 
3 5 watts -40°F 
4 15 watts
-140°F 
5 40 watts 
6 5 watts 30°F	 Steady State 
7 15 watts 30°F	 Performance 
8 40 watts 30°F 
9 5watts 110°F	
S 10 15 watts 1101F 
11 140 watts uo°F 
12 5 watts entry heating & cooling pattern 
13 15 watts entry heating & cooling pattern 4; 
114 140 watts entry heating & cooling pattern 
15 typical equipment
-140°F 
dissipation cycle 
16 typical equipment 30°.? 
dissipation cycle 
17 typical eauioment uo°F 
dissipation cycle 
18 typical equipment dissipation cycle - entry heating and 
cooling pattern 
19 typical equipment dissipation cycle - entry heating and 
cooling pattern 
20 typical equipment dissipation cycic - entry heating and 
cooling pattern
•
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Test #19 duplicates the loads and tnporatures of test #18 with 
the aystein mounted vertically so that the heat pipes are operting in 
the ref lux boiler mode (i.e., heat source down and heat sink up). This 
test simulates the g-vector orientation of the system during entry and 
post- landing ground standby. 
For Test #20, the system will be mounted on a centrifuge so 
•that
the
 effective g-vector will have the same Orientation as in the reflux 
boiler test, and, at 3-g, the load of test #16 will be imposed to establish 
the syten's ability to function under entry conditions. 
9-3.6 CONCluSIONS 
For this application, the modular sink weighs 4.45 pounds vs. the 
baseline weight of 6.74 pounds. Of greater, more universal importance, 
the modular iink pro y ides a self-contained therial control system for 
remote components and thereby eliminates mu.tiple, complicated flow paths 
with their inherent balancing and leak problems. Additional applications 
to the shuttle include: rate Tjros and gyrobatteries located beteen the 
Ill and lOX tanks of the H-0 tank asseinbi,y, and actuator electronics associated 
with engine gimbafling and landing gear operation. 
The modular heat sink thermal control concept hos broad applicability 
to remotely located heat courea, and can be manufactured with current tech-
nology and methods.
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 AM-TO-HEAT PIPE }M EXCHANGER 
914 .1 INTRODUCTION 
Shuttle plans call for the utilization of qualified military and 
cormnercial avionics equipment where possible as a cost effectiveness 
measure. Such equipment is designed to be cooled by free air convection 
with limitations on temperature and pressure. They will, therefore, be 
housed in sealed racks (see figure 9-14.1) with cooling provided by self-
contained air circulatior. systems (sealed and self-contained to retard 
air loss in the event of temporary losses in cabin rressure.) 
The heat exchanger discussed in this section transfers the heat 
picked up by the rack's air circulation sytexn to the heat transport 
nection of the vehicle's Environmental Control System. A unique feature 
of this design is that the possibility of a water system leak discharging 
fluid into the air stream (a possibility with any direct air/water ex-
changer) has been totally eliminated by using he.r Lt pipes to separate the 
air and water sides of the exchanger. 
The unit has been sized to handle an avionics heat load of 1800 watts 
plus a 10% allowance for the fan assembly load. Air temperatures in the 
rack are maintained below 131°F (MIT.,-E-51400, Class 1 equipment) down to 
pressures of l0 pia, with water temperatures to the exchanger of up to 
70°F. 
9-11 .2 ANALYSIS 
As shown in Figure 9-14.2, air at temperature T1 , 10 psia (design 
condition), and a flow rate of iairl enters the avionics rack and is heated 
at the rate of 1800 watts to temperature T2 (1310F, design value). The air 
moves past the fan assembly and is heated to temperature T3 by the fan 
motor's heat load. The air then enters the air side of the exchanger wherein 
it lobes its heat to the evaporator ends of a series of isotherxsalizer heat 
pipes, exiting at temperature T1.
UMMAN 
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The heat aorbed at the evaporator ends of the heat pipes is 
trensrnittcd to the condenser ends where it is dissipated to the fluid in 
the water side of the exchanger. Water enters the exchanger at tempera-
re T (700F, design condition) &ad a flow rate of*water (reflecting a 
flow budget ot 1 lb. per hour per 8.25 watts of heat), is heated by the 
heat rejected from the heat pipes, and exits at temperature T5. 
As can be seen in figure 9-.2, the fluid streams are arranged in 
counter-flow. An eligineering judgement was made that maximum design effi-
	
ciency would result from a counter-flow configuration in which the heat
	 1 capacities of the two fluid streams were made equal (i.e., ( CP)3 , = 
watei 
(€i	 ). By so doing, the temperature rise in the water would be

exactly equal to the temperature drop in the air stream. This, in turn, 
would mean equal heat load to each of the several heat pipes since the 
temperature difference between the air and water streams at any station 
along the flow path would he the same. This last greatly facilitates the 
analysis and ontimi7..ation of the system. 
A further decision had to be made concerning the fan assembly require-
ments. Since tan power requirements are directly dependent on the air system 
pressure drop (and fan efficiency), one or the other must be specified. 
a1itatie y , a smaller allowable pressure drop means less fan power required 
but a iru'gr, moe conpiex heat exchanger. In most high performance aircraft 
applications, beat exchanger volume and weight are generally conserved at the 
expense of poer since the availability of the latter is rarely limited. 
This phi1o3or1 cannot be adopted on Shuttle since the Shuttle must fuxiction 
as a sracecraft as well as an aircraft. The power and radiator system weight 
pnaltiea iiccrred for each watt delivered by the fuel cell system while in 
orbit re substantial (o.435 lb/watt). While one would therefore tend to 
req tire as low a fan load as possible, there is a practical limit-.below which 
the required air passages and extended surfaces become impractical from a 
manufacturing viewpoint. 
A decision was made to allow a fan power budget of lO of the avionics 
heat load, and design the exchanger for the corresponding presure drop. 
This value, though ultimately met by the final design, proved to be quite 
9-80. I
stringent and was the pacing requirement in the design. Though initially 
a "guesstimate " , the 10 figure has proven to be a valid lower limit for a 
practical design. 
The above restrictions completely define the design envelope, and 
permit calculation of the system temperatures, flow rates, and required 
These are:
''water =	 21
40 lbs/hr 
'air =	 1000 lbs/hr 
T1 105.14°F 
T2 =	 131°F 
=	 133.6°F 
T =	 700F 
T5 =	 98.20F 
UA,
=
where Q	 1980 watts and 
IZ4TD	 35.140F
= 191.0 Btu/hr 'F 
Since the flow of heat is serial through the air-side, heat pipes, 
and water side, the total thermal resistance may be expressed as the 
algebraic sum of the resistances through each element 
1	 1	 +	 .  
UA	 UA	 UA. rotal	 Air	 water 
The ratioxa1e governing the selection of the size, type, shape, number 
and relative condenser/evaporator lengths of the heat pipes required is 
briefly outlined below.
9-1 8	 UMMN
:1 
A maximum overall exchanger (and thus heat pipe) length was specified 
at li inches. 
Water was selected as the ;:orking fluid to he used in the pipes based 
on its reiatively high coefficicit of performancE and its unquestioned 
acceptance in a limited toxicity application. 
Pipes of square cross-section were selected to facilitate assembly into	 4 
a heat exchanger of prismatic geometry. The planar outer surfaces of these 
pipes could readily be bonded to the rectangular plate-fin type cores to be 
used for the fluid passages. 
Copper was the material of choice for two reasons. First, it has a 
proven compatibility with water. Second, its high thermal conductivity is 
needed to increase the fin conduction effectiveness of the two pipe sides 
not in direct contact with the exchanger's fluid cores. 
An optimum number of pipes and the relative evaporator and condenser 
section lengths were determined by relating the total heat pipe temperature 
gradient to the number of pipes and the evaporator Section length (see 
Appendix G). Additionally, the evaporator secti.n unit heat flux was 
determined as a function of the same variables. Experience within Grumman 
has indicated that evaporator fuxea should be limited to less than 25 
watts/ill 2 to preclude the possibility of local dry-out. Figure 9_1.3 and 
9..4. show these relationships plotted. I 
On the basis of this analysis, seven pipes were selected as optimum. 
Tess result in too large a SAT, while more are of ever decreasing incremental 
benefit. 
An evaporator length of 9.5 inches (5.25 inch condenser) was selected 
for the design. This results in a AT of 10.90F and an evaporator flux of 
19.0 watts/in2 . While an 8 inch evaporator would have resulted in 10.4 0F 4T, 
It was felt the additional 1.5 inches (19% greater) length on the air side 
would be desirable at the expense of a 50v' higher AT.
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Eight pipes were included iv the final design to provide redundancy 
in the event of the loss of any single pipe and to facilitate pck'.ging. 
With seven pipes, each will carry a load of 283 watts over an effective 
length of 7 5/8 inches. Analyses performed on 1/2 inch water pipes have 
shown an optimally designed pipe can exhibit transport capacities well in 
excess of this requirement. 
Knowing the .T and heat load ,-3j--- was calculated and subtracted 
from HP  
1 
UATotal  
to yield	 1UA	 UA	 = 0.00362 Btu/hr °F. Air 
The major portion of the allowable resistance was allocated to the air-side, 
and split as follows 
UA	 = 0.00278 Btu/hr OF Air
= 0.00084 Bu/hr 
UAfater 
An allowable air core pressure drop was determined corresponding to a 
fan power allowance of 180 watts and a fan efficiency of 351%. This drop is 
1.33 inches of water at 10 psla, 1250F (see Appendix G). 
The design of the plate-fin type air and water cores was performed 
using a Grumma'-developed technique for sizing a laminar plate-fin heat 
exchanger (reference 17). The method uses a mathematical correlation of 
heat transfer data for the flow of air in rectangular ducts (reference 15). 
In particular, it is foi.'nd that both the product of friction factor and 
R ..olds number, as well as Stanton number, Prandtl number (to a power) and 
Reynolds number, are constant in the laminar region. By specifying allowable 
UA's, pressure drops, flow length and geometric core arrangement, one may 
determine the size and number of core layers required as well. as the numbers 
of fins per inch required in the extended surface.
GRUMMAN
Figure 9-4.5 details the final exchanger design. The pipes are 
arranged in two rows of four each. Cu the air-side, a 3-layer core is 
arranged on either aide of each row of pipes. On the water side, oiy a 
single layer co:e is needed on either side of each row of tubes. 
Though not shown in figure9-4 .5, provisions for a secondary (backup) 
water lc.op can be provided by adding a Recond layer of water-side core to 
each of the layers shown. These additional layers would provide the flow 
path for the secondary loop. For the core sizes shown, a 13 0F higher rack 
air temperature would result when supplying this secondary water path with 
fluil at 700F. This can be compensated for by either supplying secondary 
system water at a loeer tenip€ratu.re, or alternatively by re-optimizing the 
basic water core des1n to reduce this 13°F penalty (i.e., use thicker fin 
material). 
9_4.3 DE$IGN 
Since the configuration of this system 13 dictated by the thermal 
requirements and has been detailea above the only remainLng desLgn task' 
is to specify the fabrication methods to be employed. 
A; shown in figure 9_4.5. the design consists of two conventional heat 
exchangers connected by 8 water neat pipes of square cross-section. Grumman 
has a proven in-house technique for forming square pipes. Basically, grooves 
are first cut in a circular section and then upset formed into a square 
section (see figure 9_1 + . 6).
 It was decided to select one-half inch (nominal) 
as the basic internal dimension with a 0.028 inch wall. A copper spiral 
artery wicking system has been designed for these pipes. The artery has 
core diameter of 0.110 inches. The retainer has an outer diameter of 0.250 
inches. (See Figure 9-.7.) The inside of the heat pipe will be coated with 
Ebonol C prior to soldering of end caps, charging, and sealing. This coating 
increases the ability of the water working fluid to i ret, th wicking surfaces. 
Both heat exchanger fin configuratis are constructed of aluminum fins 
(alloy iioo), 
.008 inches thick, which are brazed to .010" thick face sheets 
(aluminum 6061-T6). The heat exchanger cores are then brazed or soldered to 
the copper heat pipes after appropriate surface tratxnent. 
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The results of a detailed weight analysis, done in support of the 
design effort, are given in Table 9_4.1. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The baseline system consists of an enclosed rack, similar to that 
discussed above, wIth a heat exchanger that transfers heat directly from 
the circulating air in the rack to the pumped coolant (water) loop. This 
places the fluid side of the exchanger within the equipent. enclosure • With 
the heat pipe system, because the coolant lines never enter the circulating 
a.r enclosure, there is no risk of electronic equi rint damage due to fluid 
leakage in the heat exchanger.
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9-5 HEAT PIPE RADIATOR FOR COMPARTMENT TE!V ERATURE CONTROL 
9-5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The shuttle contains several structural compartments which require 
cu-orbit thermal control. Typically, these are unpressurized and isolated 
by their remote locations or by insulation systems. There are compartments 
for two main landing gears end one nose gear, self-contain ,--d RCS modules, 
and air breathing engine cctpartrnents. They all share the basic thcrt1 
requirement, of maintaining their contents between prescrib"d temperature 
limits for all mission phases. This is generally accomplished by both 
insulating the compartment walls and providing a means of controlled heat 
i)put. The insulation protects against a hot environment while the combina-
tion of heat additior. and insulation controls the temperature in a cold 
environment. 
Fluid radiators and electrical heaters are being considered as thc 
heut sources in the baseline systems. The electrical heters, in the form 
t1 heater ribbon, are the simplest to Install since they can be attached 
to the inner walls of the epnrtment and require no supporting structure 
of their own. However, electrical power and thermostatic controls must be 
provided and the addittonul electrical power is a concern because of the 
weight penalty it presentn in terms of extra fuel cell capacity and reactant 
requirements. 
The fluid radiator concept utilizes the sensible heat of the Freon-21 
in the orbiter 8 s heat rejection system. The Freon-21 is tapped from the fuel 
cell coolant outlet, the warmest poin in the heat rejection loop, and circu.. 
lated through aluminum panels which line, the compartment walls; heat is 
radiated from the panels to the surroundings. The fluid radiators need sup-
porting structure, by-puss and shut-off controls and protection from tube 
puncture when such a hazard exists. The fluid controls are needed to prevent 
reverse heat transfer during entry. 
The application of a h'.at pipe radiator system for compartment tenqcra-
ture control can have power and weight advantages over an electrical system, 
ant. control and reliability advantages over a conventional fluid radiator. 
The heat pipe radiator system described herein has been designed for the 
flUM MAN 
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resign Req4rements and .A"sunptions 
o	 Temperature Constrathts 
Desired Temperature Range ImitingTem rature Rar.ge 
Low	 High Low n. -fLh 
Hydraulic Fluid: -209F	 IOO°F -65°F 630°1-,'(transient) 
Rubber Tires	 : -50°F	 200°F -65°F
orbiter's main landing gear compartment, although in principle and 
concept it can be us& elsewhere. 
9-5.2 ANALYSIS 
As shown in Figure 9-5 . 1 the radiator system for each compartment 
consists of two hec.t Pipe radiator panels, two diode heat pipes and two 
heat pipe-to-f'.uid heat exchangers. The heat pipe raciator panels, are 
located on each side of the compartment facing a tire 3idewall. 
The heat exchangers are placed in parallel with the fluid flow. 
Thus, the maximum flow rate available to each exchanger is in proportion 
to the nurther of HP/fluid exchangers on the same fluid circuit. In this 
case there are a total of four exchangers for both main lauding gear corn-
partinerts, resulting in a maximum available flow rate of 500 lb/hr for 
each exchanger. Each panel is separately connected to the fluid loop by 
a diode heat pipe and heat exchanger. The diode permits heat transfer 
from the fluid to the compartment rediato; panel only when the panci tern-
perature is less than the fluid temperature. 
Energy is transferred from the fluid to the evaporator section of 
the diode heat pipe by means of the annular P.P/fuid ICC. The diode, 
functioning as a normal heat pipe then transmits the heat to I.ts condenser 
where it is tr.nzferred to the atthcheu evaporrttc.r sections of the, radiator 
panel feeder heat pipes. The energy is ultimately transferred to the radiator 
surface from the condenser sectios of the feeder heat pipe which are joined 
to the panel. Whenever the panel temperature exceeds that of the diode 
evaporator th diode reverses, breaking the heat transfer path between the 
fluid and the radiator panel.
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o Design Point: Landing gear temperature range 	 0°F to 115°F 
o Waste Heat Source 
- Fluid	 :	 Freon-•21 (c	 .25 Btu/lbm ') 
- Flow rate: 500 lb/hr per diode/fluid heat exchanger 
- Inlet temperature range: 85°F to 117°F 
o Design Parameters 
The physical properties of ti 'e heat pipe working fluids and thermal 
insulation, and heat pipe film coefficients are given in Table 1. 
A thermal contact conductance of 1000 Btu/Hr-Ft 2-°F was used between 
mechanically bonded aluminum surfaces. It assumes a 64//-inch surface 
finish and the use of wiped silicone grease between the mating surfaces. 
Fin effectiveness values used in the heat transfer calculations for 
the ammonia and Freon heat pipes are given below. They were calculated for 
a uniform heat input over the indicated portion of the circumference. 
	
_l.i_	 Uniform Heat Transfer Segment 
Diode Condenser	 90° 
Feeder HP Evaporator 	 .515 
Feeder HP Condenser	 .670	 1800 
o Orbital Environment 
An eighteen node thermal model of the main landing gear compartment 
was used to establish compartment temperatures as a function of radiator 
panel heat input, insulation thickness, compartment structure emittance and 
orbital flight mode. Figure 9-5.2 shows the idealization, which assumed 
ablative top and bottom surfaces (slA 561), a negligible heat leek through 
the compartment sidewalls, and 32 ft2 of compartment radiator area (16 ft2 
per panel). The upper compartment surface (node 22) was assumed to be 
completely shE4owed from direct solar inputs by the opened cargo bay door. 
The space radiator panels (node 25), which are mounted to the door, were 
fixed at an average temperature of 55°1'. Optical properties for the external 
surfaces were assumed to be those of a flat absorber (o(/€ = .91.9). 
tRUMMA 
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Based on Reference 1 (Section 6.3.5.1.1), orbital aver&e .nputn 
for an earth oriented mode (orbit plane parallel to ecliptic pin.) were 
used as the "hot case " inputs, and orbital average inputs for a solar 
inertial mode (polar orbit) were used as the "cold case" inputs. These 
are summarized in Figure 9-5.3. 
Average landing gear temperature as a function of insulation thick-
ness, structural emittance and tompartment radiator heat input are given 
in Figure 9_5.4. An emittance of .90 was uned for the radiator panels. 
Einittance of .20 and .85 were picked as reasonable bounding values for 
the surrounding compartment structure, although the higher, .85, number 
would more accurately represent actual flight structure which has been 
subjected to the rigors of use. Based on these curves the compartment was 
assumed to be insulated with a one inch thickness of TG-15000 since thin 
results in reasonable on-orbit landing gear temperatures (o to 100°F) at 
moderate radiator panel heat inputs (io to 15 Btu/1Lr-Ft2 ) over the selected 
orbital extremes. No attempt was made to weight optimize the system. 
stemDign and Aria1 
Figures 9-5.5 and 9-5.6 show the variation in landing gear and 
radiator panel temperature as a fvction of radiator heat input fcr the 
solar 1nrtiai and earth oriented flight modes, respectively. From 
Figure 9 . 5.5, assuming a structure emittance of .85, the minimum on-orbit 
landing gear temperature can be limited to 0°F by supplying 320 Btu/Hr to 
the compartment (10 Btu/Hr-Ft 2 of radiator). This same heat input during 
an earth oriented flight mode (Figure 9-5.6) will result in an upper tem•-
perature limit of about 50°F. 
° Generalized System Equations and Analysis Procedure 
System Eqtions 
The following relationships define the temperatures throughout the 
heat pipe radiator system as represented in Figure 9-5.7. Refer to Table 
9-5.1 for symbol definitions. 
1. Heat transferred from fluid (Q): 
Q	 mCp ( Tin - Tout)
PUMNL.N 
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FIG. 9-5.3 - ORBITAL ENVIRONMENT 
o Earth Oriented Mode 
-'Orbit Plane Parallel to Ecliptic Plane 
Incident Enerfg
 
Solar Albedo IR 
Top Surface	 lIO	 0	 0 
Bottom Surface	 U	 11 61 
o Solar Inertial Mode (Polar Or 
Incident Energy(Btu/Hr-Ft 2)_ 
Solar Albedo IR - 
Top Surface	 142	 !. 19 
Bottom Surface	 0	 0 19 
o Worst Case Orbital EnvironD(u/Hr_Ft 2	 Absorbed) 
Top Surface *	 Bottom Surface 
+	 lB	 (S + a)	 IR 
Hot Case :	 0	 0	 52	 61 
Cold Case :	 14	 19	 0	 .19 
*Includes blockage by cargo bay doors
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o .S.1er Inerti.1 Orbit 
o II)u1ation Thicknes = 1 inch (TG-15000) 
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FIG. 9-5.6 - IDThG GEAR TE1'ERA'1URE VS. RADIATOR SURFACE }AT 12PUT 
o Earth Oriented. Orbit 
o Insulation Thickness 	 1 inch (TG-15000) 
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4]	 Radiator
0	 10	 20	 30 
Radiator Surface Heat Input, i,tu/Hr-Ft 2
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FIG. 9-5.7 - IP RADIATOR SYSTEM SC}MATIC
(s) 
Liquid Blockage 
Reservoir 
Heat Exchanger	 3) 
(i)	 - Fin Root 
(2) -	 Feeder HP Vapor 
(3) -	 Feeder HP L'vaporator Wall 
(14 )
-	 Header Condenser Wall 
(5) -	 Header Vapor 
(3) -	 Effective Compartment Sink
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TAME 9-5. - N0ENCLP1TUPE 
Q	 = Total radiator panel heat rejection 
N	 = number of heat pipes on radiator panel 
(rsCp)	 = mass flow x specific heat for Freon-21 
= heat exchanger effectiveness 
IN 
R
Reynolds Nter 
N PR
= Prandtl Number 
= radiator panel fin effectiveness 
= fin efficiency 
T	 = temperature. 
= surface emittance 
AR	 = radiator panel area 
contact surface area feeder IT to header 
A	 = HP surface area, internal 
h	 = beat transfer film coefficient 
= interface contat conductance 	 1000 Btu/Hr..?t2_0F 
(377 P5 4 needed, 700 psi used) 
Subs erirts
R radiator surface 
1 =
	
radiator panel fin root (feeder HP outside 
condenser wall) 
2 =	 feeder HP vapor 
3 =	 feeder HP evaporator outer wall 
=	 header HP condenser outer wall 
5 =	 header HP vapor 
Cl =	 condenser HP #1 (diode header) 
C2 =	 condenser HP #2 (feeder n) 
F-'2 =	 evaporator liP #2 (feeder liP) 
=	 sink
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-UA 
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6. Radiator Pane' Root Temperature (T1): 
- -	 - 
	
1	 2	 hA..12
FC,, C2	
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Equations 1 thru 6 can be corbined to exrress the panel root temperature in 
terms of the fluid inie. temperature and a series of temperature drops throughout 
the system. This in done in equation 8. 
QJmC   
8.	
= T	 -	
- N	 l + hc	 Fe he	 AC A 	 +
 7F C2 2 2] 
or 
T1 T	 -	 T1_5 - T5 	 - AT 	 - T3_2 - 
9 0 5	 (F4UMMAN
N 
The adator panel ro-t emperature and surface temperature can 
also be determined by considering the overall heat balance between the 
radiator panels and an effective com partment sink temperature (Ts) 
defined in Figure 9-5.8, which was constructed from the results of the 
network analyses. 
9. Radiator Panel Root Temperature based on compartment heat balance: 
(Q.1AR )	 14 
CR
+ 
10. Radiator Panel Root Temperature in terms of surface temperature: 
TR14 = I T, + TS 
or 
T	 =—i---4 T 4 	
T 14 
1	 L	 S 
nalsis Procedure 
To match the system design with system requirements, equations 8 
and 10 must be simultaneously satisfied for a given panel heat dissipa-
tion. The procedure is, of necessity, an iterative one that can be some-
what simplified by graphing the expressions. Figure .
 9.. 5.9 is a flow chart 
that shows the resuired input variables and major steps to be folled in 
arri'iing at a matched design. 
o Radiator Panel 
The basic radiator panel is made of 20 mil aluminum and has 16 ft  
of surface area with a high emittance coating (
	 . 9). The required 
number of heat pipes per panel (feeder heat pipes) is determined by the 
required panel fin effectiveness. 
Figure 9-5.10 is a general curve which gives the fin effectiveness 
of a rectangular panel as a function of material, root temperature panel 
thickness and fin length. It assumes a sink temperature apprQxtrately equal
1 
1 
-t 
I 
T1 
UflMAp,I 
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FIG. 9-5.8 - IAIiG GEAR C0ART1ENT EFFECTIVE SINK TEMPERATURE 
o Includes 'Weighted' Radiant Energy Contributions 
from Landing Gear & Compartment Walls 
•	 I;
T1	 ZR - i Ts	
1=1	 R
R Radiator Surface 
i Enclosure Surfaces 
S Effective Sink 
o Compartment Emittance = .85 
Insulation Thickness = 1 inch 
- No Insulation
'.1	 I	 •	 •.	 I	 I 
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Radiator Surface Heat Input, Btu/Hr-Ft2 
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FIG. 9-5.9 - RADIATOR SYSTEM ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
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to the root tem?erature, a situation which is conservative and typical of 
a ccznpartnent radiator application. This information was used to generate 
Figure 9-5.11, which gives the fin effectiveness as a functicn of root tern .
-perature for a 20 mil aluminum panel containing three heat pipes. 
o Heat Pipes 
Preliminary analyses showed that thre. heat pines per panel would 
provide adequate tiernal performance and sufficient margin to insure minimum 
landing gear temperatures of at least 0°F. Increasing the number of pipes 
for the jc of obtaining a higher panel fin effectiveness would increase 
weight wh.Ue providing only nominal increases in system performance. For 
instance, as shown in Figure 9-5.1 using eight heat pipes per panel while 
maintaining 3O. of full flow through the heat exchanger, increases panel 
heat dissipation by 1.2 Btu/Hr-Ft2 (to 15.2 Btu/Hr-Ft2 ) and results in a 
landing gear temperature of 1120F as opposed to 320F obtained with the three 
pipe panel. The eight heat pipe panel would weigh about 1 lb/ft2
 compared 
with .74 lb/ft2
 for the three heat pipe pne1. 
Each heat pipe in the system was designed to provide at least five 
times the required design point capacity to accommodate any changes in load 
without impacting the number or size of the heat pipes. At the 0°F (landing 
gear temperature) design point each panel must carry 117 watts, or about 18 
watts per feeder heat pipe; the diode heat pipe must carry the entire 47 watt 
load. One-half inch ID pipes were selected since they give rcasonable cir-
cumferential heat transfer area without excessive over capacity and they are 
easy to work with. 
The artery designs were optimised, using Reference 13, for the 
specified lengths and working fluids (Freon-21 for the feeder heat pipes 
and ammonia for the diode) and resulted in sptral artcry/tunnel wick designs 
being selected for both cases. The results, in the form of capacity versus 
operating temperature are presented In Figure 9-5.12. At 40OF a feeder heat 
pipe can transport 95 watts and the diode, 7+0 watts.
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o Heat Exchanger 
The heat pi-to-fluid heat exchanger consists of a finned annular 
passage which compiotely surrounds the centrally positioned evaporator of 
the diode. The methods and procedures in Reference 15 were used for the 
design and analysis, with surface designation 11.1 (u.i fins per inch, 
inch high) selected as the fin configuration. This resulted in an excer 
annulus with fins, .714 in2
 of free flow area, and a hydraulic diameter of 
.1685 in. Its performance characteristics as a function of flow rate are 
presented in Figure 9-5.13. 
o System Performance 
To determine system performance, the analysis procedure previously 
cited was followed for a system using three heat pipes per panel and a 
five inch long heat exchanger. For a general system with N number of feeder 
pipes and a heat exchanger ler th, I,, equation 8 becomes: 
T1	 Ti - - 	 __q_ ç 	 + .O8L -	
L L 
which simplifies to the foflo ng equation for N = 3, L = 5 in.: 
TiTin	 1 
(sic-	 + .032 
The above expression anc' equation 10 are plotted as a fuL:ction of heat 
dissipation (QJA) in Figure 9-5.14, the intercept points define the syatem 
performance at the indicated flow rates. As shown, a heat exchanger flow 
rate of only 3% of fuJl flow will provide the necessary 10 Btu/Hr-ft 2
 needed 
to maintain a 0°F landing gear temperature (refer to Figure 9_5.5). However, 
by increasing the flow to just 30 of full flow the aystem will provide L' 
13tu/Hr-Ft2
 r.nd a minimum landing gear temperat"re of 32 0i. Thus, a 3CY4 
flow rate was specified for the exchanger.
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The pren;u.re drop through the exchanger can be expressed us 
Reference 15):
2
4A 
_
2 
where f io the friction factor, 
AjrT
 is the ratio of heat trannt'er to 
free flow area(
	
=	 _")and K ssea = both core and exchanger A	 Lo 
entrance and exit losses. For the 30% flow condition, I .015 and 
2.12 and the pressure drop (in psi) as a function of oxch'.nier Losses , 
length (L) becomes: 
= (io)	 , .s i, + 2.12\ 
The A. P thru a inch	 exchanger is 1.6 (lo-3 ) psi. This can be stated 
in terms of a power penalty as 
W =
	
= . 146 (io 3 ) watts 
which is of negligible impact on the system weight. 
__
Losseal 
The system weight (wet) as given in Table 9-5.2, is • 71 lbs/ft2 of 
radiator area, or 23.6 lbs. total per compartment. 
9-5.3 DESIGN_ 
The design details of the heat pipe radiator system for tha main 
landing gear compartment are shown in drawIng SPL-103. Each comp:trtmert 
radiator panel has 16 ft  of surface area coated with a high entittance 
paint (
	
= .90), and three 1/2 inch I.D. "L" shaped alumiratrn heat pipen, 
approximately 6 inches by 52 inches. The long L (condenser scctio) 
the heat pipes are bonded (brazed or welded) to the 20 rail thick L,11jJntrwn 
(6061-T6) panel everj 16.8 inches, providing a radiator fin cffoct1mw:a 
which varies from ri% to 549P' over the operating range of LO to 1150F. The 
evaporator sections (short leg) are clamped to the condenser of the tlio4c 
1RUMMAN 
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heat pipe with about 1400 psi contact pressure. The attachment interfaces 
are milled flat surface (.145 inches wide, 614,,Qiih R!) which can be 
either wiped with silicon grease or soft soldered to increase contact cen-
ductance. The soft solder would provide much better thermal conductance 
but at a sacrifice in joint maintainabiflti; therefore, a wiped silicone 
grease interface was assumed for design and analysis purposes. 
At the design point each panel heat pipe is required to carry about 
23 watts; 68 watts are needed per panel. The artery design was optimized 
for the specified dimensions and Freon-21 as the working fluid. This 
resulted in a spiral artery/tunnel wick having a 95 watt capacity at 40° F. 
Details of the feeder heat pipes follow. 
o Panel Feeder	 .^ie
 per panel) 
Pipe:	 Alumirni, 6061-T6 
Grooves:	 Circumferential 
Diameter:	
.500 in I.D. 
.5614 in O.D. 
Working Fluid:
	 Freon-21 (Charge = 52.6 gms) 
Wick:	 Spiral Artery/Tunnel Wick (.062 core) 
Evaporator length:
	 6 inches 
Condenser length:	 52 inches 
Overall Length:
	 58 inches (li-shaped) 
The diode heat pipe shown in the drawing operates on the liquid 
blockage principle. When the temperature of the condenser exceeds that 
of the evaporator, the excss fluid which is held in a reservoir at the 
condenser end vaporizes. This excess fluid vapor then travels to the 
now cooler evaporator where it condenses and fills the vapor space, 
thereby uchoir1gtI the heat pipe. 
The diode heat pipe is requirel to carry the entire 68 watt load 
of a radiator panel. It is a 1/2 inch I.D. alwninwn pipe with a 5 inch 
evaporator, 140 inch condenser and 2 inch transnort section. It uses 
ammonia as its working fluid and he.z an optimized spiral artery/tunnel 
wick which can provide a 370 watt capacity at the design point. The liquid
I 
I 
I 
1 
Ti 
I 
-i 
•1 
-i I 
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blockage reservoir contains 
.9 id of ammonia, or enough to flood the 
evaporator and the trax:sort section in the reverse mode. Details of 
the diode heat pipe follow. 
o Diode 
Pipe: 
Grooves: 
Diameter: 
Working Fluid: 
Wick: 
Evaporator Length: 
Condenser Length: 
Overall Lerth: 
o Reservoir (Liquid B1ocka 
Material: 
Overall Length 
Capillaries: 
- number: 
- volume:
Aluminum, 6061-T6 
Circumferential 
.500 in I.D. 
.590 in O.D. 
Ammonia, Charge = 21.6 gms(HP)+ 
9.4 gms (Reservoir) 
Spiral Artery/Tunnel Wick. (.062" core) 
5 inches 
39.6 inches 
11 9 .11 inches (including reservoir) 
Aluminum, 606l-T6 
2.8 inches 
.060" dia. x 2.34 inches long 
125 
.3811 in3/in 
To overcome difficulties associated with priming the vapor space 
in the blocked sections of the diode during ground testing in the shutoff 
mode, an alternate diode concept could be employed - the liquid tra diode. 
The 1i'd trap diode design uses a wick-lined reservoir located at the 
evaporator section of the d.ode. The trap wick is separate from, and does 
not connunieate with, the wick in the operating portion of the diode. 
In the normal mode of operation, the trap is dry, and the diode 
operates as an ordinary heat pipe, with the correct azre'int of working fluid 
for the wick design employed. When the liquid-trap end becomes the cold end 
of the pipe, condensation begins to occur on the liquid trap surfaces, as 
well as on the evaporator erd internal surfaces. As iquid accumulates in 
the trap, the math heat pipe wick becomes underfilled causing a fairly rapid 
redrtion in pumping capacity. Eventually, the main wick dries out completely 
ad J.l the liquid is in the trap.
	 S 
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When the trap end again becomes the warm end, the trap acts as an 
evaporator until all the liquid is expelled. The trap volume requirement 
is based on the amount of liquid in the main heat pipe wick, and would 
appear to he most attractive for wicks having a relatively small volune. 
In contrast with the liquid blockage technique, it has very little de-
pendence on vapor-space volume but takes longer to shutoff. 
The trap reservoir is made by filling an aluminum cylinder with 
200 x 200 aluminum mesh entrapping a void volume .sufficient to hold th€ 
entire operating fluid charge. Details of a liquid trap reservoir designed 
for this application follow. 
o i d Trap Reservoir 
Material:	 Aluminum, 6061-p6 
Cylinder:	 1.00 inch 0.D.,. .035 wall 
Mesh:	 200 x 200 spiral wrap 
Void Volume:	 .64 in3/in 
Required Length:	 5.2 inches 
Each heat pipe-to-fluid heat exchanger consists of a finned annular 
passage which completely surrounds the centrai],y positioned evaporator of 
the diode heat pipe. There are 30 aluminum fins in the annulus; each .010 
inch thick and .250 inch high. They are aluminum brazed to the outer surface 
of the evapoator. The heat transfer length in the exchanger is 5 inches; a 
length consistent wit the limiting design heat flux density of 25 watts/i112 
of heat pipe surface area, and the design point diode capacity. The finned 
passage of the heat exchanger is the same no matter what diode design is 
used. However, for the liquid trap diode, the exchanger would be modified 
slightly to snrround the trap reservoir. 
When installed in a compartment, the entire system, except for the 
radiating surface of the panel, would be encased in a fibrous insulation 
blanket to minimize heat losses and to insure predictable performance. 
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9-5.4 BASELINE 
- Electrical Heaters - 
For a system whose electrical power is not eventually picked up by 
the shuttle ECS, the weight penalty for each required watt is given as 
lb 
watt
	
.200 + 
.235 (% duty cycle) 
Providing 14 Btu/Hr-Ft2
 with an 82% duty cycle results in a weight penalty 
of 1.61 lb/ft2 of radiator. 
- Fluid Panel - L 4TOUT
R (radiator) 
li(root) 
f (mean fluid) 
The following relationships define th temperature throughout the fluid 
radiator sytem. 
1. Heat transferred from fluid (Q): 
Q	 mep (Tin - Tout) 
2a. Fin root temperature (T1): 
T1IIT
(T10 - T0) 
in-  
2b. Tube effectiveness
hA 
i e (F MCP
• ft 
t 
a 
9-121
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3.	 Mean fluid temperature (Tf):
Out Tf 	 T1	 +4T	 T1	
+ 
LM
lot- 'Tin 1\ 
1 -T' T out - \ - 
14•	 Flop Equations: 
Laminar	 Turbulent
2/3 (N	 )_ PR  _______ ___  
=	 3.66	 Cp WA i 
f	 =--.	 f	 =	 _(.023 7 ().2
' 
5.	 Radiator root temperature based on compartment heat balance: 
14	 (QA) 
c^T	 =	 +T 
eR 
6.	 rtadiator surface temperature 
TH	 =T	 +	 (i -	 ) TS 
Assuming a series pass three-tube panel and 3016 of full flow, the tin root 
temperature can be expressed as 
T1	 -	 .031+2 Q iLl 
This express&on is plotted in Figure 9-5.114 as a dashed line, and can be J 
compared with the heat pipe system.	 It shows a heat deliver capability of 
15.5 Btu/Hr-'t2 which results in a minimum lning gear temperature, from 
Figure 9-5.5, of about 14 14°F and an average panel surface teniperture of 62°F.
9 
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The pressure drop, expressed in general as: 
2 
(A	 f ( 
+ Lsea 
AP 
is calculated to be .0162 psi per panel, which results in a power penalty 
of .0016 watts/panel. 
The panel weights are estimated from the design drawing (sPL.-103) 
as follows: 
WT a
 Panel + Stiffeners + Support iardware + Tubes + Fluid + Bumpers 
4.52 + 2.27 + 1 + 2.54 + 
.765 
11.093 + 1/2 lb (for fittings) 
1 . 095 lb + 1 lb (for by-pass sensor and control) 
WT 12.095 lb or .78 lb/ft2 of panel 
9-5.5 C0NCTJJ3I03 
The heat pipe radiator system, as described, is capable of maintaining 
the on-orbit main landing gear temperatures between 32°F and 117°F with a heat 
exchanger flow rate of 150 1b/r, or only 305 of the maximum available rate. 
The system weighs 
.74 pounds per ft  of radiator surface vs. .78 lbs/ft2 for 
a convnt1onal fluid radiator, while the weight penalty for a system which 
urea electrical heaters would bQ 1.61 lbJ'ft 2 . In addition to the power and 
weight adv:intages over the baseline systems, the heat pipe system is simpler 
and more reliable due to the inherent self-controlling features of its diode 
heaee'.
9-123
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SECTION 10 
CONCLUSIONS 
Heat pipe applications for the shuttle have been found Which either 
supplement or replace conventional thermal control systems. They present 
viable alternatives offering possible performance, weight and reliability 
advantages. Existing technology has proven the performance capabilities 
of the heat pipe as an individual component and pointed out its unique 
control and reliability features. Heat pipes have been successfully 
• operated as simple, heat pipes, thernml diodes and variable conductance 
heat pipes. 
The most practicable shuttle heat pipe applications, having the heat 
chance of initial mp1ementation, exist in the low temperature regime (_13°F 
to 1500F) and require moderate heat transport capacities (500 to 10,000 
watt-inches). Artery-type heat pijea La finely grooved envelopes are best 
suited to meet these requirements because their bigh capacities provide 
large safety margins, and their high evaporator and condenaer film coeffi-
cient result in lower eraU syt.tem temperature gradients - hence, more 
thermally efficient heat pipe syaem. They also self-prime and function 
in a gravity field, which is mandatory since these systems must not only be 
ground tested in l-"g" but might also be called upon to operate on the 
launch pat, during boost and entry and possibly. during earthbound ferry 
missions. 
Heat pipe systems intended for crew inhabited areas m'.st use water 
as the primary working fluid because of stringent toxicity rquirements. 
A slightly less toxic fluid, such as Freon-21, might be acceptable as a 
back-up if it exists in very small concentrations. Operating temperature 
and transport capacity requirements and material compatibi].ity problems 
g.vern the selection of a working fluid outside the crew areas. rwnonia, 
Freon, methanol azr.l acetone are all ozongthe candidates. Only the unique 
requirements of a specific application and the working experience and 
practical knowledge of the contractor iill determine the choice. 
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From a systems viewpoint, the external evaporator and condenser 
interfaces present the biggest problems in creating viable heat pipe 
thermal control systems. Interface conductacees must be high to minimize 
thermal gradients as large gradients can easily cempromise the benefits of 
a heat pipe system by requiring larger sink or sourc capacities to accom-
moJute the required load. 
Heat pipes which couple directly to a constant temperature, large 
capacity sink or source provide the most thermally efficient system since 
they result in the least overall temperature gradient from source to sink. 
In this case, the presence of the heat pipes does not affect its own 
operating temperature. With a non-uniform source such as a hot flowing 
fluid, the source temperature applied to the heat pipe evaporator varies 
from the fluid inlet to the fluid outlet; the lower outlet temperature 
being a function of the heat load transferred to the evaporator. Since the 
heat pipe evaporator sectioa nr.y be viewed as a heat exchanger between the 
fluid and the isothermal heat pipe vapor, the beat pipe vapor must operate 
at the less efficient fluid outlet temperature. With a non-uniform sink in 
contact with a heat pipe condenser, a HP system is similarly penalized by 
bzing forced to operate at the higher outlet
,
 temperature in order to reject 
its heat. This penalty is passed back through the system and results in a 
higher source temperature. When the system heat load requirements are not 
large, the resulting temperature penalties imposed by a non-uniform source 
or sink are small, and do not detract from the overall benefits of using 
heat pipes. But when carrying large loads, a heat. pipe system coupled to 
it non-uniform source or sink can result in prohibitive weight and per-
formance disadvantages. 
From a heat pipe point of view, the most important parameters for 
successfully integrating heat pipes with a thermal control system are high 
evaporator and condenser film heat transfer coefficients. They are a must 
to minimize the overall temperature drop across the heat pipe. Circum-
ferentially grooved heat pipe envelopes . (up to 200 grooves/inch) have 
proven the most successful, to date: at satisfying this important need. 
Depending on the working fluid, evaporator film coefficients from 1500 - 
2700 Dtu/Hr-Ft2 and condenser cofticients from 2000 - 3500 Btu/Hr-ft2 
have been verii,ied by test (Reference 18). 
10-2
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BE(OMNDATIO!S 
'the sustained, rapid advtnce mMe in heat pipe technolc'r and 
hardware points to the imminent and widespread acceptance of heat pipe 
thermal control systems for both manned and unmanned spacecraft. Heat 
pipes hsve progressed beyond the laboratory curiosity stage and their 
unique performance capabilities cannot be denied - the time has come to 
put them to the proper test.
I	 -, 
When properly integrated into the Shuttle, heat pipes could 
result in lighter, simpler, more reliable thermal control systems with 
greater operating efficiency. As a step toward realizing these potential 
benefits on the Shuttle, it is reccmmended that confidence in the capa-
bilities of the selected heat pipe systems be firmly established by 
building and testing the prototype hardware.
•1 
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SHtJTrL'MAT PIPE APLICATI0 - IDEWrIFICATION SHEET 
A-i.]. 
PLICflI0. TP$ Lading Edge to lower & equalize temperatures 
SJY5T1:	 Structure	 A	 Wing, Vertical Fin

BM$ET1INfl TJçS3TE1: Carbon/Carbon 
MISSION	 TEMP	 HEAT	 TRANSPORT 
THASE	 LEVEL. ( O F)	 LPJ	 IRarH 
Reentry	 Fin: 2600
	 11.8 (10 ) BTU/Im F
	 (LE to aide paneli 
Wine: 280*3].80	 15.223.2 (ion ) BTIJ/HR Fl?
	 (entire L.E.) 
	
'.	 DFC1UPPTO!'I. (a) One application is an isotheraolizer HP bnrio in the carbon/carbon and 
running along the leading edge. The working flui0 could be contained in integral 
channels cr in separate pipes placed in these channel. 
	
:	 (b) Another application is to transport the heat from t)-e IE to the upper wing panels 
	
•	 (for the wing) or side panels (for the fin). 
ADvAAç, 
1. Lower temperatures, especially blow 
2900'F, mean a much lnger life for 
carbon/carbon 
2. Application of HE'S nlnmnize impact 
of uncertainties in predicted 
surface temperatures.
DISA.DVANTAES 
1. I'ttei-±a1.a couratihility problems at 
high tcuipe ()'1700F) for lIquid 
metal HP'S. 
2. Possible weight penalty. 
Requires liquid metal heat pipes. Pipes can be installed so that inertia h.pe pump 
fluid from cond. to evapcator.
A-].	
!!TLG.: 2
.t	 ••. I	 .•' ., .	 .
HEAT SOURCEJSn1K IDETIFICATION OOrTIUW.TION SHEET NO • 1 
a. WiIootrma1iZer 
I	 .
- '	 -..-.---
-	 -S. 
-5- -S 
2T800 F 
- - - OR	 -..----. - .- - 
integral 
channel
f^^^ carbon/carbon 
3180°F (Initial Radiation Equil. Tempo 
before HP'o) 
b. WingtoWijn 
1900° 1500°F 1000°F
	 condenser section
-'-;7--- 
/ 1900°F 17000? 1 300 
r, raporator 
c • Fin LE to Side Panels
1000°F 
2 000-,	 - ---5-- 
.j, 
Evaporator	 0dena3r 
A-2 
SWJ'rrLE HF.AT PIPE APrLTCATION - IDENTIFICATION S!fEET 
A-1.2 
PrzcATI()!; Landing Gear 
SUBSYSTEM: Structure LOCATION: Wheel Wells, Main and Fwd 
BASELINE 'nc SYSTEM: Fluid Loop fladiatorri or Electric Heaters 
MISSION TE!'fl' HEAT TRANSPORT 
PHASE VEL (°r) i	 (J/HR	 0 
On-Orbit
-65 to 270 1025 per compartment Rad. HP:(3 
Reentry Headera:10
DESCRIPTION: HP radiating surfaces lire wheel well and transfer heat to tire 
compartunt and hydraulics during on-orbit phase. Heat source 18 internal 
structure or ECS heattransport uection. A diode heat pipe, permitting flow only 
toward wheel well, prevents luakage back into the heat transport section during 
reentry.
ADVANTAGES 
1. No electrical power req'd. 
2. No moving parts or circulFeting fluids 
3. No fluid connections. 
Ii. Self-controlling. 
5. Improved reliability over fluid 
radiator since It can survive 
accidental impact or foreign 
object during lav1ing.
SADVANTAGES 
3.. i4y require flexible HP joint. 
Protection from reentry can be obtained by increasing insulation thicknesses su.."roundjng 
the compartments.
	
A-3	 RATING: 2 
	
--.- ---------- - ---	 ___	 _ 
DISADVANTAGES 
1. Possible high iT's across HP Interface 
couplings, resulting in lower radiator 
temp. or hiizher eqpt. temp.
I I I 
/ 
SHUPLE HEAT PIPE APPLICATION - IDEffPIFICATION SREIT 
Lid 
PLICATION: Avionics HP Circuit 
TBS''STEM:	 Avionics	 ILA TiON Cabin 
SELI1TF T/C SYSTEM: Fluid Loop (H20 for heat transport section, F21 for heat rejection section). 
MISSION
	 TE14P	 }AT	 TRANSPORT 
PHASE	 LEVEL (°F) LELMi 
All	 40 to 90	 6300	 412 (each pipe) 
:scgIppIoN: 
Series- parallel connection of RP's to transfer heat from electronics to fluid 
loop or to space radiator. 
ADVANTAGES 
1. No f'.uid couplings. 
2. No moving parts or rotating 
machinery (no noise). 
3. No electrical power req'd. 
ii. Offers high design flexibility 
during early design phases. No 
delicate flow splits or pressu 
drop analysis required for each 
loop change.
I ] 
Alternate sink necessary for other than on-orbit condition. 
A-4	 RATING: 2	 I
I 
SHUTTLE HEAT PIPE APPLICATION - IDENTIPICATION SHEET 
A-i.4 
HP/Phase Change Remote Sinks (i.e., Modular Sinks) 
SUBSYSTEM:	 Avionics	 LOCATION: 
BASELINE T/C SYSTEM: ECS loop (Intermittently operated avionics) 
MISSION TEMP HEAT TRANSPORT 
PHASE LEVEL (°F) !/3A1) (BTU/HR LENGTH 
All 50-100 4500
DESCRIPTION: 
U's imbedded in suitable phase change materiel and connected to a common mounting 
interface (e.g., cold plate or rail) to which the corponent to be cooled is mounted. 
Phase change material is connected in turn to a radiating surface or suitable 
structure.
ADVANTAGES 
1. ELI minates special runs of ECS 
1is to remote equipment. 
2. 3eif.. sufficent system. 
3. No electrical power req'd. 
4. Flexible designs 
5. Simple. 
6. High Q's in short time can be de-
signed as low Q over longer time.
DISADVANTAGES 
1. Weight penalty must i,e traded off with 
total ECS savings. 
COFL:. 
Typical Equip. Applications: Control Electronics ( Air Surface, engines), Bate Sensor 
Communications equip. (L Band Tacan, C band altimeter, L band transponder, V}V AX 
transceivers) 
I•.ci	
A5	 RATING: 2 
SHtJTLE HEAT PIPE APPLICATION - IDEt21TICATION SHEET 
A2IO	 Air Transport Rack (Am) CcircLa1. and Military Aircraft Equipment 
SUBSYSTEM	 Avionic	 LOCATION: Pressurized Cabin
	
- 1 
BAEELThE TIC SYSTEM: Equipment is off-th-sheL(' air cooled design 
SSION	 TEMP
	
RFAT	 TRANSPORT 
PHASE:
	
LEVEL (°F)
	
lOAD (wru/iir)	 mrcrH (F'r' 
All	 40 to 120	 5000 
to 
6150 (Total Equipments) 
DESC1IrTTON: 
Modular HP to air heat exchanger elements within an air circulating enclocure 
remove heat from forcedair paL'uing over and through the electronic boxes. 
Eventual sink could be apace radiator (on-orbit) or boilers.
	 r 
	
AVA1TAG3
	
DISADVA1Wt(S 
1. Eliminates flow balancing problems	 1. Leak resulting in loss of air would cause 
associated with fluid HA.	 cooling failure, must provide backup 
2. EaLy assembly and maintenance.
	 for critical cqptmt. 
3. Equipment grovth flexibility.	 I 
ii-. Standardized approach for 
adaptation of AMA equipment cooling.
.4 
5. Low cost corcircial equipment can 
be used in space with minimum 
6. No fluid connections. 
design impact.	 U 
U 
C0MMI!IWi3: 
Baseline TIC system for air cooled equipment would also need backup
	 T] 
in case of depressurization.
A-6
	
RATING: 2
SHUTTlE AT PIPE APPLICATION - 
A-l.6 
APPLICATION: 
SW3SYSTEM: 
PASELThE T/C 
MISSION 
IY}?A5E 
AU
Flight & Voice Recorder 
Avionics 
SYSTEM: ECS Fluid Loop 
TEMP 
LEVEL (0fl 
0 to 120
LOCATION: Vertical Fir 
}AT 
IID BJFtRt 
140
'1PM'3 FOflT 
DESCRIPTION 
' sttcched to fluid boiler or phase change heat sink provides high temp. heat 
rejection. Variable conductance teat pipe attached to internal sti ucture controls low temp. condit1oa. 
Ai)VANIAGES	 DISADVANTAGES
 
1. Eliminates long run of ECS line to 
this remote location. 
2. Self controlling.
wItjf,
•1 
SFiUTrLE HEAT ?IPE APPLICATION - IDE12IFICATION SHEET 
A-l.7
I 
APPLICATION: HP Radtato W/HP Raader 
S?STf:	 ECS	 LOCATION: Inside Cargo Bay Doors
	 1 
B/.ZLllrE T/C SYSTEM: F-21 Radiator and Header; Valve stagnation at Radiator and Regeneration 
and bypass control in radiator loop. 
issioi TEtP HEAT TRANSPORT 
PEASE
,
lEVEL (°F LOAD (BTU/I
-j On-Orbit Only 0 to 80 23,900 (Mm) to F.ad HP: 6" evap, 6' (radiator) 18,80o (Max) Header:	 8' evap 
HiTernp Elect: 3700-4100. 11' cond 
Heat Transport: 10500-22300 3' adiabatic DESCRIPTION: Load 
Fuel Cell Load:
	 700-141Q0
Each radiator panel will, consist of about 22 fixed conductence HP's on 6 inch centers. 
1ix. panel can-city is 3850 EflJ/ffi (55 BTU/HR 712 ) at 70°F. Each HP hac a 6" evap. and 
a 6 ft. condenser section at right angles. The radiator HP header Is a cold reservoir 
variable conductance HP capable of 3850 BTU/M. Radiator
. HP fluid is F-21. Header 
fluid is either F-21 or ammonia. HP Header can be connect.d directly to a HP circuit 
or thru a Hz to a fluid loop.
I 
OF S
 
1. Sell controlling. Does not .
 require 
serisc feedback & electro-c.echanicai 
regulators. 
2. Eliminates moving parts & rotating 
chinery in heat reJection loop. 
3. Reduce deadation caused by 
meteoroid & impact penetrations. 
li. No electrical power required. 
5. No fluid connections.
DISADVATrrArS 
1. HP header needs flexible HP joint that 
must bend thru 135° f rotation. 
2. Large i T's from hezder condenner to 
radiator nuri'ace. They can vary from 
10F to 3r F derend1g o contac.t 
conductance and working fluids. 
NOl'E: When irterfacIr.g with a fluid loop, 
the flexible HP joint can e 
eliminated by using a flexlblz 
coupling in the fluid lines. 
21ES:
Q Absorbed 60 BTU/HR Fr, Ci< 5 = .20, £
	
.90, ?Fjn .90 
700 rt f radiator area '5ivided into 10 equal area panels. No Inertia vector problem. 
En-:h panel designed for 55 BT1/g p2 heat re,ectjos at 
'1d 70"F. Panels are made of .020" thick alumiium (2219).
A-8	 RATING: 2
•1 
1 
I 
I 
-ï 
I 
SHUTTLE HEAT PIPE APPLICATION - IDENTIFICATION SHEET 
A-1.8 
APPLI=1016 PP Radiator with Integral HP/Fluid Header 
SUBSYSTEM: ECS
	 LOCATION: Cargo Bay Door 
BASELThE T/C SYSTEM: F..21 Radiator and Header 
MISSION	 TEMP	 HEAT	 TRANSPORT 
PHASE	 LEVEL (°)
	 LOAD (BTU/	 LENGTH (hr) 
.ADVANTArES 
1. Panel se].-controlling. 
2. No circu1ting fluid In radiator - 
reduces fiuldcormectlons. 
3. Reduce .ie 17adatIon caused by 
meteoroid & impact penetration. 
No need for meteoroid bumpers.
See A-I.7 for tails 
DESCRIPTION: 
Same as Al . 7 . xcept that it uses a flexible coupling in the fluid lines and an 
integral fluid to HP header lix on the radiator panel. 
DISADVANTAGES 
This appUcat:or can also be adapated to radiator configuration of A.t.lO. 
A-9
	 pJtTTNr,: 2
I 
I 
1 
Ii 
11 
I 
.1 
I 
] 
I 
] 
11 
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SHUTTLE HLP.T PIPE APPLICATION - IDENTIFICATION SHEET 
A-1.9 
AMICATIOt LOS Cold Rail 
SUBSYSTEM:
	 ECS	 LOCATION: Cabin, Electronic Bays 
BASELINE T/C SYSTEM: None defined for high power density equipment. 
!SSION	 TEMP	 HEAT	 •TRANSPORT 
PHASE	 LEVEL (°F)
	 inn_(BJ/PR)	 LENGrHj) 
All	 40 to 90
	 1O watts/inch	 1.5 
DESCRIPTION: 
HP augmented cold rails diffuse high power densities over longer length before 
passing .heat to fluid tubes. It reduces higher densities to an effective 
3 watts/inch at fluid loop interface. 
ADVANTAGES 
1. Use existing flange designs and 
fluid flow rates. 
2 • HP augmented cold rails can easily 
accommodate unforeseen power 
increases and minimize impact on 
fluid temperatures. 
3. Required for state-of-the-art 
eqpt. with power densities of 
40 v/inch. 
Extensive application possibilities to high density cold rail ixounted equipment 
such as is expected in the power conditioning and distribution avionics. 
A-10	 RATING: 2 
DISADVANTAGES
I
iTION: HP Radiator for fuel cell cooling 
SUBSYSTEM: Power
	 LOCATION: Nose Module 
B1SELTTE TIC SYSTEM: Fuel cells In heat rejection system, before radiators. They are co:p1e 
to the F-21 loop via a liquid to liquid Hx. 
MISSION	 TEMP	 HEAT	 TANS PORT
	
4 
pwsE	 LEVEL (°	 LOAD (I3TrJ/11R) 	 LRNCTTH (rr) 
On-Orbit Only
	 0 to 80 (Pad)	 9700 - 141 O0	 Red HP: 6" evap, 6" con& 
Header: 8' evap 
•ll'cond 
3' adiabatic DESCRL'rIO!	 Feeder HP: 39' total length,, 
Self-contained fuel cell coolant is coupled to its own HP radiator panels via a HP 
header to fuel cell coolant lix. The fuel cells are used during all mission phases 
and would require an alternate sink- when the radiators are not deployed. This 
requirements also exists for the baseline system. The alternate sink could be a 
cryogenic lix or water boiler. 
	
ADVANTA IES
	 DI'AAaS 
1. Self controlling. Doesn't require
	 1. HP header needs flexible HP joint that 
sensor feedback & controls,
	 must bend thru 135° of rotation. 
2. EiiIrateo movi.ng parts & rotating
	
2. Excessive T's from header condenser machinery in heat rejection system.
to radiator surface. They can vary from 
3. No electrical power required. 	 10°F to 3r7. 
1. No fld connections at radiator.
	 3. Alternate sink requirement wou1d.ean 
development of a HP/r.1r2
 or k[P1'Gli2
 Ex 
or a HP/water boiler lix. 
Requires HP to fluid Hx since fuel cell as its own self-contained cooling fluid. 
Requires alternate sink for fuel cell during boost to orbit and descent to landing phases 
of mission. These are also required by baseline system. 
A-U	 RATING: 2
I 
(65.2°F) 
1-17-20F 
(8)4rF) Interface 
EX 
FUEL 
CELL
= temperature at 14,4.O0 BTII/RR (high iad) 
(;) temperature at 9,700 BTU/ER (low load) 
A-12
SHUTTLEHEAT PIPE APPLICATION - IDENTIFICATION SHEET 
A-l.1i 
APPLIWTION; Air Breathing Engine Ceiparthent 
SUBSYSTEM	 Propulsion	 ON:	 Mid Module 
BASELnIE 'lb SYSTEM: Electric Heaters 
tSSION	 TEMP	 HFAT	 TPANS?ORT 
PHASE	 LOAD (Blu/lis) 
On Crbit	
-30 to 150°	 1020/c atpartment 
DESCRIPTION: 
HP radiators lining compartment walls. Application is LImilar to landing gear wells.
2	 - 
ADVANTAGES 
1. No eletr1cal power req'd. 
2. No moving parts or circulating 
fluids. 
3. No fluid connections to leak. 
4. Self controlling. 
5. Improved reliability over fluid 
radiator panels.
DISADVANTAGES
1. Yhy require flexible HP joint. 
Qoói: Much of the air breathing engine components are designed around present MIL 
specs	
-65 to +160°F non-operational; providing this environment would permit flax 
utilization of existing systen component bardre. 
A-13
	 G: 2
N 
SH ITT L	 'AT PIE AFLICTIc1-IDEflTrFIcr.TIoN SHEET 
A-l.12 
LICATION:OMS LM. Boilcfr 
SYSTE4	 Struure CATION: No:e Module I 
ELni T/C SYSTEM: Ut/fluid heat exchager 
MISSION TEMP
-
	 TRANSPORT 
PHASE iiAi	 (BJf)	 rru (FT) 
Descent 450R .. 500°R 90000
	 4 9 
Launch 61000 
Ferry 50000 
CRITION? 
Use boilorr as heat siik in a HP/cr"ogenic Hx for 1) electronic equipment 
2) cwound & boost cooling of EC/LSS
ADVANTAGES 
1. Convent nt sink 
18130 ft3 of Lh2 in tank 
Boiloff 1.5 lb/ar.
• I 
•DTSAOVJcTA	 i •-::j 
1. Req'd boiloff greater than what's available-7
 
it requires circulating LU2
 at about 
50-60 lb/Hr. It would effectively amount 
to carrying extra propellant, 50 to 100#.
	 I (which is also required in baseline design). 
2. Requires development of cryogenic/Hp 
Ex, 
Cryogeaic/HP Hx requires heat pipes to be used in the
 heat rejection system - this may not be the case. 
A-li.	 iwriwc: -1	 - 
SHJPLE IrFAT PIPI. APPLICATION - rPETiFICATION SHEJT 
A-l.13 
APPLICATION:	 High Intensity Lights - cool base. 
SUBSYSTEM:	 Avionics	 LOCATION: Cargo Bay & Exterior 
BASELTIrE T/C SI': None estab]J.rhed 
ttTt,'-rr,, 	 - liJAT	 TRANSPORT 
PHASE	 LEVEL (°)
	 LOAD 11TULM_ 	 LENCIPU (T) 
On Orbit	 400
	 Up tc 1700
	 1..2 
DESCRIPTION: 
EP's applied to light socket provides cooling for laxLip base in a vacuum environment. 
Structure serves as sink. 
ADVANTAGES	 ISAflVANTAPS 
1. Increase latxip life.	 1. May be slight weight penalty. 
2. Increase lamp reliability. 
Payload manipulator lights ( 500 w. es.) Target Illuminator (300 w) require 100 to 200 
watts of cooling.
A-15 RATING:
I	 -	 / 
SHU[TU NEAT PIPE APPLICATION -rDENTTTATIONSHEET 
A-1.1l 
APPLICATION;	 Battery 
ssysi	 Avionics	 LOCATION: NoBe Module 
BSELT !EM: F-21 ECS loop 
MISSION	 TEMP IS-AT
	 TRAJSP3: 
PHASE	 LEVEL(°F)  
Enerency 1ower	 90°	 3 KW-Hr.	 12 
or
72000 BTU 
DESCRIPTION:
	
Fca 5 Hr. 15000 BTU/HR 
a) HP's to ioothern1ize heat rejction surfaces on cells. b) HP'S connected to 
expendable sink, thereby eliminating fluid loop connection. 
1
ADVANTAGES	 DISADVANTAGES 
1. No fluid connection3.	 1. Weight of ffP'o & expendables. 
2. Lower operational temperature gradients. 
Emergency use only.
A-16 	
'RATING: 1
SHUTTLE HEAT PIiE APPLICATION — IDEFTIFICATION SF[FET 
A-l.15 
APLIChTION: Trucking Radar 
SUESYSTFM:
	
Avionics	 LOCATION: Cargo Bay 
BASELINE T/C SYSTEM: Conduction coupling between electronic & antenna surfaces which in turi-
- radiate to-space. 
	
MISSION	 TEMP	 HEAT	 TRPJ'SPOflT 
PHASE	 lEVEL (°i)
	 LOAD (BTU/FR) LENGTH (FFT 
On Orbit	 45 to 160	 360 
DESCRIITION: 
Diode HP Ts coupling electronics to antenna surfaces provide good path to space during 
high temp. conditions, poor coupling during low temp. conditions. 
	
ADVANTAGES
	 DISADVAiTACES 
1. More efficient (less weight) than	 1. Internal to manufacturer's harrl,iare. 
pure conduction coupling. 
2. Diode feature — High pipe conductivity 
during operating temperature levels 
and low temperature cut-off minimizes 
the need for delicate .thermal coatings 
and heater control loops. 
3. Improved temperature regulations results 
in improved reliability. 
4. Less heater power required. 	 . 
C	 UPS: 
'1'hernal Control tied close3y with manufacturer. 
A-17
	
.	 RATING: 1
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SHUTTLE HEAT PTIT APPLTCATTOU - In TU' TCATIcYI SriI 
A-1. 1-5 
P.PPtiECATION: Fluid Evaporator 
:Y.:;	 ECZ 
BASELTYn TLc S?STEM: F-21 Heat Excbnge with water 
MISSION
	 TEMP	 HEAT	 TFANSP0RT PHASE	 LEVEL(	 LOAD (BTU/Hr)
	 Is Nam (ri) 
All above 100,000 ft.
	 130 to 3.20
	 30000 (ax)
	 Up to 30 
DEECI1'TIOIT 
Multi-pass HP'S transfer heat to e;cpendable water. 
ADVANTAWr, 
1. Eliminates running lcr.g ECS lines to 
Out of the way sources.
DIDVANT.t( 
1. Needs cIevelcmnent of fluid tc, HP }Lx 
Required for f7ound support coo1in. Ned d'iendi3 on existence of HP circuit 
which might not be the case.
A-19
	
PATING? 1
sH'Lrrr.r.E !T:T PIFE APP,ICATIO:• 	
-IrFriFTcATTo::	 FT 
:1.11 
E CAT ION ;	 Fue].a r' TPS - External Tank Inteference Heating Area 
E rPYSTiM:
	 Structure L'DCATION:
	 tipper Fwd. Mid Module I 
RAL'1J
	 TIC SYSTEM Hayn	 188 
MIs1oN TEMP HEAT	 TRANSFOFT 
PFA3E LEVEL F1 JBJHE	 LENrH 
Boost 1850 3.9 (io) B-1U/HR FT2	 20. 
Reentry 1CQO 63 (102) BTU/BE F1'
•	 : 
Isotherma]jzcr HP 's across inteference heating area to minimize & equalize tesperatuces.
1 
DVANTATES DISADVAiTTAGS 
1.	 Minimize impact of uncertaintie	 in 1.	 Appyin
	 fall safe criteria means HP'S 
predicted surface tenps, would be aweight penalty since passive 
TR3 must function without them anyway 
2.	 Lower peak Eurfaco temperatures, and the passive system does not degrade. I 
] 
-i 
o refti payoff.
•
-I 
A-.20	
RATING:
	
0
hEAT SOURCEJS fl'K IDENTIF!CATION - OJNTINUkpIoN S11EE NO. 1 
r Hynes 188 due to 
HP I S /
 Interference Heating 
ILL T 1200°F 
T i6 1850F 
T11-O0°F 
=	 (.5)(.6)	 ft2 ____  
'185o°	 (. I ) (.hi.) (223)2=	 . ft2 
= Al2000	 (.4) (.3) ()2
	 ft 
DISADVANTAGES 
1. Uncertainty of materials compatibility, 
1 g effects, start-up time and long 
liquid metal liP's. 
2. Posib•le 3irge A T ' s across H? interface. 
3. There'R a weight penr1ty if panels must 
be fail safe end function without the 
heat pipes. 
ADVANTAGES 
1. Decrease surface temps and allow ise 
of less exotic materials. 
2. Reduce temp. a grad!. ,^nts across panel. 
3. Possible wt. advantage.
SHUrrIE }-TATPIP APP!.TCATION — IDE!rIfl:C'.TICN S9T 
A-i. 18 
________ 
TIPS Panels 
btrLeture LOCATION: 
BASELI!n: T/C S31E: SeflOy3 & Insulation 
MISSION	 TEMP	 HEAT	 TRANSPORT 
PHASE	 ]L- EL (°F)	 i	 (BTU/,T)	 LEN(H ( 
Reentry	 2600 (Before)	 12 (iou) BTU -
	 20 to 50 
2 Boost	 1600 (Afters)	 HE FT 
DESCRIPTION: 
Intera1 heat pipe-structural panel for external shuttle surfaces. This will decrease 
and isothermalize temp. levels. 
No NASA interest.
RATING	 0 
A —' 
itc.
I 
] I I I 
I 
-i 
I 
1 
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SHUTTLE HT-AT -1 11F-:AT LICLTIO:1TD:T'ICLTIC: .SE:.T 
A-1 
PiL1I011: Control Surface Pivots 
SSYST!1:	 Structure	 LOCATION: Vertjcjal Fin 
Wing Elevon fl	 PSJ.TT TIC 
MISSIOIi	 TEMP	 HF.AT	 TiANSFOT 
WASE	 EJ°1
	
i	 (Bm/j  
Reentry	 1300-1600°F (Fin)	 (Fin) 2880 ea.	 (Fin) 38' max to sink 
fl 1300-1600°F (Wing ) . (Wing) 34 , alonglunge 
flI	 DErI0i 
Heat pipes attached to pivot lugs and connected to a boiler type heat sink. 
	
ADVAAS	 DTSADVA1'TAcS 
1....	
1. I'r operating temps. at pivots
	 1. large AT I s  due to poor conductance 
will Increase life and relIability,	 are a distinct possibility. 
2. Insure against uncertainties in
	 2. Fail safe design required. 
predicted temperature levels. 
3 Tolerate greater trajectory variation 
without necessitating design change. 
7.	 c02.tUTS:• 
in.gh temperatures dictate liquid metals as heat pipe working fluids. 
Since fail safe design is required there is no real payoff. 
A-23	 TIi'G 0
Poi1er Type Sink 
ivot Points 
HEAT SOu1cLSrNK 1D2TIFICATION - CONTflUkTION SEEL' NO. 1 
'g' Votor 
-A
	•	 • 
SHUTTLE HEAT PIFE AP?LICATIO - IDENTTFICATIQN SHEET

	
•	 A-1.20 
APPLICATION: C4S L02
 Boiloff (2 Tanks) 
SUBSYSTEM:	 Structure	 LOCATION: Aft Module 
ASELt TIC SYSTEM: 
Irr
HEAT J-(EAT	 TRAISP(T 
PHASE	 IVEL (O	 LOADJ]}fR)	 LENCYTH (TT) 
Boiloff Negligible 
DESCRIION:
ADVANTAGES	 DTSADVANTAGES 
1. Boil off negligible 
DMMiNT 
1 lb/hr boiloff
A-25
	 RATING: 0
NC. 
SHUTIE HEAT PIPE APPLICATION -. IDENTIFICATION CHEET 
A-1.21 
APPLICATION: Main LQ.. Tank Boiloff (Boost Tanks) 
S'JBSYSTEM:	 Structure	 LOCATION: Mid Module (Fwd)
	 . 
MSELThT T/CSYSTEM-
MISSION
	 TEMP	 TRANSPOTT	 . 
PHASE	 LEVEL (F)	 () 
Bt	 165°R	 61000	
.	 4
	 I. 
DESCRIPTION: 
Use boilofx' as heat sink in a HP/cryoenjc, lix. for ground surport and boost.	 .1 
ADVANTAGES 
1. Use of otherwise wasted resource 
2. Convenient sink. 
DISADVANTAGES 
1.
	 Required b.,jlofff much greater than what's 
n.vailable.	 It would require circulail ng 
LO	 at some fraction of its design f1w 
rate of 168 lb/min, depending on the time 
reqt'irec.i for the sink to be active and the - 
Q ie involved. 
2.	 Low heat capacity as compared to 'reo., 
water or hydrogen.
ii
COE!:	 - - 
Unused propellant (L02 )	 3200 lbs. But tanks are emptied 19 4 hr from launch. 
iioo BTU/L13. Boiloff 1 
•	
A-26
RATING: 0 
/ 
A-1.22 
APPLICTION: C Band Directional Antenna 
SUTSYSTEM: Avionics 
PASELflTE T/C '!STEM:	 Conduction couplings. 
MISSION TEMP 
PHASE LEVEL (2fl. 
Gimbal	 Elec. 
On Orbit
-30 to 200	 0 to 160 
-65 to 300	 -65 to 200
DESCRIPTION: 
HP between power dissipating electronics and antenna which in turn radiates to space. 
AD VA 'FAF. S 	 DISPLDVANTAG1S 
1. High conductivity of pipes and
	
1. Modifications are internal to 
achievable low temperature cut-off 	
.manufacturer's equipment 
shall reduce the need for exotic 
thermal coatings and high power 
control. loops. 
2. Can eliminate antenna pocttlonal 
con3traints imposed by long hot or 
cold hold conditions. 
3. Better temperature regulation yields 
higher reliability. 
CNTS: 
Shuttle mission3 contain long duration full sun and full shadow hold conditions for the 
external antenna.
A-27	 RATING: 0 
LOCATION: Cargo Bay 
HEAT	 TRANSPORT 
LOAD (BTU/HP)	 LENCTFT (VI') 
6. 
0
4. 
4. 1, 
SH1'T]E TAT PIPE A71 'LTCATI01 - TDENTIFTCATION S!-.ET 
A-l.2' 
__ItICPtTION: Electrical Wiring 
3UiSYSTM:	 Avionics	 LOCATION: 
EASELThE T/C SYSTEM: Wrap around ECS fluid lina. 
WISSION 	 TEMP	 PEAT 
PHASE	 IVET,	 LOAD (I3TUJJIR) 
On Orbit	 75to120
TRANSPORT 
LENCUP 
50
I 
p 
)iSCRIi'TION: 
Isothermalizer HP within soft, insulated wire conduit linked via HP to a suitable sink. I I 
ic i 
I 
I 
YLPAGEL 
1. Avoids contact with grounded system. 
2. Temperature level and gradients 
reduced to desirable leveir improves 
performance of multiplexed wire systems,
DTAD VANTAGES 
1. Need for thermal control requirement 
not firmly established. 
Avionics people object to wrapping wire around the electrically grounded ECS 
"cue to increased chance of an electrical short. HP icothermalizer locks like a 
good alternate to them. Very little definition available. 
A-28	 RATING: 0
SIRJT]'!E UF.AT rirr A?LICATTOH - ID?:TTFICATIo S!L.T 
APPLICATION;
	
Hydraulic Aituato rs 	
A-1. 24 
 
BSYSTE .	 Power	 LOCATION: Iirzg/E1evon, Fin/Rudder 
Engine Gimbal, tnd1ng Gear 
B16ELFT3YT!M Electric Heaters or Recirculate 
Hydraulic fluid continuously during on orbit. 
MISSION	 TEMP	 HEAT	 TRA!SFORT 
PH&SE	 IL_	 LOAD LBTU /FrR)	 2H) 
On Orbit
	
(or coolant) 
-65(Uiuit)	 25 - 30 
-2C'(Dsired) 
CReentry	 630 (mit)	 4800 Ea. 
scRr?rIoN:	 400  
attached to hydraulic cylinder (or enclosing ±t) is connected to a imitable heat sink 
during high thermal lcadu, and to a heat source during a low temperature condition. 
ADVA1TAGES	 DIDVANTACS 
1. Insure ainst uncertainties in 	 1. Relies on flexible HP joint. 
predicted temps. both on orbit 
and dur:l ng reentry,	 2. Requires exteniv-e development effort. 
2. No electrical powei req'd. 
• COE: 
Structural vr"nnL1t iu 600°F Max.
A-29	
RATING:O
HP He
ylinder 
Thea]. 
Swch
I.. 
HEAT SOURUSPISIMIC IDENTIFICATION - CONTINUATION SHEET NO. 1 
Heat Pipe 
A-30
ST1'FTrF.AT PIPE APPLICATION - IDTnrIrATTO:: ST 
A-1.25 
APPLICATIONS APU Fluid cooling 
SUBS WTEM Power	 LOCATION- Art ?41d Module 
LI.fl TLCY
	
	 Uses own fuel to cool Lihricad.r & hydraulic fluids. Self-contained 
1112 1 I 
MISSION
	 TEMP
	 HEAT	 TRANSPORT 
piU;r.	 TFVPT, 0 F	 lOAD (BTU/FfR 41	 LENR (Fr) 
Launch-Dc1cjng
	
-65 to 275°	 Case: 891I5 
Reentry	 Additional:101,060 
DESCwrTrIou: 
HP heat exchanger removes heat from iPU fluids and transports it to LIE 2
 sink. 
ADVANTArTS	 DISADVAA.S 
1. Use a IR 
2 
Hx directly. 140 real need 
for intermediate HP Hz.
J. 
COMn, HP applitIon would nean altering AP'(J nu1'acturera equipment. That's not 
Besides the AP!J'o conveniently cool themzlvs using their own fuel (UI2 ) as a 
sink in ceif contained heat exchangers - that's hard to beat. 
A31	 RATING:
-SHtJTrLE }'AT PIPE APPLICATION - IDEIFICATION SET 
A-1.26 
S'PILCATID	 L' latu.ril Recirculating System 
UBSYSTY!':
 
Propulsion	 Mica Module 
:.&SET	 TIC_S'(Ti4 Electrical Heaters 
KISSION	 TEMP	 BEAT	 TRANSPORT 
PRASE
	 LEVEM 	 LOAD (BTu/m)	 LENGTH (pr) 
Boost	 151°R L02 sink	 600 BTU 
HBFT2 
Reentry 
)ESCRTPrIor
	
	 Heat nr fled to riser pipe creates density gradient which 
promotes natur.lrecircu1ation. 
ADVANTAES•	 DISADVA1'TAGES 
1. Eliminates electrical power req'mt 	 1. Reliable heat cource questionable. 
with inherent danger of Apollo type 
failure. 
2. Self actuating.
I. 
7P 
:r 
.1 
coint: L lines are unInsulated single wall pipes 16" dia.
	 = 2.8 lb/sec 
A-32
RATING: 0 El
Structure (70°F) 
leat Pipes 
163°R
BEAT SOURCFLSn' K IDEN?IPICATION - CONf1 1JATION SHEET NO. 1 
I.
HUTLE HEAT PIPE APPLICATIOr - IDEt'TrFICATION SIT 
APPLICATION: Water Chiller 
SUTSYS'IT?4: ECS LOCATiON Cabin 
PASELINE TIC SYSTEM: Water fran heat transport loop (at 400F) chills mixing water. 
trssIoN TEMP HEAT rpqpoRT 
PHASE LEVEL (°F) IENrP (ny) 
On Orb it 40-50 10 10
DESCRIPTION: HP cools mixing water 
4o-oi
v4P
I 
I I I ] 
1 
n 
ADVANTAnES 
1. Provides high design flexibility ECS 
loop can be located in central 
locations. 
2. Avoids possibility of contaminating 
water with ECS fluid.
DISPJ)VJNTA(S 
1. Lowest water temp. available is about 
15°F above eiz.k. 
No real improvement over baseline. It Juit complicates things. 
A3I	 RATING: 0	
ii 
APPENDIX A-2 
LEADING EDGE HEAT PIPE APPLICATIONS 
The feasibility of applying heat pipes between the wing leading edge 
and the upper wing surfaces to lower leading edge temperatures was studied. 
Significant reductions In temperature, from 2700°F to 19000F, would permit 
the use of superalloys in place of the baselined REI and ablator TIPS systems. 
Figure A-21 illustrates the concept and defines the important energy terms. 
Energy balances at the leading edge and the radiating upper surface 
result in the following expressions: 
Leading Edge 
(1) q	
- q1 = q + eoT
c Le 
Radiating Surface 
(2) q	 + 
Considering areas, A  and 
Leading Edge 
(3)Q=A e [q 
Radi tinSurface 
HP	 AR °'R 
Expressions 3 and 4 can be equated and then solved for the ratio A/AR. 
,	 e 
	
A	 ecT1, -qc 
=
-qcLe  
where T 
e	 R and T are the desired operating temperatures Subtitutingve.lues 
BTU for	 (220 BTU/HR FT2 ) and (q
	
- q ) ( 13.8 (10k) 
F7
gives 
	
A	
€OTR - 3220 
(6)	
e = 13.8 (lou) -
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The value for (q
	
- q j ) is the decrease in energy due to internal radia- 
CLC 
tion at the leading edge and cor'esponds to a decrease in radiation equilibrium 
temperature of 250°F from an initial value (without internal ra(liation) of 
2950°F. 
From the geometry of a one foot span the ratio can be expressed as 
A
e -. S 
AL 
Assuming a usable chord length of 11.5 feet and a leading edge radius of 2.5 
inches results in a ratio of Le = .1 115 for each foot of span, which means the 
wing configuration can accommodate temperatures that require the radiating 
area to be up to 6.9 times (1./.1 1 5) as large as the edge surface area Li 
satisfying equation 6. Fixing the maximum leading edge temperature at 19000F, 
this means a required radiating surface temperature of 13100F - an unacceptably 
high increase above its Initial 775°F which would require a change to another, 
higher temperature, material (Rene 141) instead of titanium (Ti - 6AL - 2 Sn - 
14 Zr .2 Mo). 
If this i.terial change were acceptable, the heat pipes would be required 
to transfer about 18,000 watts at about 111009F for each foot of span.
GRUMMAN 
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APPENDIX A-3 
SLA BACI'ACE 7fl4PEPfiTJRE CowrroL USING HEAT PIPES 
The feasibility of using heat pipes to lower the ckface temperatures of 
the ahuttle's low density superlight ablator (SLA) was examined when emphasis 
was placed on using aluminum instead of titanium for primary structure. The 
goal was to decrease the backface temprature during entry fr. 600°F (Titanium 
[	 structural limit) to 300°F (aluminum limit) without increasing the ablator 
-	 thickness. 
The possible benefits would be the lower material and manufacturing costs 
associated with using aluminum Instead of titanium, and a reduction of about 
1.3 lb/ft2 of surface area in ablator weight. 
The heat pipes would be required to transport the necessary heat from the 
SLA backface to a convenient and useable Interval structural heat sink, e.g., 
bulkheads. 
Two entry cases were examined. Case I specified a 6000 nautical mile down.. 
range and 27° entry angle of attack; Case II specified a 3500 nautical mile 
downrange and 50° entry angle of attack. Heating rates for the Shuttle underbody 
were used as representative values, resulting in a total Integrated heating 
rate* of 15,000 BTq"FT2
 over an entry time of' 2000 seconds for Case I. and a 
total Integrated heating rate of 3,800 Bm/FT 2
 over 1100 seconds for Case II. 
The initial structural sink temperature was assumed to be 100°F for both cases. 
For the operating temperature required 6 3000F) water is thermodynamically 
the most efficient working fluid; its liquid transport factor oplg0 is about 
I-
10.5 (ioU.) MU/HR  FT2. 
The capacity of a one Inch ID water heat pipe as a function of effective 
length and operating temperature is given in Figure A
-3. 1 , which was the design 
curve used In this study. 
d,	 Total integrated heating rate
-	 -.
I 
From Figure A-3.2 and using the total entry times p -"iously given, I 
the heat pipes would be required to carry 22,800 BTU/	 uf ablator 
area for Case 1, a'd.9,800 B1J/1-
	 F	 for Case II.	 Acsuming an overall heat I pipe conductance of 1,000 BTU/HR Fl
	 and a 3060F operating temperature, the 
available temperature rise in the aluminum structure (initially at 1000F) 
would be 127°F for Case I and 191°F for Case U.
	 One hundred pounds of 
aluminum (Cp = .25 BW/lb°F) would provide a 3180 BIU sink for Case I and 
a 1 780 BTU sink for Case H. resulting in a requirement for 393 lbs of aluminum 
per ft2
 of surface area for Case I and 63 lbs/ft2 for Case II. 
Using the results in Figure A- 3 .1, the structural sink must be within 
2.1 ft of the source in order for the heat pipes to transfer the Case I 
load and within 9 ft	 of the source to transfer the Case II load.
	 These 
requirements are impossible to meet since the average weight aeea density Is 
about 5 lb/ft	 of surface area for the body group - to use one example. *
I 
CONClUSIONS AND CO4ENTS
•1 1.	 The proposcd application of heat pipes is technically feasible with 
certain restrictions.	 They cannot be applied in stagnation regions due to 
excessive heating rate3, and thEir use on other parts of the Shuttle depends 
upon the entry angle of attack and downrange requiremen"s.
	 For example, their 
use on the underbody surfaces is more practical
	 with higher entry angles of. 
attack ani shG.ter dcmrange dL3tances.
	 Otherwise, the heating loads approach 
the theoretical capacities of the heat pipes in the system.
2. Since aluiiitum heat pipe envelopes are not •ompatib1e with water due
	 - 
to gas generation problems, more innocuous materials such as copper or monel 
would have to be used. This means that the heat pipe envelopes would have to be - 
bonded to the aluminum hackface and could not be manufactured as integral 
structure. This translates directly into an obvious weight penalty for the 
heat pipe system, a weight penalty that would have to be less than the ablator 
weight sa-.'ings of 1.3 lb/ft . It iu estimated that the heat pips would 
weigh about .68 lb per ft2
 of evaporator area per foot of heat pipe length.
	 I 
C^^ 
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The material and manufacturing costs for the above heat pipe system 
must also be less than the costs of a titanium structure, and it is not 
clear that this is the case. The additional steps required to fabricate a 
heat pipe could make such a system more expensive, but enough information 
is not presently available to come to a definite cost conclusion. 
3. The heat pipe application, although technically feasible, is nol:. 
practical since there is not enough available structurel heat sink to serve 
the entire surface area requirement. The Shuttle Body Group weighs about 
5 The per ft of surface area; the wing group weighs about 7 The per ft 2 of 
exposed wing area(Reference 1). The volume of structural heat sink which 
would he required for the extensive application of heat pipes is an, order of 
magnitude greater than that actually available. The heat pipe system might 
be able to satisfy some local conditions if the heating rates are not high 
and there is enough heat sink available, but the same results can be achieved 
by using more ablator. 
L. The problems involved with routing the heat pipes around, along and 
through vehicle structure (stringers, ribs, longerons, spars) toet to 
adequate structural si'ks cannot be evaluated until a closer exemination of 
the structure is made, but solving such problems would be major design con-
siderations. 
5. Starting up a frozen water heat pipe, which would occur during cntry 
from earth orbit, requires investigation. However, it is felt that such pipes 
would probably thaw and f.irLcton satisfactorily due to the thermal lag in-
herent in the structure. 
6. The beat pipes musc be dicie types to preclude draining heat from 
the internal structure to the outer surfaces and into space during on-orbit 
operations.
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APPENDIX A-14 
}AT PIPE APPLICATIONS FOR HYPERGOLIC FUELED APU 
Hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells are the primary source of electric l power during 
all Space Shuttle riision phuoes. Ho;ever, the high rower hydraulic systexa 
demands uniquely imposed during powered flight phases are met by four AP111. 
Each APU consists of a gas turbine driving a gear box which in turn drives 
a 5 KVA generator and a hydraulic byatem pump • The hot turbine exhaust gas 
is vented directly overboard, while the thermal conditio:dng of the gearbox 
and generator is accomplished by a circulating lubrication oil loop. This lube 
oil mxust be cooled (approximately 20,000 Btu per hour per At'TJ) to maintain 
acceptable oil and bearing tempera'.ure limits (000F) thereby avoiding 'break-
down of the oil and contamination of the gearbox bearings. 
One of the twenty-seven initial heat pipe application concepts Considered 
used heat pipes to transport the heat load from the APU fluids to a heat sink - 
at the time, LH2
. The baseline (no heat pipe) approach to removing thit. heat 
was to use a direct oi1/Li-i heat exchanger - thus using the P"U's waste heat 
to pre-heat its own incoming fuel. No real purpose would have been served 
in introducing an intermediate :" heat exchanger and this heat pipe concept 
received a rating of zero (outright rejection). 
Since that time, a
	 damental Space Shuttle prcgrwi change was implemented; 
the substitution of hypergolic fuels for L}, and LOX in the Orbital ?4amiwering 
Sy&em (c4S). One result of this change was to turn-around the APU design - 
from L}T fueled to hydrazine fueled. With no L H2 in the system, a new taselfte 
heat rejection Ppproach had to be developed. 
These changes prompted the thought that the new A system niey present 
design problems more readily solved by the applicatic: of heat pipe technology. 
Therefore, a study of the new baseline APU thermal control design was under-
taken. 
Figure A-Li Is -a schematic representiflg the prent baseline APU thrsr.al 
control systcm. During powered operation, the turbine exhaust gases (, 12000F) 
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are vented overboard. The lube oil exits the gearbox (ozzo 500°F max) and rejects 
its herd to the lubrication/hydraulics heat exchanger. The hydraulic lr'op 
water evaporator boils water to reject the heat generated in the hydraulic 
system and absorbed from the lube oil. (The ECS/hydraulic heat exchanger 
is bypassed). 
• On orbit, APU thermal control is accomplished by actively circulating low 
pressure hydraulic oil to maintain minimum acceptable temperatures (140°F). 
Waste heat from the fuel cells is absorbed in the hydraulics fluid through the 
hydraulics/EES heat exchanger and lube oil is circulated periodically to 
distribut'.. heat to the APU componenets (replacing heat lost to space through 
the exhaust gas dump). In an alternate concept, for ica; heat leaks to space, 
no circulation of the lube oil would be nece3sery. Instead, the system would 
use low pressure hydraulics oil directly, in conjunction with a heat-pipe 
com.irtment radiator panel, thus radiative].y supplying heat .
 to the .APtJ. 
Studies were conducted to determine the optimum metht.d of addressing 
the primary APiJ thermal problem, i.e., how to reject. th' 20,000 BTU/hr heat 
load during powered phases. The method selected (lube o'.l to hydraulics heat 
rejection) resulted in the minimum weight system. A potential heat pipe appli-
cation w..uld be to separate the lube/hydraulic interfnee with heat pipes (Figure. 
A-14.2). The advantage of this scheme would be to prevent the leakage of high 
pressure hydraulic system oil into the APT) lube oil with the resultant 
permanent contamination of the PdJ's bearings and other internal components. 
Table A-li.l is a "grading" sheet for this heat pipe application. As 
shown, the scheme would receive a rating of +1 (possible contender). This raving 
would have excluded it from the list of eleven prime contenders (+2 rating) 
selected at this point, but nevertheless, it does poscss some merit. had the 
ccncept been carried over Into the next evaluation phase it would not have 
survived the subsequent cuto which reduced the field o.. prime candidates to a. 
total of six. This is shown in the evaluation sheet in Table IJ4.2. The 
safety adv&ntage (no permanent APT) damage due to hydraulics leak) is offset 
by a weight penalty - resulting in a net rating of C. 
A-147
220°F
Lube 011/ 
Heat Pipe 
Exchanger
Heat Pipe/ 
Hydraulics 
Exchanger 
Fluid
FIGURE A-4.2

APIJ LUBRICATION OIL/HEAT PIPE/HYDRAULIC FLUID HEAT EXCHANGER CONCEPT 
5000F 
Oil	 Water Heat Pipes * 
(9d 680 psig)	 20°F 
2
rauLlcs 
cli 
* Approx. 
12, 4 inch ID (square), 24" long water heat pipes built to contain 
680 psia (5000F), would be required to maintain an evaporator heat 
flux of 25 watts/in2
 with a total AT evaporator-condenser of mill°F. 
These pipes, having an effective length of 12 inches, would have no 
difficulty transporting the requisite heat load. 
GRUMMAN
TABLE A-4.1 
SHUTTIE MAT PIPE APPLICATION -
	 T1tCATIONSH 
APPLICATION: APTJ Lubrication Oil/Hydraulic Fluid. Heat Exchanger 
Power	 rcATIo1: Aft Mid Module 
R4SELINE TIC ST4: Uses direct lube oil to hydraulic fluid heat 
exchanger to transfer lube oil heat load
Mission Phase Tea Level Heat Ioad_fBtu/br) 
Ascent (5ooF rube oil inlet) ') 20K per APU ) 250°F 1ibe oil out1t) 
Dorbit )220P Hydraulic Inlet) 1C
Eatry
 (24O'F (Hydraulic Outlet)) 20K 
APP/Land 20K 
Go Around 20K
Transport Length 
__(ft) 
D]CBfl'T ION: Separate lube oil and hydraulic fluid flow paths With inerediary heat pipes 
ADVANTAG2 
1. Possiblity of hydraulic fluid 
leaking into APt.! lube system and 
causing irrepairable damn e is 
totally eliminated.
DISADVANTAITh$ 
1. HP AT decreases effective IL4TD 
available to accomplish heat 
tranafr between lube oil and 
hydraulic oil reaultng in higher 
heat exchanger weight. 
2. Heat pipe weight is direct penalty, 
E?B: None
RATING: 1 
A-Ii9 
TABLE .1 
EVALUATION MATRIX - HEAT PIPE APPLICATIONS 
APPIJCATXON: 	 A.PU Lubrication Oil/Uydreu2.ie Oil Heat Exchanger 
Rating Compared 
to Baseline 
Criteria Worse Than
	 Better Than Coents 
1. Temperature -	 - 
Gradient 
2. Capacity -	 -
4 
Margin 11	 - 
3. Power -	 - 
Requirements 
li. Control - 
Requirements 
5. Weight X HP weight + increased ax-
changer weight 
6. Safety x Possibility of hydraulic 
fluid permanently contaminat-
ing AP(J components is eliminated
- 
• (safety to equiinent) 
R4M: Net Rating
- 0 (1 'iorse, 1 better, i same)
I--- 
• Ii', 
• A-50 •
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APPENDIX A-5 
APPLICATION DESCRIPTIONS 
PRIME CONTDERS (RATING = 2) 
1. TPS Leading Edge	 Subsystem: Structure 
High temperature liquid metal heat pipes can be applied to the wing 
leading edges in areas of high aero-heating to reduce circumferential 
temperature gradients in the oxidation resi&tant carbon-carbon reinforced 
pyrolized plastic (RPP) composite structure.. By reducing local maximum temp-
eratures and temperature gradients, the number of missions the leading edge 
surfaces can fly without refurbishment Is increased subs3tnntially. 
2. Landing Gear
	 Subsystem: Structure 
During certain orbital conditions, heat must be applied to the landing 
gear to prevent the tires and hydraulic fluid from becoming colder than the 
allowable limits. By using heat pipe re.diator panels drawing heat (by means 
of a diode heat pipe) from the waste heat rejection loop, improvements in 
weight and control can be achieved over the baseline systems which use electric! 
heaters or fluid loop radiators. The diode heat pipe prevents reverse heat 
transfer from the compartment back Into the waste heat rejection system durir.g 
entry. 
3. Avionics HP Circuit	 Subsystem: Avioiics 
Heat pipes can be used to replace part or all of the coolant fluid loop. 
Equipment to be cooled can be mounted on heat pipe cold rails, which would 
transfer the waste heat to other heat pipes and finaliv
	 either a space 
radiator or the fluid loop. This approach requires no electrical power and 
no rotating machinery, unlike the pumped fluid loop baseline.
UJLMMAN 
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4. Modular Sinks
	 Subsystem: Avionics
	 I 
It is simpler to cool a remotely located, low average power output
	 -
component by some local means rather than extending a pumped fluid coolant 
loop to these remote locations. One system which does this is the heat 
pipe/phase change material modular sink, consisting of a heat pipe cold
	 I
plate (on which .equipment is mounted), and a transport heat pipe which 
connects tht cold plate to a diode heat pipe; the diode is coupled to vehicle
	 I
structure. A cannister of phase change material is placed around the trans-
port heat pipe and absorbs heat at times when the structure is too hot to
	 1
act as a sink. The diode shuts off at these times, preventing structural heat 
from leaking back into the phase change material. 
5. Air Transport Rack Commercial and 	 Subsystem: Avionics 
Mili
	
rerak 
As a cost-saving measure, the use of standt.rd commercial and military 
avionics equipment is planned on the shuttle. This equipment has been designed 
for standard racks and requires a convective atmosphere for roper temperature 
control, which would be provided in the shuttle by an enclosed rack with a 
circulating forced air system. The circulating air could be cooled by an air-
to-heat-pipe heat exchanger, and the heat pipes could transfer the waste heat 
either to a radiator or to a pumped coolant loop by means of another heat ex-
changer. Use of such heat pipes makes fluid line penetrations f the enclosure 
unnecessary, minimizing the risk of equipment damage due to leakage. 
6. Flight and Voice Recorders	 Subsystem: Avionics 
The flight data and voice recorders for the shuttle are FAA Type III, and. 
are currently located in the lower aft portion of the vertical fin. The 
recorders are required to function continuously in orbit, and must be maintained 
between - 68°F and 1600F. Analysis shows that surrounding structure can be 
used as a sink only during orbit.
	 '1 
In order to avoid long, out-of-the-way runs of coolant lines, heat pipes
	
. ]internal to a cold pla1..e type mounting surface c:.n transfer waste heat to 
either an intermediate 0ink (phase change material or boiler) or to structure 
tMMAN 
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as the situation demands. A diode heat pipe would be used to prevent 
structural heat from leaking back into the intermediate sink. 
7. HP Radiator with HP Header	 Subsystem: ECS 
This application is a radiator system for waste beat rejection consist-
ing of ten heat pipe radiator panels. Waste heat from the shuttle electronics 
is taken from the coolant loop (by .
 means of a heat exchanger) or from the heat 
pipe circuit and carried to the radiator panel by a VCHP header with a flexible 
section at the cargo bay door hinge line. Heat is distributed throughout the 
panel by a number of small feeder heat pipes. Use of a VCHP header e'iminates 
the need for electromechanical control systems, increasing reliability, and 
a heat pipe radiator pane]. requires less micrometeoroid shielding than a 
rconventional panel. 
8. HP Radiator with Integra l. }PjFluid	 Subsystem: ECS }iëader 
• This waste heat rejection heat pipe radiator concept eliminates the 
requirement in (7) above for a flexible heat pipe leader. Flexible fluid 
p
	
	
lines run past tie cargo bay door hinge line to a fluid header on the radiator 
panel. The heat pipe header evaporator is immersed in a fluid header, and the 
waste heat is carried to the rest of the panel by feeder heat pipes onnected 
to the heat pipe header's condenser. Control is provided by making the heat 
pipe header a YCH?. 
9. ECS Cold Rail	 Subsystem: ECS 
Some of the flange-mounted electronics modules proposed for the shuttle 
have dissipation levels of 140 watts per lir.ar inch per 'ide. This value is 
approximately 16 times greater than the desigr value i. the Apollo vehicle 
and exceeds the capacity of simple fluid cold rails. 
By planing a heat pipe in the center of the rail, the high watt density 
heat load may be spread over the length of the fluid passages rather than just 
a narrow section of the rail. • By increasing the utilzed fluid area, the 
temperature drop into the fluid passage should decreaie enough o allow the 
GRUMMAN 
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use of the proposed high watt density components.
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10. HP Radiator For Fuel Cell	 Subsystem: Power 
If the decision is made to employ heat pipe radiators on the shuttle, 
the most thermally efficient concept is to segregate the loads into high 
and low temperature heat loals. Most of the high temperature load comes from 
the fuel cells, so the effic:ency of the system could be enhanced by giving 
the fuel cells their on radiators. The radiator configuration could be 
physically the same as that in (7) or (8). 
11. Air-Brethingjngine Compartment
	 Subsystem: Propulsion 
If air-breathing engines are used on the shuttle in the space mission 
configutatior1, on-orbit heating of the engine components will be required to 
maintain the engine within present MIL specifications: - 65°F to 160°F non-
operational. In this application, diode heat pipes are used to take waste 
heat from the pumped coolant loop system to radiator panels on the walls of 
the air-breathing engine compartment. Heat would be distributed throughout 
the panel by nicans of a number of small feeder heat pipes. A diode het pipe 
is used to prevent heat from leaking back into the coolant loop during hot 
conditions such av entry. 
POSSIBLE CONT}NDEflS (RATING = 1) 
12. OHS_LMoi].off	 Subsystem: Structure 
The boilot'f from the nose-mounted OHS LH2
 tank could be used as a heat 
sink by venting it through a heat pipe heat. exchanger to cool local electronics 
mounted on a hat pipe cold plate. 
13. High Intensity Lights	 .	 Subsystem: Avionics 
By using heat pipes to couple the cargo bar and exterior high intensity 
li.ht
 bases to cooler surrounding structure, life of these expensive lights can 
be greatly extended because of the lower base temperatures provided.
UMMAN 
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]J. Battery	 Subsystem: Avionics 
There are two heat pipe applications to the emergency power batteries 
in the nose module: as isotherinalizers within a battery, and as heat trans-
port devices fr the batteries to an expendable sink. By ;ausing all the 
cells within a battery to operate at the same temperature , battery life and 
performance can be increased. If these isotherxnalizing heat pipes are in 
turn connected to a local sink (e.g., a iater .,iler) by a transport heat 
pipe, fluid :Loop connections to the batteriez Cunneeded except in emergencies) 
could be eliminated. 
15. Tracking Radar	 Subsystem: Avionics 
In the baseline shuttle tracking radar, electronic gear is cooled by 
conductively coupling it with the antenna surface whicL then radiates waste 
heat into apace. By coupling equipment to the antenna with a heat pipe, a 
better couplin€, can be attained at less weight. 
16. Fluid Eporator	 • Subsystem: ECS 
During mission phases other than orbit, it is impractical to use the 
waste heat rejectic.n radiator system as a heat sink. Heat pipes could carry 
such waste heat to fluid evaporators, which would be placed at locations on 
the shuttle near the heat sources they serve. 
REJECTED (RATING 0) 
17. Fuselage TPS -External Tank	 Subsystem: Structure 
Interference Heating Area 
Liquid metal heat pipes can be used in skin atriic: 
.c in the interference 
heating area to isothermalize that area, minimizing peak temperatures and 
reducing the impact of uncertainties in predicted surface temperatures. 
13. TI'S Panels	 Subsystem: Structure 
Liquid metal heat pipes integral to the surface structural panels can be
@-=%MMHE^ GMUMMAN A-55	 •	 S 
used to isothermialize large surface areas, decreasing surface temperatures 
and allowing use of less exotic surface materials.
I.
1.; 
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19. Control Surface Pivots	 Subsystem: Structure
If the operating temperatures of control surface pivots can be lowered, 
life and reliability will be increased. One means of doing this is to attach 
small feeder heat pipes to pivot lugs and connect these feeder pipes to a 
heat pipe header. Liquid metal heat pipes would have to be used because of 
the temperature levels involved; boiler type heat sinks could be employed. 
20. 04S L02 Boiloff	 Subsystem: Structure 
11 
A possible sink for use with a heat pipe thermal control system Is the 
L02
 boiloff from the 048 storage tanks. The cold vapor ou1d be vented 
througn a heat pipe heat exchanger, thereby acting as a sink and allowing the 
heat pipe to reject waste heat. 
21.. Main LO Tar k Boiloff (Pi	 nr	 ciir+c.m.
Fl	 •1 
ITI
zj 
A heat pipe/cryogenic heat exchanger can be developed for use as a sink 
for heat pipe cooled equipment using the boiloff from the internal L02 tank in 
the Grumman H-33 configuration. This sink would be avai1&l c c'iring the ground	 I i
support and boost phases of the mission, time periods when the space radiators 
are unavailable. 
22.	 Band Directional Antenna	 Subsystem: Avionics H 
Power dissipating electronics are cooled by conductively coupling them to 
the antenna, which radiates the waste heat into space. By using heat pipes to 
couple the electronics to the antenna, the weight involved in providing a good 
conductive coupling can be eliminated, as is the ried for exotic coatin gs on 
the antenna. 
23. Electrical Wiring 	 Subsystem: Avionics 
In order to avoid overheating the electrical wiring, one of the suggestions 
UMM*N 
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for the baseline is to wrap the wiring around £CS lines. ECS lines are 
electrically groznded, and there is a chance of a short circuit • To eiIiI1ate 
this possibility, a heat pipe coupled to a sink could be placed within the 
wire conduit to cool the wire bundle. 
24. Hydraulic Actuators
	 Subsystem: Power 
The desire minimum temperature for hydraulic cylinders is -20°F. To 
attain this level on orbit, heat must be supplied. A heat pipe attached to 
the hydraulic cylinder (or enclosing it) is connected to a suitable heat source 
during low temperature conditions. Such a heat pipe application requires a 
flexible joint, as the actuator moves during the entry and landing mission 
phases. 
25. APU Fluid Cooling 	 Subsystem: Power 
The high heat loads generated by the PIPU creat a cooling requirement for 
the APrJ's lubricating and hydraulic fluids. A fluid-to-heat pipe-to-fluid 
heat exchanger system can be developed using the LH2 of the cryogenically 
fueled AM to cool the two hot fluids. 
26. L02
 Natural Recirculating System
	 Subsystem: Propulsion 
During boost, oxygen in the internal LO,, tanks is circulated within the 
tanks by providing small amounts of heat
	 jrovide natural density gradients 
..nd thereby establish convection currents. This heat could be provided by 
het.'t pipes coupling some local heat source during boost to the r1r pipe 
"ben.'ath" the tanks. 
27. Water Chiller	 Subsys4- .: ECS 
The dxtnkthg water can L chilled by coupling the water to the ECS 
coolant loop by means of heat pipes. This approach avoids the posEibil.ity of 
contaminating he drinking water with ECS fluid.
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APPENDIX B-i

HEAT PIPE JOINING TECJIQUES 
This appendix contains descriptions and drawings of several possible heat 
pipe joining techniques. Both the conductive interface type and the internal 
mating type are presented. The former are efficient means of thermally 
connecting two complete heat pipes; the latter method enables one large heat 
pipe to be made of several smaller subsections. 
Figure B-l.i - Conductive Interface - Saddle Bolted 
This can be used to join conventional heat pipes together in series. III 
configuration (a) the heat pipes are completely encased between two halves of 
machined saddles; contact pressure on the HP/saddle interface i s provided by 
the bolt torque. In configuration (b) the heat pipes are held in place by: 
welding the tubes to the saddle recesses; the saddles are then bolted back to 
back. Contact pressure depends on preload at welding. Both configurations 
high thcr'1 c
	 tc.nc	 J1Ia.IL18 su.rfacec 
Figure B-1.2 - Conductive Interface - Flai.ge Bolted 
These are extended flanged heat pipe tubes which are butt spliced to 
each end of the heat pipes to be joined. The unspliced end of the extended 
section is sealed. The joint between the pipes is made by screwing or bolting 
the flanged sections back to back. A high thermal conductance grease is used 
between the flanged mating surfaces. 
Figure B-l.3 - Conductive Iuter°ace - Cla'iped Saddle 
This can also be used to join conventional heat
	 s in series. The heat 
pi-.,es are held between the haies of machined saddles. Control pressure 
between the pipes and sadd l es is provided by strap type clamps every two to 
three inches as required. 
Figure B-1.4 - Conductive Interface - Socket Type 
The male evaporator end of one heat pipe is inserted into the female con-
GRUMMAN 
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denser end of the second heat pipe. The stepped wick transports condensed 
fluid to the artery gradually over a large surface area. 
Figure B-1.5 - Conductive Interface - Heat Pipe Augmented Saddle 
A thick wall tube containing integral heat pipes overlaps both ends 
of the pipes to be joined. Heat is transferred from the condenser end of 
one heat pipe, through the splicing tube, to the evaporator end of the 
second heat pipe. 
Figure B-1.6 - Artery 'Y" Splice 
This method can be used to split heat pipe flow paths. 
Figure 13-1.7 - Butt Splice 
This type of splice can be made in place on the vehicle by using portable 
induction heating eiemei:ts wnich braze the two stainless steel ends of the 
heat pipe sections together. It's necessary to use a stainless steel section 
because the gold/nickel brazing alloy is not conpatlble with aluminum. The 
required aluminum/stainless transition tubes are commercially available. The 
internal arteries are butt spliced together using a sleeve made of screen 
mesh or thin wall tubing. 
Figure B-1.8 - Butt Splice using Standard Pitting
 
Heat pipe butt splices can be made in place on the vehicle using standard 
Gamah fittings for joining the pipe envelopes; sleeve splices can be used for 
the	 ries. The sketch shows how a JTlL fitting can be used to join two 1 inch 
O.D. heat pipes.
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APFENDX 13-2 
DESIGN CURVES FOR SELF-PRIMING HIGH-CAPACITY HEAT PIPES 
(
In most potential aerospace applications of heat pipes, minimum weight 
Is a requirement, forcing the designer to use the heat pipe of smallest di-
ameter which is capable of transporting the heat load. Although many 
parametric computer runs were wade to determine the effects of wick parameters 
on performance, this information was not sufficient to enable the designer to 
chooe the pipe diameter and working fluid to be used in a particular heat 
pipe application. For this reason, it was decided to see if a relationship 
could be found between capacity and general heat pipe characteristics which 
would serve as. a preliminary sizing tool for design. 
The first step taken was to optimize wick parameterc for heat pipes of 
several diameters and working fluids in order to mav.iin±z: capacity (based on 
groove dryout). It was decided to limit this study tr, pipes with inside 
diameters of 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 inches, and, initially, to the working f1.id3 
amionia, water, and Freon-21. The fluid properties uced were those of ammonia 
and Freon-21 at 90°F, and those of water at 100°F, as these are ncmsal oper-
ating teirperatres of electronics equipment, a typical shuttle hea pipe 
application. The evaporator and condenser sect lono of the heat pipes for thi 
study are threaded to minimize fluid layer thickness ar.d teniperure drops 
through the fluid. Threads as fine an is practical are used; for this st';1y, 
a pitch of 150 threads per inch, a width of 0.002 inches, a root of 0,001 
inchen, and a depth of 0.005 Inches were use., these figures being easily 
attainable. The wick parameters varied to produce uptthLed wick designs were 
the tunnel eo:e diameter, the gap spacing, tha number of retainer webs, and 
the number of spiral wraps (Figure B-2.1). A limitation on the diameter of 
the tunnel core of 0.2 inches was set. Aitnough larger diameters are p'ssible 
and theoretically provide a greater maximum capacity ;	 ey represent an ex-
tension of test results and are therefore less conservative. Core d1am'ters 
as small as 0.1 inches were used. These parameters were varied to produce the 
maximum calcu1.tedcapacity In a heat pipe with a 16 inch evaporator section 
and a 148 inch condenser section. Thebe dimensicnt; were chosen because some 
parametric information on heat pipes of these dimensions wan already available. 
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Once optimum wick designs had been chosen, the capacities of heat pipes 
with 143 inch evaporator sections, 148.nch condenser sections, and adiaLtic 
transport sections of differing lengths were determined. Using the 1.0 inch 
ID ammonia-filled heat pipe as an example, these capacities were plotted 
against the effective length of the heat pipe (Figure B-2.2). As the re-
sulting curves appeared hyperbolic, it was decided to plot the same data 
against a logarithmic scale (Figure B.-2.3). A pair of straight lines re-
sulted, one showing the relationship between capacity and effective length 
when the vapor flow was turbulent; the other (for longer lengths) showed this 
relationship for laminar vapor flow. 
Similar data points were generated for 0.75 inch and 0.50 inch diameter 
pipes and for water and Freon-21, in all pipe diameters. These data are 
plotted, by fluid type, in Figures B-2. 14, B-2.5, and B-2.6. 
To expand the applicable scope of this information similar curves were 
generated with 214 inch evaporator and condenser sections and plotted on the 
same graphs to show the effects of varjing the evaporator and condenser lengths. 
No significant difference in performance was noted except in heat pipes of very 
short effective length. A heat pipe with a 148 inch evaporator and a 148 inch 
condenser has the same effective length (14 feet) as a heat pipe with a 214 inch 
evaporator, 21i inch adiabatic transport section, and a 214 inch condenser 
section, but the former will have a higher capacity. The slight difference in 
capacity is due to the increased pressure drop in the grooves and webs at the 
higher heat flux levels associated with the shorter evaporator and condenser 
lengths. 
The curves in Figures &2.4, B-. 2,5, and 13-2.6 were then used as design 
tools in each specific shuttle application. The required load to be transported 
and the distance from heat source to irik being known. ie corresponding design 
point could be fund on each of the three charts.. IL it appeared below tiv; 
optthum design 21nt, the pipe corre:pondin to that line wai used; if it n'p•ared 
above the line, either : different heat pipe or a number of 	 ppeo connected 
in series or parallel vould be used.
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Pipes Used in the pre1ijfla	 of	 the heat application des
	
Of 
Were calated In 
SPeCific calculations 
s the design point based Ofl 
the curie5 significjy 
differentfTOYD the 
Temperature DrOD 
- ------ Pipe	
- It is not sufficient to know the 
; the Penalty that ist be paid to trans
	
capacity of a heat 
this load, in the form of a peratre
ln 
tempera
	
drop, must also be kno for Proper system defjn1tj0 drop through the Pipe is essentlaily a
ererfl1 heat transfer co- 
The tem 
eon 21) are given in Table
	
flCtj0 of the fluid fjj 
Coeff
icients at the evaporator and 
condens 
effjjents (experimentally determined for a1onja and water, and estjted for 
 
from the Outside wall of the heat
	
They specifythe rete of heat transfer

They
 to the vapor 8pace. The area thro f1	
h 
which the heat
	
ç takes Place was t
aken to be that of the inside wall of the 
Pipe.
TABLE 13-2.1 
0'j  Aj IMAT TRANSFER 
COEFFICIs (Btu/hr..ft2_Op) Fluid
	
Evaporator
Ammonia
	
900	
Condenser
 Water
	
500	 2900 
eon21
	 2000 50	
17)40 
Note: Subsequent development and testingat Grujp an 
has resu lted 
in increases in heat transfer 
coefficients by a fa 3.5 for the evaporator and 1. for the conden3eL ctor of
] 
A chart was sought that would make detailed, 
repeated calculations
 Uslug 
this data unnecessary. Since: 
 
Q = tilt LT = ULn MT, then 
2 
UTTD L' 
giving a relationship b
etween the temperature drop 
and the loading 
Of i he heat 
Pipe per unit length for a given diameter heat Pipe. Using
the data in Table 
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B-2.1, curves were plotted to produce Figures 3-2.7, B-2.8, and B-2.9 for the 
three fluids, and pipe diameters considered in this memorandum. 
These curves are used by calculating the load. per unit length of the 
evaporator and condenser in watts/inch, reading up to the appropriate curves, 
and then reading across to find the temperature drops in the evaporator and 
condenser sections in 0F. These are added to determine the temperature drop 
through the entire heat pipe. Temperature drops through any conductive inter-
faces must be calculated separately. 
If the heat pipe is attached to a surface by means of a saddle, only a 
fraction of the pipe area at the inside diameter may be considered as effective 
heat transfer area, and the temperature drop obtained from Figures 3-2.7, 3-2.8, 
and 3-2.9 must be multiplied by the inverse of this traction to obtain the true 
temperature drop. 
The coefficients in Table 3-2.1 come from heat pipes with 80 to 90 threads 
per inch, and so must be used with caution, as the pipes considered in this 
memorandum have 150 threads per inch (see note In table). This should make the 
curves slightly conservative, as the finer threads produce a thinner,, more evenly 
spread fluid layer. Development work in this ares is continuing and the data 
will be presented as it becomes available (see, for example, reference 18). 
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APPENDIX C-i 
valuation Matrix - Heat Pine Applications 
C-l.1 
APPLICATION: Leading Edge TPS - Heat pipes isothermalize circumferential and 
longitudinal temperature gradients in local high heating rate arer.. 
RATING COMPARED 
TO BASELINE 
WORSE THAN BE2ER ThAN CRITERIA 00" P2314US 
X 1.	 Temperature Gra- Isothernalizes Leading Edge 
di eat 
2.	 Capacity Margin X Heat pipes can transfer twice 
the load requird of them. 
3.	 Power Require- - - None Required 
ments 
.	 Ccntrol Require- - - None Required 
ment 
5.	 WeighG X Weight of heat pipe structure 
6.	 Safety -
- Must be failsafe in any case.
R2ARi: Requires deirelopm.nt effort, in bonding heat pipe .3 to carbon/carbon 
bckface or coming up 1th an inttrai carbon/carbon heat pipe 
envelope.
C-i
M 
p 
luatic'nMatrix - Peat Pipe Anplicattor1s 
C.1.2 
APPLICATION: Landing Gear	 n-orbit temperature control of wheel veil 
compartments U8:ing F-21 HP radiator.
C 
r 
R4AR: Baseline syste uses F-21 fluid radiator; HP system uses- 	 - 
F-21 working fluid.  
-4-
C-2	 I 
FAZING COMPARED 
O BASEL]E 
i2	 l 
1.	 Te perature Gre.- - - Prazed Joints 
diexit 
2,	 Capacity Ma'gin X Ebccess capacity inherent in 
HP design.	 It's not flow 
rate limited. 
3.	 1wer Re;uire- X Pumped loop incurs pressure 
nents drop through radiator. 
ti.	 Control Require- X Bout in diode control pre-
ments vents hot case compartment 
load feedback to ECS. 
5 .	 Weight X .95 lb/ft2 vs 1.30 lb/ft2 
6.	 Safety - - Both use F-21 which is non-
toxic (Group
I	 S 
Evaluation Matrix Heat ripe App.i.icationz
C-l.3 
APPLICATION: Heat Transport System - All HP system from source to sink. 
RATING COMPARED 
TO BASEL=  
WORSE THAN BETTER THAN CRITERIA CO.iEITS 
1.	 Temperature Gra- X Excessive	 T's.	 Transport 
(Uent . lengths too long; too many. 
joints. 
2.	 Capacity Margin X Excess capacity in heat pipes 
3.	 Power Require- X No pumping power required for 
meats HP circuit. 
1.	 Control Require- X None Required. 
meats 
5.	 Weight X Additional radiator weight 
needed for lower rejection 
temperatures. 
6.	 Safety .	 X Ammonia heat pipes needed for 
external transport system.
Bflv ARI: Temperature gradients are so large that system becomes marginal, 
radiator area is insufficient. 
Tne avionics HP circuit is treated in a separate evaluation. 
C-3 
F' 
Evaluation Matrix - Heat Pipe Applications

C-1.1 
APPLICATION: Avionics HP Circuit - HP's couple avionics to ECS fluid header. 
RATING COMPARED 
-	 TO BASELINE 
WORSE THAN BETTER THAN CRITERIA. COMMTS 
1.	 Temperature Gra- -
- Equipment can operate at higher 
client temperetureb and still reject 
heat.	 Some AT at fluid header 
interface. 
2.	 Capacity Me'.rgin X Excess capacity in heat pipes 
3.	 Power Require- X No flow pressure losses with 
menta HP'S 
1.	 Control Require-* X E2±ninates flow splits and 
ments balance problems. 
5.	 Weight - - About sane 
6.	 Safety
- X No fluid connections, there-
fore, less leaks and contaxnii-
ation.
C-' 
1. 
i'. j...
Evaluation Mttrix - He.t Pine Auolicatiot.is
C-l.5 
APPLICATION: HP/Phase Change Remote Sink.
'I 
COMMENTS CRITERIA 
1. Temperature Gra-
dient 
2. Capacity Margir. 
3. Power Require-
ments 
. Control fleanire-
ment3 
5 . Weight 
6. Safety
RATING COMPARED 
TO Bi\ZELUE 
WORSE THAN BETTER TEAN 
X	 No flow pressure losses 
X	 None Required for HP's 
REMARKS: Although feasible, there are no definite applicati-ons on the 
Shuttle at this time.
C-S 
Evaluation Matrix - Heat Pipe Au1ications 
c-l.6 
APPLICATION: Air Co1ed Commercial and Military Equixnent (Am Equipment) 
RANG COMPARED 
TO B.ASELfl'1E 
CRITERIA	 WORSE THAN I BE'JTER THAN 
1. Temperature Gra-
dient 
2. Capacity Margin 
3. Power Require-	 X 
ments 
I. Control Require-
ments 
5. Weight 
6. Safety
OOMIflS 
Depends on Air Hz design	 :. 
Lower pressure drop for ECS 
fluid - 
o fluid connections near equip-
nent; no leaks and no contamina-
bion.
- 
R2ARKS:	 Baseline system would use ECS fluid/air heat exchanger in the 
enclosed equipment rack. iH. Ii 
F 1 c-6	
'$1 
Eva1ttion Matrix - Ht Pipe Anpl:tions
C-l.7 
AP?L.CItTION: Flight and Voce Recorder - Remote Heat Sink 
RATING COMPARED 
¶LO aAsELnrE 
CRITERLI	 WORSE THAN BETTER THAN	 -
/ 
OkETS 
1	 mnn,n a r	 ira Ct r - -	 -	 -	 fled-i, ci, r.-f	 a	 a a	 - 
-.,.,.	 . u - same 
requirement. 
Limited by expendable sink 
None required - no flow losses 
HP's are self-controlling 
Eliminates long fluid line 
runs and controls. 
Less leakage hazard with heat 
pipes. 
dient 
2. Capacity M.rgin 
3. Power Require-	 x 
ments 
. Control Require- 	 x 
ments 
5. Weight
	
x 
6. Safety
R1ABKS:
C-7
1. 
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I 
I Ev1uationI4atrix
	 Beat Pipe Appiiatiorv% 
_____ 
• c-l.8 I 
APPIaCtTION:	 HP Radiator
RATING COMPARED 
TO BASELINE 
- CRITERIA WORSE THAN BETTER THAN
-	 COt1iTh.'3 I 
1. Tenrnerature Gra- -
- razed HP attachments 
thent
.----...--.-
2. Capacity Margin - . Both systenu3 would he dei.gried 
for same capacity 
3. Power Require- x Less power required 
merits due to reduced pressure losses 
in radiator panel. 
1. Control Require- x Eliminates flow splits and 
•ments balance problems. 
5. Weight X
.95 1b/ft	 vs 1.30 lb/,-t2 
-..-..-..--__ 
6. Safety X 13.oe1ine:
	 Fitting leaks, tube 
......-..----• ........ ....... 
puncture probability. 
HP:	 Limited amount ci aimtnla 
in HP header ( P-1 200 gms) 
R4ARS: Supply Header Possibilities 
1.	 VCHP header cotpled to all heat pipe transport loop. •
- 
2.	 Hyb:id VCHP/fiuid header serving as a heat exchanger 
interface between the heat pipe radiator panel and a 
fluid heat transport loop. T 3.	 Individual feeder heat pipes on the panel coupled 
directly to a fluid supply header. 
C-8 I
Evaluation Mtrix - Heat Pipe Ajjl.ic;tions
C-1.9 
APPLICATION: Heat Pipe Augmented Cold Rail 
CRITERIA 
1. Temperature Gra-
dient 
2. Capacity Margin 
3. Power Require-
mentr 
i. Control Require-
mnt3 
5. Weight
• RATING COMPARED 
TO BASELINE 
WORSE THAN BETTER THAN 	 counTs 
X	 Baseline can't handle power 
densities 
X	 Baseline can't handle power 
densities 
X	 Eliminates requirement for less 
dense packing c.nd longer lengths 
of rail. 
-	
-	 Not applicable. 
X	 Eliminates requirement for less 
dense packing and longer lengths 
cf rail. 
6. Safety 
REMARKS: Baseline System (M-type ECS cold rail) cannot handle high density 
packaging; this unit can. Without the heat pipe augmented cold rail, 
previous generation electronics would have to be substituted for the 
newer and Liore compact equipment. This would result in heavier pieces 
of equipment and fewer "boxes" mounted per rail. The latxer requires 
longer lengths of cold rail which would result in increased flow 
pressure losses and rail weight. 
C-9
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1 Evaluation Matrix - Heat Pe A21icationz 
Cl.1O I 
APPLICATION:
	 HP Radiator System for Fuel Cell I 
RATING COMPARED I TO BPSEILINE . 
cB:tTERTh WORSE TEAR BEFIE	 TFiAN CO 1141	 1S I 
1. 2erperature Gra- - - 
dent 
2. Capaôlty Margin
 
3. Power Require- X See C-LB 
ments • •	
• I 
4. Control Require- X 
ments 
5. Weight X 
6. Safety x • 
1224AP1'S: Same as C-1.8 except at higher temperature.
	 Will not be developed 
as a se1arate application, but Instead will be lumped with c-1.8. I 
C-l)
I,..
EvLution !htrix - Feat  
C-1.1]. 
APPLICATION: Air Breathing vEngine Compartment 
RATING COMPARED 
TO BASELINE 
CRITEREA	 worE THAN LETTER THAN	 CO'MTNTS 
1. T'mperature Gra-	 -	 - 
d.ent 
2. Capacity Mai'gin	 X	 See C-1.2 
3. Power Require-	 X 
ment 
1. Control Require-	 X 
ments 
5. Weight	 X 
6. Safety	 - 
JlA1: Similar in concept to C-1.2. It will not be treated a a separate 
application, but will be lumped with C-1.2. 
C_li
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APPENDDC C-2 
HEAT PIPE RADIATOR FOR WASTE HEAT REJECTION 
Before Grumman was requested to halt investigation of heat ptpc waste 
heat rejection radiators under this study contract, some preliminary analysis 
had been performed. This appendix documents that work and the computer program 
written to calculate the heat rejection capacity of a heat pipe radiator. 
The baseline shuttle radiator (reference 1) consists of 70() ft2 of surface 
arca broken into ten radiator panels mounted on the inside of the cargo bay 
doors. Under maximum heat load conditions, fluid inlet tmperature to the 
system is 117.2°F, and fluid outlet tmperature is 35.5°F. The working fluid 
is Freon-21, flowing at 2,000 lb/hr in parallel through the panels. The heat 
load to be rejected is 0,8O0 Btu/hr; the environmental heat flux absorbed is 
14 5 ftu/hr ft
	 radiator efficiency is 0.9. 
A computer program to analyze the capability of any of the header con-
figurations depicted in Section 5 of this report was written. To achieve maj-
mum flexibility, the program was made as general mi pssible. It assumed a flat 
radiator with a unrestr 4.ed view to space. A segment of the model is shown 
in Figure C-2.1. Fluid inlet and outlet temperatures, and a mean fluid 
TIN	 TMEAN	 OUT 
0--------
1	 ) 
CONDUCTANCE1 
Tm, VAPOR
	
R	 1 
	
C.	 NDUcTANCE2 
PANEL
TSPACE (460°F) 
FIGURE REC2 .1
	
•	
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S. 
r 
-p 
4. 
I' 
r 
'H 
temperature, are indicated. Heat is transferred from the fluid to the heat 
pipe vapor temperature, which could correspond either to the vapor ter.perature 
of a VCFJI
 header or a feeder heat pipe. From this point heat is transferred 
into the :ar.e1, and then radiated to space. The following equations describe 
the performance of this model:
- "'_kBSOI^ _PED
]	
(i)
QREJ 
=T	 -	 (2) 01jT	 IN incp 
TT 
91	
TItf Dili
,- 
=	
+
TvJ) 
This equatlon uses the iogarithnic sisari temperature difference from 
heat exchanger theory as a T. 
	
T T	 0REJ 
VAPOIR = 'MEAN -
	
(1) 
T -  	EJ 
PANEL =
 
	
T
	 - CON5 2 
These represent five equations in five unknows. Defining 1 ' = cAuT	 - 
and combining the above five equations: 
/ 
T IN T	 (i	 COND 	 CO 2)	 (6) 
GRUMMAN C_l1
Since R1= B'	 this equation can be solved numerically forPANEL 
Once T
	 is known, 
^REJECTED and then OUT may be found. To solve aPPIiEL
radiator system containing a number of such sections (or panels) in series, 
let T equal the calculated value of TOUT and: resolve the equation. AIN 
computer program which solves equation (6) by Newton's method and, if re-
quired, solves it again using its own calculated values as input for a series 
of panels is presented in this appendix. 
By properly defining B1 and B2 , panels with fluid headers and feeder heat 
pipes and panels with hybrid fluid/VCHP headers can be modelled. For the 
hybrid fluid/VCHP header: 
= (LhA) fluid to wall (h' )VCHP evaporator 
B J \ 
	
2	 hA 'VCHP condenser (hA)VCHP/fe-2d-r HP interface area 
(—hk)feeder  evaporator 	 feeder condenser 
Using these values, T
	 corresponds to the vapor temperature in the VCHT', 
and T
	 corresponds o the outside wall temperature of the feeder heat pipe
PAIIIIEL
condensers, the "root of the fin" temperature of the panel. For the case with 
a fluid header and fee.er
 heat pipes in the panel; 
B1 
-()fluid to wall
	 hA/Jfeeder evaporator 
B0 
=
	
)feeder condenser 
Using these values, THP
r<
 corresponds to the vapor temperature of the feeder 
heat pipe, and TPANEL to the outside wall of the feeder heat pipe, again the 
"root of the fin" temperature.
GRUMMAN 
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The first concept to be investigated was that of the heat pipe radiator 
system clodeLit tu t	 b.seline: ten panels in parallel, with hybrid fluid/VCP 
headers. The capacity of such a system is insufficient, as can be quickly 
demonstrated. The VCHP must operate at a temperature below the fluid outlet 
temperature, as the heat pipe can be looked at as cooling the fluid to that 
level. Further, the feeder heat pipes' must in turn operate at a lower tcr-
perature than the VC}IP header in order to pick up heat from the header. The 
effective panel temperature will be even lower. 
The required heat rejection rate for one panel is readily calculated; 
including the environmental heat input, it is 103.6 Btu/hr ft 2 . In order to 
reject heat at this rate, a black h2L must he at 36. 10F, higher than the fluid 
outlet temperature. Such a heat pipe radiator arrangement ±8 therefore in-
practical. 
The radiator panel configuration is shorn. in Figure S?L-113, Sheet 2, in 
Section 5 of this report. The 1" ID VCHP ammonia-filled header has a 6.5' 
evaporator immersed in an internally .finned fluid header and a 6.5' condenser 
assumed bonded (by brazing or soldering) to the feeder heat pipe evaporator 
sections. The ammonia feeder heat pipes (13 per panel) have 5.75" evaporators 
and U' condensers. R and R2
 were calculated, and the computer program run 
assuming two parallel groups (one on each door) of five panels in series. 
Methods used to calculate the resistances are the same a' those used in 
Section 9.2 of this report, the heat pipe circuit. 
Results of this computer run, with R1 = 2.28 x io	 Slid 
2.102 x 10 Lt u7U, are listed in Table C-2.1. Using the computer results, 
operating temperatures of all the heat pipes employed were calculated and are 
included in this table. 
As shown, the heat rejected by the uncontrol led system exceeds the require-
ments slightly (in practice, part of one of the panels would be shut off by tho 
VC}tP, providing the desired outlet temperature).
a' 
r. 
1 
C 
—a 
—' 
1; 
GRUMMAN
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I 
Such a system could easily be built with redun'Iant headers, and micro-
meteoroid protection of feeder heat pipes is unnecessary, so in terms of safrty, 
the self-controlled heat pipe radiator system is the equal of the baseline. 
Since the heat pipe system contains no valves or moving parts, it is also morc 
reliable than the baseline.
RL*MMAN
• .5.-	 5. 
- HEAT PIPE RADIATOR ROUTINE 
C !'PuT AND	 INITIALIZATION .5 
READ	 (2,100)	 IP.	 L 
f?FM)	 (2.l0l)	 TIN:,	 ETA,	 C	 CO1	 CO\D2, OARS.	 EPS,	 AREA EX = EXP(C0ND1/cP
.')	 .	 -- •--
Z=(ETA/CP\)*(EX/(1,..EX))..ET4/COND2 
I=0 
• TPRTP+460.	 .	 ••• S 
T D
=EP5*A?F.A*, 1713E-8*TPR**4_OABS
S	 S 
C 9FG1 1,,
 CALCULATION'S
	 USING	 NE'iTONS	 tETHOD 
FTIN-tP+Z*Rr p 	 ..............••. 
20 1=1+1 
30 FP=-1 .+Z*4.*EPS*AREA*. 1713E-8TPR**3 
TP\=TP-F/FP	 S	
S S	 S	 S 
TP\R=TP+L+6. 
• RTP:\EPS*AREAft.1713E...8*TDNR**4..QA95 
FTIN-TPN+Z*RT p N 
C CHECK
S 
SOLUTIO'!	 FOR CONVERGENCE 
IF	 (ARS(F)-.001)
	 50.50943 
40 TPTPN	 •.	 S 
TtR=rP+4o. 
(fl TO 30 
C S0LuTiu' FOUND--FI\D RELATED VARIABLES S	 - 
SO QRFJ=RTPN*ETA . 
TOUT &rIN_(FTA/CPM)*RTPN
	
5' 
fl1TE	 (3.132)
	 I.	 TIN,	 TOUT,	 TP,.OREJ
- 
TI"TOUT  
- 
IF	 (!-L V )	 20,	 60.	 60 
• 60 CO:TINUE 
100 FORMAT
	 (F109515)
.	 . 
• 101 Fn:AT
	 ( P F1O,5) S 
102 F0S1AT	 (1HO.	 5X9	 13,	 5X,	 F6.2,.X,	 F6.2. SXO	 F6.2,	 5X,	 E19.9) CALL	 EXIT 
•	 f/XED
.•	 ...................-
lit
1 
- . 5 . .
S4 
- : 
..1 
C-18 - I .
where
AREA	 = area of ant; radiator panel or section, in ft2 
CON]) 1 = conductance 1, Btu/hr ft 2
 °F 
CON]) 2 = conductance 2, Bu/hr ft2 
CPM	 = 1  Btu/hr F 
EPS	 = €, emissivity of radiator panel 
ETA	 = TI, radiator fin effectiveness 
EX	 = fraction involving exponential terms in equttion (6) 
F	 = function on left side of equal sign in equation (6) 
FP	 = derivative of F w.r.t. T PANEL 
LM	 = number of panels or sections In series 
QABS	 = heat absorbed by AREA, Btu/hr 
QREJ	 = heat rejected by AREA, Btu/hr 
RTP	 = R'(TP) 
RTPN	 = R'(TPN) 
TO	 = fluid inlet temp., °F 
TOUT	 = fluid outlet temp., °F 
TP TpANEL,°F, "root of fin" radiator temperature 
TPN	 =	 °F, after iteration 
TR	 = TPANEL, :R, after iteration 
TPE	 =	 R 
Z	 = part of constant not including I!DC on left side of equal 
sign in equation (6)
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APPENDIX D-1: FLANGE CO DCTACE STUDY FOR HP 
AUGMENTED COLD RAIL 
The initial calcu.lationu of the temperature drop from the module 
box flange root to the cold rail box flange root were performed using the 
simple model shown in Figure D-l.l, With dimensions and materials as speci-
fied in reference 6 (d1	 .25" d2	 .15 11 , module box of Magnesium with 
K	 70	 2), and the 1.8 inch wide flange specified for the thermal 
hr ft F
	
model, the total R = 
. 57 
OF/Btu/hr. At the mounting 
F-	 .703 	 site for the high power 
density equipment module, 
MODULE
	 f	 with a 70 watt (239 Btu/hr) 
FLANGE	 d,	 thermal input, thL. implies 
_J 4 a temperature drop of 1310F. 
Since the maximum allowable 
box flange root temperature 
•-
	 is 140°F, the maximum per-
R 
COLD 
FLANGE 
1-----.---.- s70
I
missible cold rail flange 
root temperature in this 
FIGURE D-l.l configuration would be 90F. 
With a 70°F fluid inlet temperature, holding the box temperature to 1I0°F cannot 
be done. 
A higher ccnductance was needed. A step at a time, the material of 
both the box flange and the cold rail flange was changed to 6101 Aluminum 
alloy (k =
	
Btu	 ), the thickness of both flanges increased (d = 
hr ft QF
	
1 
0.5 inches, d2 = 0.25 inches), and, based on reference 10, the interface 
conductance raised to 1,500 Lt	 Again using the simple model, the 
OF	 hrft'°F. 
total B = .221 itu , implying a temperature drop at the high watt density 
hr 
mounting site referred to above of 530F. While this requires maintaining 
the rail center at 87°F, this seew feasible with a 70°F fluid inlet tem-
perature. 
With flanges as thick as these, the simple model originally used is 
UMM.eji 
D-1	
7_VIPP_
I 
1. 
-i 
IH 
i 
not adequate. 4 more detai1d nodal network representing the two flanges 
and the interface was constructed and rui using a simple steady state 
thermal analysis programl the resulting temperature distribution is shown 
in Figure D-1.2. Using this model, and taking a mean box flange root tem-
perature of 1100F, a. more accurate thermal resistance can be calculated: 
° 
R	
F 
	
AT ..
	 (i1O.0 - 92.3)
	
= 
	
-	
210	 240 Btu hr 
With a load of 239 Btu/hr, a cold rail, flange root temperature of 92.50F 
results. This thermal resistance is the one finally used in the detailed 
thermal model.
JMAN 
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APPEND D-2: Computer Subroutine, Neat Pipe Augmented Cold Ra:1.i 
PILE: CL(1	 FORTRA4 P1	 CALLDAT.	 itMI - 
S'1fln!ITTN
	
CLC1 coT.'1:• 
TS	 T9'IflTTNF	 TS CALLED hT T4F START OF EVER! ITERATION 
Z704-0 11	 ST(' (cr() ,'POS(0)	 .T.1 (5') ,I.2(50) ,NLAST(5r))	 PCT (cD) 
COMMON	 KTLI,NTABS cot.'Y . 
1	 NrINfl1(),2'C) ,N2,20)	 NTN (10001,NRii (2?)	 KEY (S) ,N(1t')I , 
2	 KAY(t),TLX(1() 
fl!1MflN	 TIME,	 DTTM,	 PTIMI!,	 D!flI,	 tNTN,	 KNON,	 N4,	 NS,	 KOr) g ,	 P, C0I.7 
1	 'cryr,	 POtINT 
VFTS	 'TTDN OF TRF	 SUPROUTPi!' CALCULATES THE HEAT PIPE COLY 
VAPOR TRMP?RA'TJRE 
PIM'NSTON	 AREA (14R) 
T.1,f3 
c	 AREA(T)=1.fl	 -- COL'1U 
11=7, C(T,1 
!1CNPF11.72	 -	 S 
FIFVPR7."2 COL'Y1 
FIEVPF'=q.77  
J2=J1+1
COLO'?1
Do	 2'	 1=1,31 cnLn .	 ..	 . 
!r	 (T(1)-T(JN+1))	 1c,1,1	 .•5 coLo1 
N1,DF	 T IS ACTTN q 	 AS P	 CONDENSRP C01Y 
1'	 rONU(I) =AREA (T)*HCNTM
-	 ........ 
CO PD
	 2 n  
N rID7. T	 is ACTTfl	 AS	 AN	 EVPPOR!TOR 
iS	 COJD(T) =AREA (I) *HEVPF
 
21 roNTINffl 
flO	 24	 !32,1N 
IF	 (T(t)-T(JN+l))	 21,21,22 C01,D31 
NO!)!' I IS	 ACTING	 AS	 A	 CONDENSER 
21	 CONfl(T)=AR?A(T)*HuDP COL1V) 
GO	 TO	 2	 - COtrY'1. 
NOnE	 I IS	 ACTING AS	 411	 EVAPORATOR roL,ir 
22	 COl(t)=AREA(I)I1EVPR 
24 CONTINNE COT,7' 
S1LVE	 FOR STEADY-STATE VAPOR	 TENPF.ttATJP! CflE.1	 ' 
29	 S M (. 
SUMTCO.O
 
Do3	 11,JN	 -.	
.-------*.--....................--........................ 
SUMC=COND(I) #SUMC COL	 L?J 
SUMTC .CONfl(T)T(t)#SUMrC . . - cotorui 
"	 C0N1'INU!' 
TVAP=SiTMTC/SUMC COLCUSI 
D 9 T F R M 14 7	 WIiETH r R COND TIC	 NC!'S	 MUST	 RECH	 D	 . 
KLANG 
DO	 O	 11,JN COLOtPl' 
IF	 ((TvAP-TI))/(T(J1.i)-T(r)j) 	 35,50,50 . OI.OJ 
c	 KLANCi COT.')'S 
.	 (T.(T)-TVAP)	 40,40,450,40,45.	
S 
1' COLS 11. 
r (TI	 WILT,	 NOW BE CDNSTDFRE!) .CONDENSER
.	
. Cot 
4ñ	 I !'	 (T-J)	 36,36,37 oLOAc3 
1	 COND (I) =HCNDF*AREA (I)	 S 14 11
 
CO	 TO	 SO	
.	
.
(IRUMMAN 
D-
]
T:	 CLC1	 VORTR	 P1	 rLLnA?A TTME
-SHARTMI 
37	 C0NT1(T)=9pIiAR(T) 
1 0 TO	 c( COL'S( 
WILL NOW	 i3 p	 CONSTDRD Ail EVAPORATOR c0."c7 
. 
45	 IF	 (1-Ji)
	 4,6,47 -
. 
'O)(T)=I!VP?*AR.A(T) 
O T)	 50 
t7	 CONT)(I)=FTEVPR*ARF(I) S	 - 	 - 
CONTpiu OL62: 
coI.rc,1. 
1? rONOrTCTMJCFS
	 HAVE
.c M ci.n ,	 R çLcTTLTTE VAPOR TEMPERATURE
COL"FU' 
COL""(S IF	 (KLA)	 55,55,25 
c c cflc 
1'HTS
	 SFCTTON DY THE STRROTJTrNECALCULAT
	 THEFLurti
or,'rci' 
.	 . 
r p rnr y7RFs,
	 !JSTNr, STEAOY-STATF	 NET T1ODs	 ?R09	 GAFTON
CO1)R' 
coLsq' 00	 1141	 1=100,111
	
. TRSY
	 CALCULATE	 FLUID	 'AVRA(E'	 TFMPETATURS	 FOR	 0T!!	 FLrlrn OT.71r PsArs 
'r(t)	 (T(I-5')	 COND(1-5O) +T(T-99)
	 COND(T468) )/(CDNfl(t-5}+roD(r+
COL')172i 
ZOL73 r 
S 1R)) S	 .. - 	 --	 S
0L714' 
l(C0ND(1313)+COND(r+90)) COL1?75 
IV	 (1111)	 120,1 14 2
 140 . 
ALC 1JLTF.FLUtT) INLET TEMPERATURES
	 FOR ECT SECTION.
COVr'77( 
12"	 T(t-149)=2.*T(I)_r(r_50) 
T (1-37) =2. *T(r+12) •-T (1Ri:
S	
-S CONTINUE COLO0 
ALCt;LTE ?L!10 OUTLET T?NPERATrJR COL01 
V ())	 2. *P (1 11)-v COT {1)	
.__....-.. T(9)=2.*T(123)-p(73) COrM'93 
RETURN C0L0)tr) 
ENO. COL'C'f5' 
...........................-
	 S COLR
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APPENDIX D-3 
HEAT TRANSFER F1114 COEFFICIEN3 FOR 318" ID INTERNALlY-FINNED TUBE 
In order to formulate a thermal model for the heat pipe augmented
 
cold rail, an accurate estimate of the heat transfer coefficient fror-. the 
coolant fluid to the inside wall of an internally-finned tube must i 
available. A curve (Figure D-3) giving the experimentally-determined heat 
transfer coefficient for such a tube in terms of flow rate in gallons per 
minute was available, but for the Apollo Project ECS Fluid, which was a 
miiture of ethylene g.:ol (60'4) and water (140%). Some way had to be found 
to account for differences in the fluid properties. 
The Sieder-Tate equation (reference 19, page 392) provides a means 
of relating the Nusselt number with the Graetz number: 
I 	 .1 •TU =1.8 j	 V7) 
	
Since G,,
	 , and neglecting the viscosity correction 
term, this reduces to
1/3 
-r	
l.86( 1kL) 
or	
b	 (Const.) k 2/3 •
	
1/3 where the constant 
is solely dependez:tt on geometry. 
The film coefficient for distilled water at the same flow rate and 
in the sane tube is obtained from that for 60-140 gl ycol by using a ratio based 
on the above equation, dropping geometry Luicl flow rate terms: 
2/3 
water	 --	 p 1/3)water 
- 2/3	 1/3 
(	
c)glycol 
As fluid property data for both water and a 6_40 glycol/water mixture are 
readily available, this correction is easy i.. aplly.
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APPENDIX E - AVIONICS HEAT PIPE CIRCUIT PJALIS DETAIL 
L	 1 
(1) Conductances all conductances are of the kA or hA type. 
o box flange-to-feeder heat pipe: (Saue module box and flange as 
in Appendix D-1)
•547 (x)2)	 .00596°F/Btu/hr 
R1: 125x.2x44 
T—Vvilz 	 L Z. Z: (144)	 .00466 
3: 125 x .125 
B- .25 (x12) +
	 ( 1b4J	 +	
_(14)	 - 
I 125 x .24 x4
	 500 xlI x	 x x .5 2000 x 44 x
	 x x •5 
.00227 + .O101 O 1 .00260 
Total resistance on 44-inch flange .112°F/watt 
Resistance on rail (two flanges) •0560F/watt
Btu 
Az indicated, the flange contact conductance is 1000 ir ft 2°F, and a 
Btu 
conductance of 500 hr ftV is used between the aluminwra rail extrusion 
and the copper sleeves insert to simulate poor thennai. contact. 
Feder heat pipe-to-heat header;
(144) 
feeder condenser 2500x 
.7 x 7.0 
	
R	
- •0117F/.Btu/hr 
*interface = 0 (soldered or brazed Joint) 
ii
	
R	
(144) 
header evaporator 2QO . T. x 1.5 
RTOTAL = .O630F/watt
E-1
(2) Feeder heat pipe vapor temperature 
With a maximum load of 200 watts evenly ditibuiec1 over the cold 
rail, the flange root temperature is to be maintained at or below 
1110°F. The temperature drop from the ]A0°F flange to the heat pipe 
vapor, calculated using the conductance just obtained, is 
.056 F/watt x 200 watts 11.2°F, 
and the feeder heat pipe vapor temperature is 128.8°F. 
(3) Header heat pi vapor temerature 
The temperature drop between the 128.8°F feeder heat pipe and. the 
header heat pipe vapor is 200 x .0634 12.7°F, so that header heat pipe 
vapor temperature is 116.1°F. 
(4) Heat exchangr over-all conductance (Uo Ao) 
Heat flux be tween the heat pi2?e header and the coolant equals 
the overall heat transfer coefficient of the exchanger times the 
logarithmic mean temperature difference between the heat pipe and the 
fluid. Hence 
total
	 700	 -	 700	 22.1 watts 
UoAo	 out Tin	 - 68.1	 31.7	 F 
	
Aluk-T^;W=Tou )
	
k116 - 1 -. 96 - 3) 
() Heat exchanger deal 
A heat exchanger design with a calculated overall heat transfr 
watts 
	
coefficient of 22.1 OF
	
is required, with as small a pressure drop 
as poss..ble. In order to use the area of the .bst ..e most efficiently, the 
pipe ahold be Immersed in the fluid coolant. This suggests using bare 
conentrIc cylinders, but when calculations were performed, the required
I 
I 
1. 
I I 
I I I 
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length of such an exchanger is excessive 
A conclusion of reference 20 is that the curves of Colburn j-factor 
in reference 1.3 for flat plate fin heat exchanger elements can be used 
for equivalent radial fin surfaces without modification. This allows 
the calculation of overall heat transfer coefficients from flow rate and 
exchanger geometry. 
The standard formula for heat exchangers fitting the suggested concentric 
geometry is 
• l_	 l_ + 1	 +	 1 
Uc ho	 h Aheat k A 
wall	 h A fluid side 
pipe side 
The term on the left band side has been, previously calculated, and the 
heat pipe and the wall terms are both included in the measured condenser 
film coefficient, leaving only the fluid side term to be determined On 
the basis of exchanger configuration. 
•To determine the fin geometry, reference 15 was used as a catalog, with 
the most desirable fin being a plate fin element with few fins per inch 
(to minimize pressure drop) and with short fins (to a"oid large distortions 
of fin geometry and increase fin efficiency). The fin design chosen is 
that of rei'ercnce15, figure 10-26, page 195, having 11.1 fIns per inch 
0.25 inches high. 
With water flowing through this fin geometry wrapped around the

0.815 inch 0 D. heat pipe at 85 lb/hr,,the Reynolds Number is 75.2, and 
the Colburn i-factor Is .0349. The exchanger film coefficient and efficiency 
Btu 
are 38.3 EftO? and .901, respectively. Total heat transfer area is 1.812 
times L, where is the exchanger length is feat.
	 • 
E-3	 •
The required length of the exchanger can now be calculated by 
using the above equation: 
1	 12	 +	 1 22.1 x 3.41	 2500x x .87 5 x L
	 .901 x D.3 —x 1612 x L 
. 01329	 _______ + .01600 
L	 L 
so I, required. = 1.335 feet 16 inches
L 1. I 
T 
I 
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APPEIDD( F-i 
yste--. )ieat Leaks 
To minimize the heat "-asfer from the environment to the modular 
heat sink system all compoxer.ts will be covered with a
	 inch thickness 
of TG-15000 insulation.	 The outside surface of the insulation will also 
be wrapped with a single layer of oxidized nickel foil to provide a radia-
tion barrier. 
1.	 Flat Plate Configuration (Cold Plate and box surfaces) 
(i) = inside insulation (1(7°F) 
(2)	 outside insulation 
® (3) = structure (207°F) 
(14) = atmosphere (207°F) 
-t--
C3 F23€2€3
	
E. 2	 =	 .05 
=	 .20 
F23	 =	 1 
=	 .12 (10 2 )	 Bru/Hr in
	 R 
K1	
-	 k	 .00267
	
BTU 
A	 -	 t	 t	 Hr1n2°F 
i	 .695 (io)
°F 
2-1	 3.2	 for A = 28 in  Hr 
Neglecting radiation which is less than 10
	 of the heat gain anyway, 
the following general expression is obtained. 
.0267/t
(Flat Plate) (T14-
.00267 i + lit	
GRUMMAN
- 
2. cylinder (PCM Container, Heat Pipes)
(1) = inside insulation 
LT
S ". 
(2) = outside insulation
	
_71 (3) = atmosphere 
•	 21rr h  
___	 0	 (r...i4 
LT3
 - T1,
	
	
,, 
r 
k+rh1(___) 
r  
For Ii
	 .693 (103)	 BTU 
	
Hin2°F	 I 
k=.00267
	
BTU	 - 
Hrin°F 
=	 . 0016 ro 
LT
2.67 + .695 r 1
i 
PCM Container:	 L = 10 in
	
r 
	 1.56	 r0 = r1 + .25 
LT100°F 
Q = 7.1. BTU/Hr 
HP's:	 L = 5+1l =2Othof exposed length
 
	
r = .625	 r0 = r. + .25 
	
T.10O°F	 I 
7.0 BTu/:Ir 
3. Diode cnduction losses = 1 watt for a .028 wall 
4• Bolt/washer conduction losses for a No. 10 steel bolt and .3 3inch thjk • fiberglass washer = .0148 BTU/Hr OF per connection. 
•
	
F-2	 GRUMMAN
Total ambient heat gain	 22 BTU/Hr 
%= _22	
=	 185 % of dissipation 
use 20 for design 
F-3 QRUMMAJ%	 . v'1
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APPENDIX 1-2 
PCM Container Analysis 
Assumptions: 
(i) Contact resistance . bet-Ween the filler matrial and cold plate 
or heat pipe is negligible. 
(2) Three dimensional heat transfer effects are neglected due to 
uniform applicat..on of heat flux and close proximity of filler 
material. 
The required effective conductance of a PC14 is defined as the ratio of beat 
flow into the PC1 to the temperature litffernce betieea the PCM melting point
and the maximum heat pipe wall, or cold plate temperature. 
1. WInder Container -. Circular Fins
111L	
. P XCH 
FIQ	 K2- 
HP
g3puMMA 
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'iTk t 
K =	 F 1 
in (r0/r) 
Tkprs 
K3 = 2n (r0/rj) 
In a length, L, there are fL fins. 
Effective Ccithctancc
22 t	 kp (r0 
(r0/r1 )	 S	
-	 WkpCM S 
KHPPCM	
2	 + 
- L -	
=	
t	
+ 
kpCM(r
.
 
_r)	 in (r0/r.) 
In (ro/r4 S 
= 
f f, 
t7r(r 2 - r 2) 
PCM Weit
CM
fPCM	 r02 - r 2 ) (i - f t) 
2. Cylindrical Container - Longitudinal Fins
	
F 1	 PCM 
H?
DUMMAN 
2	 2 
K2 kPCM	
- r. 
S 
Fin Weight 
• w  
L
2tLkF 14Lr K1 =
(ro\
kpCM ( 0_ r) 1) 
4-	 (r	 - rj)	 kPCM 2-1 Fr,  K3 =	 0 N	 =	 = No. of fins I r0_rj(1+J.n(ro	 ) 
For N fins in a length L: 
Effective Concuctance 
Kpp	 rj) 
= Nc +	 rOr1)k74 L
ro-rj) ( kpc,i rorj(1in(2)) 
Fin Weit 
WF
=	 N (F t (r0 - r1) 
PCM Weight
f
pcmrO2 - r 2 )
(1 - 2r	
t) 
• Longitudinal Fin Reuis (t = .016, r j
 = .31, r0	 1.56) 
K	 - W	 lb WTO.AL 
N L	 Hr OF-in - L	 in L 
10 .302 .198 .218 
r 20 .56
• 
.194 .234 
• 30 •35 .187 .217 10
.325 .182 .2621
F-7
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3. Rectgular Container - - Straight Fia 
.vi r 1	 =	 +	
fins per inch 
W t U-1,4 kpCM 2 
K= H 
w	 2 
Ki-

Flo IPCM 
•	 4	 K3kM 
Neglecting the contribution of the shaded area for conductance only: 
EffectiveConductance 
KCp_pCM (	 t W1	 2 kpCM 
N tt5+2M 
H 
Fin Weight
- 
(F t WHf..- fFtf I (2 r 2 + -- r ) 
PCM %eight 
Wpr.M =PCM 111W (3. - ft) - fpcm L (i - ft) (2 r + -- r ) 
F-8	 •	 •	 CRUMMAN 7	 -
;. 
bd tan 3O°. d= core size 
=6tb 
OOZ
_6kPCMH 
rs.	
-	 FCM 
F K3=kpcM31bd) 
CP 
Effective Conductance 
r
KPCM	
-	 l2tb1M  
2kr tb4kpcM 1i	 H 
F1 	
Fin WeiRht 
F.	 WF = 6tbHfF 
T :'	
We ight
WpCM = 1.5 bi HfM 
[It.
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APPENDIX G 
DET.IIIED DESIGN CALCU1MI0NS F\)R THE 
AVIONICS RACK HEAT EXCHANGER 
A. Heat Pipe Optiniization Calculations 
The method used to determine the optimum nmber of one half Inch 
square, 15 inch long pipes and the relative evaporator and condenser 
section lengths is discussed below.
	 - 
The total heat pipe temperature gradient,
	 (evaporator section 
plus condenser section film losses.., transport losses being negligible) 
may be expressed as a function of the number of pipea, N, and the evaporator 
length, L (the condenser length is equal to 114.75-L inches allo'iing 0.25 
inches for a transport section). Additionally, the evaporator section unit 
heat flux, qevap , must be determined as a function of N and L to verify 
that fluxes of 1e83 than 25 watts/in2
 are achieved. 
HP	
''evap • 
where
Q	 1980 watts, design load 
hevap	 2000 Btu/hr_ft2_OF, evaporator film coefficient 
hcofld	 200 Btu/hr_ft2_°W, condenser film coefficient 
An expression for the evaporating surface area, Aevap and condensing 
surface area, k,ond' slay be derived in terms of N and L. 
Aevap	 2 x [0. 1496 + 2 (0.218 ?i)1	 x N x L, and 
Acond = 2 x 10.496 + 2 (0.2148 1 2 )J	 x N x (114.75-L) 
In the above expressions, ?i and 42 are the evaporator and condenser 
section conduction fin efficiencies of ,
 the two heat pipe sides not in direct 
contact with the fluid stream cores.
LMMA 
G-1 
.1
11 
11 
Ii I 
Fl 1 
:11 
Using standard techniques, these efficiencies were calculated (based 
on applicable wall thickness, thermal conductivity, film coefficient and fin 
height) to be 0.66 for i and 0.62 for, 2 
Using these values, the area terms become 
Aevap
	
1.616 x N x L, in2 
Acond	 1.602 x N x (14.75..L), in  
The expression for the total heat pipe temperature gradient therefore 
becomes: 
AT	 +	 2142.5 OF It?	 NL	 (1k.7545 ' 
Siatlar1r, the expression for the evaporator section heat flux may be 
derived as a function of N and L. 
%vap =
	
13	
watts/in2 
B. Air SideDesign Conditions 
As calculated in section 9-14 of this report, the total available sum 
of thermal resistances on the air and water sides of the beat exchanger is: 
0E-hr 
UA	 +	 0.00362 BTU Air 
Since the air side film coeffIcients were expected to be quite lower 
than the water aide, and the pressure drop requirements on the air side were 
quite stringent, it was decided to allocate the major portion of the avail-
able thermal resistances to the air side. The following split was made: 
UAAi	
= 0.00278 0E-hr	 UAAI	 360 hBTU 
1	
= 0.000814 ""-hr	 BTU
 = ioo BIU 
UAt	
U.A BTU	 water	 hr-0F
RLMMAN 
G-2
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The allowable air system pressure drop corresponding to a fan power 
allowance of 180 watts can be calculated as follows: 
144x4P x * x' 
an	 27.7 
QFan 
= .026]. *P
, 
Fan 
where,
air flow rate, lbs/br 
1000. 
Fan •	 fan .efficy 
=	 0.35 (per vendor supplied information) 
pressure drop at operating temperature and 
pressure, in H20 
=	 ratio of air density at operating conditions
 
• (10 psia, 1250F) to density at 11.7 psia, 70°F 
.01 61/.075
	
0.614 
QFan =	 fan power .Uowanoe, watts 
=	 3.80. 
n
Substituting values and solving for O'A P, we obtain: 
r A P = 0.914 inches of 1120	 (total system loss) 
FAllowing 1	 of this figure for ducting losses, we obtain for our 
allowable core loss:
Core = 0.819 inches of H20 
The design of the air core was performed using a Grumman developed 
technique for sizing a laminar plate-fin heat exchanger (reference 17). 
• The method usea a mathematical correlation of heat transfer data for the 
flow of air in rectangular ducts compiled in reference 15. In particular, 
LI/;MA2 
*2 
it is found that both the product of friction factor and Reynolds nukther, 
as well as Stanton number, Prandtl number (to the two thirds power) and 
Reynolds number, are constant in the laminar region. By specifying 
allowable UA, pressure drop ('.,' P), flow length, and one dimension of the 
•	 frontal area, the method allows one to determine the other frontal dimension 
•	 as well as the number of core layers and fins per inch required In the ox-
tended surface. 
Two co!e/heat pipe configurations were considered in arriving at the 
final design These t.o cc'ncets are pictured below 
I n concept #1, the air cores are positioned adjacent to a single row 
of 8 heat pipes. Although design calculations were performed, this concept 
was rejected. The B dimension required was excessively large (approximately 
6 inches) consisting of approximately 40 layers of very small core material. 
In essence, therefore, the design requirements could not be met for this 
configuration. 
Concept #2 positions 3 air cores about two rows of four pipes each. 
The center core is actually two of the outer cores back to back since we need 
an equal amount cf core on either side of each row of heat pipes to achieve 
•	 •LJMqA
Huniform performance.	 This concept proved to be the one chocn for the 
final design. 
Since UAAfr	 360 Btu/hr 0F, the required tJA per core is 90 Btu/hr OF 
(or 100 Btu/hr OF including a 10% safety factor). 
The design calculations using the method Cerived in reference 17, are 
shown below: 
UA j	 = .j?	 [th	 1-fr (j) ± 
waere,
N 
=	
-------
	 at	 K 
f 385
	
p	
*Air	 v 
where,
UA	 requisite heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr °F 
L	 M	 0.1835 feet, flow length 
W	 0.792 feet, heat pipe contact length 
B	 ccredej€h 
tin thickness +fth s E	Lnj 1.25 for 20% solid core 
K	 a	 125 Btu/hr-ft-OF (11W aluminum) 
ge	 gravitational constszit, ft/hr2 
PSTD	 0.075 lb/ft3 
A p	 a	 0.819/12 inchs of 1120 water 
a	 specific heit of air = 0.211ftu/1b_°p 
NST	 Statxton number 
f	 friction factor 
'Mr	 250 lbs/hr per core 
1.0 + spacing plate thickness 
1.0
-Frun Ref. 15 for rectangular tubes having an aspect ratio, 0C, of 8, 
2/3

r e
 "ST NPR	 = 6.7,
] 
] 
Ij 
IA 
T 
p, 
T -1.35 
N f—i-	 21.0, 
	
Re	 TA 
where,
= wall temperature, and 
TA	 air tex ratLire, OF 
0.7 
or	
T 
-1.35 
6.7( 
NST	 \TA 
= 
	
f	 21.0 (0.7) 
=	 0.368 
Substituting in our expression for X, we obtain, 
X	 = 137,100B 
Assuming that the hyperbolic tangent term 5.s equal to 1.0, 
UA	 = .X,	 or 
UA2	 1002 
B	 =	 .0728 ft = . 874 inche 952.5	 137,100 
To check, substituting these values into the complete expression for 
UA, we get, 
UA	 100 tanh (2.21) = 97.6 (good enough) 
The required hydrauflc diameter, dh is calculated from 
	
2	 .385	 *Air  
= STD 8 Cr16 P	 "Re 
= 15.5 x 0 6 ft2 
dh	 3.935 x 10 3 ft = 17.2 x 10-3 inches 
G-6	 .. 
the core opening, b = dli	 , where	 .= aspect ratio
	 b/a = 8 
Substituting, b
	 0.212 inches. 
The number of layers coznpriting the core, is 
F B	 0.8711 N	
-c	 =	 .22 
Since we cannot fabricate a fractional layer, we will calculate the 
new geietry required for an integral number of layers. 
From the two expressions above fr d 2
 and d,, we can derIve a relation-
ship between	 and N.
	 In particular, 
[
(B/ X)3
	 22.85x10-6	 N2 
For N = 14
7.16x102ft
	 0.860 inches 
U-Ji 0dli	 2	 B6	 =
 
. 0 775	iinches 
• b	 =B/N	 0.215 inches 
With a spacer plate thickness of 0.010 inches, 
i=	 1.05 
Therefore, I' 
STotal	 .860 x 1.05	 903 
A	 =	 surface area
	
..L	 =	 10 06 ft2 jf 
tUrn coefficient
	
Cp$, NST NRe	 23.2 Btu/hr-ft2_°p 
dh. 
fin thickness-i- -	 =	 0.00672 Inches 
=	 fin effectiveness
	
=	
where ,
 
F -	 fh Z	 - -	 -	 B
WX
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n 
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n
1. 
ii 
:	
H 
Y? 
= taxih(2.O - 
2.0	 - 
UA	 h S	 = 112 BTU/hr-OF 
Since this is somewhat higher than we require, we can recalculate 
using N= 3. 
For N3
= 5.9 x 10_2 feet = 0.707 inches 
.4- !4.	 = 0.0524 inches 
b	 = BAN
	
= 0.236 inches 
for	 = 1.0 (0.010 onch spacer) 
BTotal	 0.707 (1.04) = 0.737 inches
A =.7.5i ft 
h = 21.1 BBJ/hr-ft2-°F 
0.00737 Inches 
Sf?	 0.603 
(JA = h S	 = 96.1 BTU/hr-°F (this Is good enough) 
SUMMARY 
The final air core design for the tour cores required is as follows: 
3 layers 
b = 0.2 1 0 inches 
a = 0 .030 inches 
0.008 inches (32 gauge) 
26.3 fins/Inch 
0.010 inch plates between cores*
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C. Water Side Design Calculations 
The water side plate-fin cores were designed using the sane mct1oc 
previously outlined for the air side, with the following restrictions: 
UAU1b1 = 1200 Btu/hr-°F = 300 Btu/hr-°F per core (14 'ores in 
parallel1 
L	 0.1835 feet, flow length 
W	 = 0.4375 feet, heat pipe contact length 
B	 = core depth 
pressure drop, inches of water (14 psig allowable) 
= 1.25 for, 20% solid core 
K	 = 325 Btu/hr-ft-°F (1100 aluminum) 
PsrD	 = 62.1 lb/ft3 
a'	 1.0 
Cp	 =1.0 
=8.0 
NPR	 ,	 = 5.149 
N	 vi	 ,,T	
- 
= 2.5 
Substituting these values into the expressions for X, UA, and dh 
presented in section B, we may obtain, 
	
A P x B	 = 1.11 12 x 10 
dh	 = 3.65 x 10 feet 
= 113.7 x io inches 
b	 = 0.197 inch (.016 14 (feet) 
By choosing B = b (i.e., a single layer core),
1.412 x lo-3 4Ap =	 01614	 0.0362 inches of water (well below •the 
allowable 14 psia) 
G.-9
1 Wt	 B S	 =	 = 1. 151 ft 
C"ST N
= 636 Btu/hr-ft2-°F 
dh
T 
T1 
1 I 
-i 
=	 b/32 = 0.00615 inches 
Z	 =	 2.15 
tanh(Z) 
- = 0.103 
UA	 "	 h S	 = 296 Btu/hr-'F (good enough) 
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